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A quantum computer has the potential to e�ciently solve problems that are intractable for clas-

sical computers. Constructing a large-scale quantum processor, however, is challenging due to

errors and noise inherent in real-world quantum systems. One approach to this challenge is

to utilize modularity�a pervasive strategy found throughout nature and engineering�to build

complex systems robustly. Such an approach manages complexity and uncertainty by assembling

small, specialized components into a larger architecture. These considerations motivate the de-

velopment of a quantum modular architecture, where separate quantum systems are combined

via communication channels into a quantum network. In this architecture, an essential tool for

universal quantum computation is the teleportation of an entangling quantum gate, a technique

originally proposed in 1999 which, until now, has not been realized deterministically. Using the

circuit quantum electrodynamics platform, this thesis reports on the experimental demonstration

of a teleported controlled-NOT operation made deterministic by utilizing real-time adaptive con-

trol. Additionally, we take a crucial step towards implementing robust, error-correctable modules

by enacting the gate between logical qubits, encoding quantum information redundantly in the

states of superconducting cavities. Such teleported operations have signi�cant implications for

fault-tolerant quantum computation, and when realized within a network can have broad applica-

tions in quantum communication, metrology, and simulations. Our results illustrate a compelling

approach for implementing multi-qubit operations on logical qubits within an error-protected

quantum modular architecture.
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1
Introduction

1.1 The digital computing revolution

The development of digital computing has ushered an era of rapid technological progress that still

continues even today [1]. As with many technological advances, the demands of war provided

the impetus for the development of modern electronic computation. The second World War saw

a need to speed up calculations necessary for the war e�ort. Initially, trajectory calculations for

long-range artillery were performed by an army of �human� computers, using mechanical devices

like the Di�erential Analyzer (a mechanical contraption used to numerical integrate di�erential

equations) to aid in the calculations. However, because each calculation relied on numerous

parameters�each new shell required tables for all sorts of environmental factors�compiling �ring

tables was a tedious and detailed process taking on the order of weeks to months to complete,

a rate far too slow to win the war. This set the stage for the development of the electronic

digital computer, one that used vacuum tubes in place of the ball-and-disk integrator central

to mechanical devices, initially proposed by researchers at the Moore School in Philadelphia.

One result of this e�ort was the Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer (ENIAC), though

arriving too late to play a large role in the winning the war, was an impressive feat of engineering,

combining disparate technologies together to produce a machine that could perform calculations

close to one hundred times faster than even the most nimble human computer. The ENIAC

and later versions found much use toward performing calculations necessary for the hydrogen

1
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bomb. Building upon this early demonstration of electronic computing, John von Neumann led

the construction of one of the �rst general-purpose and universal, or Turing-complete, computers

and also codi�ed the architecture upon which all modern computers are based, aptly named the

von-Neumann architecture.

Our demands for ever more computational power to solve ever more complicated problems

have lead to breathtaking capabilities, from atomic bomb calculations in the 1950s and 1960s to

advanced machine learning algorithms today that can best even the greatest human Go player [2].

Despite these advances, there remain problems that are di�cult or even impossible to solve even

with our most powerful supercomputers. Furthermore, the celebrated �Moore's Law� scaling

of computing power may be leveling o�, and recent advances in computing have more to do

with advances in power consumption or parallelism rather than clock speed or more transistors.

Fortunately, quantum technologies have emerged as a promising candidate to address some of

these concerns, and this thesis will focus on one particular aspect of quantum computation. To

set the stage for this thesis, we begin by motivating why there is a broad interest in quantum

computing, what we mean by quantum information and computing, and �nally, how this thesis

contributes to the quantum computing �eld in general.

1.2 Information processing with quantum mechanics

Arguably, the �eld of computation with quantum mechanics began with the insight by Richard

Feynman that complex physical systems that are described quantum mechanically may be ef-

�ciently simulated with a universal quantum simulator [3]. A few years later, David Deutsch

extended the ideas of universal computability via a Turing machine to quantum systems and

suggested that universal quantum computers would have computational capabilities beyond that

of classical computers [4]. The �rst proposals for quantum algorithms with practical applica-

tions occurred a decade later with two key discoveries illustrating that a quantum computer can

solve certain problems more e�ciently than any known classical computer. In 1994, Peter Shor

proposed a quantum algorithm [5] for integer-factorization based on an e�cient implementation
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of the quantum Fourier transform that performs exponentially faster than typical classical al-

gorithms. Because factorization is at the heart of almost all RSA-type public-key cryptography

strategies, the development of this algorithm has deep implications for secure communication and

spurred new interest by information-gathering security agencies around the world. A few years

later, Lev Grover [6] developed a general-purpose quantum algorithm that o�ers a polynomial

speedup (O(
√
N vs. O(N)) to the problem of database search, one of the most fundamental

computational problems to-date; this algorithm was later to proved to be the optimal quantum

solution [7, 8]. Among other examples, these two algorithms provided tangible evidence that

a quantum computer may have certain bene�ts over classical computers. However, it is widely

believed that a quantum computer will not be able to address the central question in computa-

tional complexity whether NP (problems that are veri�able in polynomial time, but may not be

solvable in polynomial time) problems may be solved in polynomial time (e.g. does P = NP?). It

is an open research question to understand the extent of the advantage of quantum devices over

classical computers [9, 10], and new insights in the future may allow us to qualify the previous

statement. Fortunately, there is a parallel research e�ort to determine problems of intermediate

di�culty that quantum computers may be well suited for; for example, one direction gaining

popularity is to apply quantum devices to solve quantum simulation and chemistry problems.

Such problems have immediate practical consequences and it is possible that near-term quantum

processors will be directed to solve similar problems.

On initial inspection, a quantum computation is structured similarly to classical computation:

both require encoding information and manipulating this information to e�ect a particular out-

come that is the answer. For quantum information, this information is now encoded within the

states of a quantum system, and we refer to the fundamental unit of quantum information as a

quantum bit, or qubit. Quantum systems are represented not as de�nite states, but simultane-

ously as a superposition of all possible intermediate states. This property leads to a feature known

as quantum parallelism where all possible input state may be operated upon simultaneously. In

order for this parallelism to be computationally useful, manipulations of this quantum informa-

tion during a particular computation should transform the system into the correct answer. This
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is accomplished through judiciously designing manipulations to take advantage of interference,

where the states that correspond to incorrect answers will destructively interfere and the states

that correspond to the correct answer will constructively interfere and have a high probability

of being measured. Because these systems obey the rules of quantum mechanics, in order to

e�ect quantum computation, it is necessary to develop a new set of tools to control, manipulate,

and extract this information. Ultimately, classical information must be extracted from quantum

systems to learn of the outcome of a particular computation; as such, quantum play an important

role in quantum information�it is the only way that we, as �classical computers�, can see observe

the result of the quantum algorithm.

1.3 Challenges facing quantum computing

Despite the thirty years that have spanned since the discovery of the �rst quantum algorithms,

experimental e�orts to realize quantum computers are still quite nascent. Chief among the

challenges facing quantum computation is the presence of errors that befall any quantum system,

which, if left unchecked, will cause a given quantum computation to fail. Thus, one of the �rst

requirements when developing a platform for quantum computation is to su�ciently isolate the

quantum system from the surrounding environment. To quantify this, we discuss the coherence

of a quantum system, or the length of time that quantum information is accurately stored in

the system before the information is lost to the environment. While such isolation improves the

robustness of quantum systems, it also reduces controllability as well as the ability of an individual

quantum systems to interact with one another. For successful quantum computation, all three

are necessary. Additionally, despite consistent improvements in coherences, it is still unclear (and

seems highly unlikely) whether these quantum systems can attain the low errors rates similar to

classical systems that are required for reliable quantum computation1.

This conundrum has a fortunate resolution, that of quantum error correction [11, 12, 13,

1. Modern transistors have soft error rates around 10−4 errors per billion hours of operation, while the best
quantum bits that are used in superconducting qubits have memory error rates of ∼100Hz. Soft errors in classical
computers are generally caused by high-energy radiation and can induce correlated errors across the chip. Even
with these small error rates, most computers do execute classical error correcting codes.
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14]. In such a paradigm, instead of encoding information within a single physical qubit where

decoherence would completely destroy the quantum information, quantum information is instead

encoded across several individual physical qubits in a redundant fashion so that an error on

any physical qubit can be detected, and if designed cleverly, also corrected. This collection of

physical qubits encoded to allow the detection and correction of errors composes what is called

a logical qubit. While the discovery of quantum error correction was a truly remarkable feat, it

also introduced additional complexity to any error-corrected quantum computation. Importantly

using multiple physical qubits to store a single quantum bit, the base error rate of the logical

qubit will �rst increase and possibly introduce new types of errors. Additionally, manipulations on

logical qubits will require a complex series of manipulations on the constituent physical qubits,

which can reduce the performance of logical operations necessary for quantum computation.

Ultimately, it will be necessary to address other types of errors, including those induced by

manipulations�logical operations, measurements, and error correction operations�on quantum

information to enable fault-tolerant quantum computation. Designing an appropriate logical

qubit, much like designing an appropriate physical qubit, is an omnipresent task in the quantum

information community; experiments, like those presented in this thesis will aid in understanding

how to design these more complex systems.

Our chosen platform of superconducting qubits and cavities o�ers an attractive approach to

build a quantum computer. Within the circuit quantum electrodynamics paradigm, it is possible

to tailor the Hamiltonian with high precision, a�ording us the capability to work with �designer

atoms�. These devices are fairly straightforward to assemble, typically consisting of a litho-

graphically fabricated device on a sapphire or silicon substrate. As we will see, the introduction

of high-Q superconducting cavities has opened the door to a new way to use these structures

for quantum computation, where the cavities themselves store the quantum information. Fi-

nally, control over these superconducting devices can take advantage of the extensive industry

of microwave-frequency components and are easily adapted for use in our experiments. Super-

conducting qubits are rapidly maturing as a quantum technology with individual coherences and

performances su�cient to construct increasingly complex devices.
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While the two main experimental projects performed in this thesis, of which we will describe

one, investigate fairly distinct areas of quantum information processing, there are a few unifying

motifs that tie the essence of this thesis together. The work presented here focuses on combining

individual quantum systems and technologies that have been demonstrated in isolation to im-

plement new capabilities that are greater than the sum of their parts. As these systems become

more complex, it will be ever more important to develop strategies for manipulating them and for

understanding how to characterize and benchmark their performance. A critical challenge when

scaling up quantum systems in any platform is the simultaneous goal of maintaining coherences

and control while mitigating crosstalk and residual interactions. A thorough discussion of the

�rst experiment can be found in the thesis of Jacob Blumo� [15]. Here, instead of repeating

such content, here we will instead focus on the lessons learned from constructing and control-

ling a multi-qubit experiment. The second experiment will the focus of this thesis, namely the

deterministic teleportation of a two-qubit gate between two logical qubits. In this experiment,

the two logical qubits are not directly interacting, and we implement a teleported controlled-NOT

(CNOT) gate between them. The implementation of a teleported gate is an important ingredient

for a modular quantum computation, and its implementation is being actively pursued here in

the Yale quantum information group.

1.4 Overview of thesis

This thesis reports on the experimental realization of a teleported quantum operation using

superconducting qubits.

We start with a broad and short overview of quantum information in chapter 2, introducing

several concepts that will be useful throughout this thesis. We describe quantum bits, operations

on quantum systems, and measurement. Additionally we describe quantum entanglement, the

essential feature of quantum mechanics that we utilize for quantum computation. We then

describe methods by which we characterize and assess quantum states and processes. From

here we go detail some of the outstanding challenges toward building a quantum computer, for
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which we will need quantum error correction to one day realize fault-tolerance in our quantum

computation.

chapter 3 describes our chosen quantum information platform, superconducting qubits and

circuit quantum electrodynamics (cQED). We �rst describe how we can treat electrical circuits

quantum mechanically and make the connection that we have the tools necessary to construct

such quantum electrical circuits. We introduce the Josephson junction as the critical circuit ele-

ment with which we construct all of our superconducting qubits. Having described these tools,

we introduce circuit quantum electrodynamics as our approach to build our superconducting

quantum systems. We describe black-box quantization as a method for extracting the Hamilto-

nian of an arbitrary nonlinear circuit network. From here, we discuss the dispersive Hamiltonian

and go through several common examples to better motivate the more complicated devices used

in this thesis. We conclude this chapter by brie�y explaining how we achieve quantum control

over our superconducting qubits, detailing both how we apply classical drives to manipulate our

qubits and how we perform dispersive measurements.

In chapter 4 we discuss the physical realization of our superconducting qubits with a focus

on some guidelines and design considerations for constructing our cQED devices. We focus on

the three-dimensional (3D) cQED architecture, describing several designs for 3D cavities and

3D transmons. We describe how these two fundamental building blocks can be combined to

give us access to the wonderful physics described in the previous two chapters. Furthermore,

we brie�y discuss some of the bene�ts from our 3D approach from a practical perspective. We

then turn to describe our control hardware. We �rst brie�y describe how our device preparation

and how they are cooled in a dilution refrigerator before turning to the microwave control lines.

We emphasize the importance of good microwave hygiene to ensure that noise on our input

and output lines are su�ciently suppressed through the combination of �lters, attenuators, and

directional components. We end this chapter with a brief discussion of how we control and

program our experiments.

Having a foundation for designing, constructing, and preparing a cQED device, we turn to

describe our experimental techniques in chapter 5, with an emphasis for extracting the parameters
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of a cQED Hamiltonian. We describe methods for extracting a host of Hamiltonian parameters.

We describe several methods and explain the relative trade-o�s for various parameter regimes.

The organization of this section roughly follows a standard cQED bring-up and can serve as

a checklist for a system characterization. As our experimental devices grow in complexity, so

do the requirements of careful and thorough characterization. Any experiment begins with state

preparation and we describe one method for initializing in the ground state. We close this section

by discussing how we characterize quantum states and processes through tomography.

The techniques and methods discussed in the previous chapters enable the experiment de-

scribed in chapter 6. Here, we detail the implementation of a teleported CNOT gate between two

logical qubits. We start by describing the quantum modular architecture, a promising approach

for building a quantum computer. We detail the teleported circuit and our implementation of

this protocol using superconducting qubits and cavities. We then detail the implementation of

each component required for this protocol. We then assemble all of these components to realize

the teleported gate, and we present a thorough characterization of the entire gate. We establish

that the behavior of the gate closely matches the expectation from device parameters and from

the performance of each individual component. The teleported gate is a fundamental building

block for the quantum modular architecture and we explore several future directions to improve

its performance.

Finally, in chapter 7, we o�er perspective of the accomplishments of this thesis and use these

to describe some possible next steps for the quantum modular architecture. The result of the

teleported CNOT gate provides more con�dence that such an architecture can be made a reality.

There are, of course, many area that require further investigation and development, such as

the integration of quantum error correction and the demonstration of this teleported operation

between remote modules. While the challenges toward realizing a fully-�edged quantum computer

remain numerous and formidable, the rapid progress achieved by superconducting qubits and

by quantum information as a whole lend some (cautious) optimism that quantum information

processing can and will be a useful technology in the years to come.



2
Quantum information concepts

This initial chapter sets the theoretical groundwork that is fundamental to all quantum informa-

tion processing. Unifying the various approaches for quantum computation are the requirements

of state initialization, quantum operations, and quantum measurements [16, 17]. In section 2.1,

we start with a treatment of quantum computations with closed quantum systems, where the

dynamics of the system are completely encapsulated by the Hamiltonian. We introduce the

representations of quantum states, starting from a single quantum bit of information in sub-

section 2.1.1 to describing multi-dimensional systems in subsection 2.1.2 where we introduce

harmonic oscillators as a particularly useful example. Having established a �rm description of

the state vector, we proceed to describe quantum operations in section subsection 2.1.3, pay-

ing close attention to single-qubit and two-qubit quantum gates in Equation 2.1.3 as well as

harmonic oscillator displacements in Equation 2.1.3. In subsection 2.1.4, we describe how to

perform measurements to complete our discussion on closed quantum systems.

The second part of this chapter deals with quantum information of open quantum systems,

where the system of interest couples to other uncontrolled degrees of freedom. In subsec-

tion 2.2.1, we introduce the density operator as the representation of general quantum states,

particularly those that have classical uncertainty. We then describe two representations of quan-

tum operations in subsection 2.2.2 and provide several examples of single-qubit quantum channels

subsection 2.2.3. With this formalism in hand, we can describe the quantum measurements in a

more general context in section 2.2.4.

9
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Quantum entanglement is a critical feature of quantum mechanics used repeatedly through-

out this thesis. As a primer, we provide an introduction in section 2.3, focusing on distinguishing

quantum and classical correlations and providing a speci�c example of quantum state telepor-

tation. This example provides a striking example of entanglement and how it enables quantum

systems to perform otherwise impossible operations. In addition, this serves as a useful precursor

to the demonstration of a teleported gate in chapter 6.

Experimental characterization of quantum states and processes is crucial for assessing the

quality of a quantum computation. Such veri�cation and validation requires de�ning quality mea-

sures to describe how well we have done. In section 2.4, we introduce two common measures�

�delity and distance�and describe several ways these can be used as a quantitative metric to

compare states and processes.

The remaining section of this chapter provides a broader perspective of quantum computation.

In particular, we outline the DiVincenzo criteria in subsection 2.5.1, a canonical set of properties

that any practical quantum computer should have. We then detail some of the practical challenges

facing the construction of a quantum computer. In particular, quantum error correction is

necessary to deal with unavoidable noise and errors in any real-world quantum system. In addition

to error correction, a practical quantum computer will need a strategy to perform computation

using imperfect components and operations. We end this brief introduction by describing the

fundamentals for fault-tolerant quantum computation and the threshold theorem.

2.1 Quantum information in closed systems

We �rst explore the fundamental concepts of quantum computation in the context of closed

quantum systems, where the quantum state is isolated from any other system, quantum or

classical. This introduction serves to treat several ideas in a simple context to be further developed

later in this chapter and throughout this thesis. We begin with a discussion of representations of

quantum states, starting from the simplest description�a two-dimensional quantum system�

and moving to higher-dimensional multi-qubit and multi-level systems. With these states de�ned,
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we can move to a discussion of how to manipulate these states by applying unitary operations.

Finally, we describe the measurement process for extracting information from a quantum state.

2.1.1 From bit to qubit

In classical information processing, the fundamental unit is called the bit, a description of a

physical system that has two possible states, generically labeled �0� and �1�. A coin that is either

heads-up or tails-up can physically represent a bit of information. On the other hand, a quantum

bit, or qubit, is super�cially similar, but introduces a richer set of possibilities. The qubit state

space is spanned by two states, represented as |0〉 and |1〉. Crucially, quantum mechanics allows

a quantum state to exist as a superposition; that is, a qubit may exist simultaneously in both

states. We represent a qubit state via the wavefunction

|ψ〉 = a |0〉+ b |1〉 . (2.1)

The amplitudes a and b are complex numbers subject to the normalization constraint |a|2+|b|2 =

1. The probability that we �nd the state in |0〉 is |a|2, and likewise the probability we �nd the

state in |1〉 to be |b|2. For this reason, these coe�cients are often called probability amplitudes.

With the normalization contraint, we can recast the qubit state vector by re-parameterizing the

probability amplitudes and instead write

|ψ〉 = cos

(
θ

2

)
eiφ0 |0〉+ sin

(
θ

2

)
eiφ1 |1〉

→ cos

(
θ

2

)
|0〉+ sin

(
θ

2

)
eiφ |1〉 ,

(2.2)

where θ and φ = φ1 − φ0 represent the longitundinal and azimuthal angle of the state vector,

respectively. In the second line, we factor out an unnecessary global phase. Equation 2.2 leads

to a useful geometrical representation called the �Bloch sphere.� The quantum state |ψ〉 can be

described as a vector on the surface of a unit sphere. The angle θ indicates the projection onto

the z-axis and the angle φ indicates the angle about the z-axis.

Quantum states are speci�ed according to some Hamiltonian; for example, the simplest
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θ

φ

Figure 2.1 | The Bloch Sphere. A pure quantum state can be represented as a vector on a
unit sphere, parameterized by a polar (θ) and azimuthal (φ) angle.

Hamiltonian that de�nes a qubit can be written as

Hqubit =
~ω
2
σz (2.3)

where σz is one of the Pauli operators

σ̂x ≡




0 1

1 0


→ X̂ σ̂y ≡




0 −i

i 0


→ Ŷ σ̂z ≡




1 0

0 −1


→ Ẑ. (2.4)

The basis states |0〉 and |1〉 are eigenstates of Z with energies ±~ω/2, respectively. As a result,

we will sometimes refer to the basis states as |±Z〉 to emphasize they are the ±1 eigenstates of

σz. Similarly, we can write down the eigenstates for the other Pauli operators:

|±X〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉 ± |1〉)

|±Y 〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉 ± i |1〉)

|+Z〉 = |0〉 ; |−Z〉 = |1〉

(2.5)

These states have a useful Bloch sphere representation: the eigenstates for each of the Pauli

matrices represent the poles along the respective axes (e.g. σx → x) in the Bloch sphere

representation.
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Distinguishing a qubit from a bit How is a quantum bit distinct from a probabilistic classical

bit, like a weighted coin? After all, the fact that there is a relative phase between |0〉 and |1〉 is

not important when we consider the probability of �nding the qubit in |0〉 or |1〉. Let's consider

an example where this relative phase is crucial. The answer lies in that a quantum bit has a

multitude of representations, while a classical bit only has one [18].

The representation of the quantum state in the {|0〉 , |1〉} basis described above is known as

the �computational basis.� We may choose to represent the state in a di�erent basis. Consider

the state |ψ〉 = |0〉. We can describe the state in the X basis described in Equation 2.5 as

|ψ〉 = (|+X〉+ |−X〉) /
√

2. What is the probability that the state is in |0〉? Classically, we are

either in |+X〉 or |−X〉 with probability 1/2. In either case, we will be in |0〉 half of the time.

Therefore, the total probability that we get |0〉 is 1/2. But, obviously the correct answer is that

we will �nd |0〉 with unit probability. The addition of probability amplitudes leads to interference

e�ects that may add constructively or destructively in ways that we will not observe classically.

In section 2.2 we will formalize when there is classical uncertainty in quantum states.

2.1.2 Multiple qubits and qudits

We can, of course, put multiple qubits together to produce a multi-partite quantum state. To

achieve this, we use a mathematical tool called the tensor product to specify a new Hilbert space

that spans the combined system. For a two-qubit system, the basis now consists of four states:

{|0〉1⊗|0〉2 , |0〉1⊗|1〉2 , |1〉1⊗|0〉2 , |1〉1⊗|1〉2}, which we will typically shorten to |i〉1⊗|j〉2 →

|ij〉. We describe this state with four complex amplitudes: |ψ〉 = a |00〉+ b |01〉+ c |10〉+ d |11〉

with the normalization constraint |a|2 + |b|2 + |c|2 + |d|2 = 1. With three qubits, we have eight

complex amplitudes. With N qubits, we will have to specify probability amplitudes for 2N basis

states1. This exponential growth in complexity a�ords us many of the interesting opportunities

for quantum information processing, as we will see over the course of this thesis.

We can also have quantum states that encode information in more than just two levels.

1. The normalization constraint and the insigni�cance of a global phase removes two parameters, leaving a
total of 2N+1 − 2 real numbers to specify an N -qubit state
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These states are called qudits and span d levels: {|0〉 , |1〉 , . . . |d〉}. The multi-level structure of

qudits implies that multiple quantum bits of information can be stored by these systems. For

example, a d = 4 qudit encodes two bits of quantum information and has the same size Hilbert

space as a two-qubit system�both are described with four complex numbers. The distinction,

then, is that the latter is composed of two single-qubit subsystems while the former is a single

quantum entity.

Harmonic oscillator

The quantum harmonic oscillator is characterized by an in�nite-level (or dimensional) Hilbert

space where the energy di�erence between consecutive levels is equal. A harmonic oscillator is

characterized by the following Hamiltonian

H = ~ω
(
â†â+

1

2

)
, (2.6)

where â is the annihilation operator and ~ω is the characteristic energy (or frequency) di�erence.

The eigenstates of the harmonic oscillator are given as Fock states, |n〉, each with �xed photon-

number n. Here we include the zero-point energy term so that the ground state |0〉 has a non-zero

energy of ~ω/2; for most future calculations we will drop this term. Typically, we are interested

in energy di�erences, and a static o�set in the Hamiltonian does not in�uence the dynamics. A

harmonic oscillator quantum state can be expressed in the Fock basis,

|ψ〉 =

∞∑

n=0

cn |n〉 , (2.7)

with probability amplitudes {cn}.

In addition to Fock states, we often use coherent states [19, 20]. These states are charac-

terized not by a distinct photon number, but rather by an average position 〈x〉 and momentum

〈p〉 that minimizes the Heisenburg uncertainty relation between these conjugate variables. Just

as an oscillating pendulum has a well de�ned amplitude and phase, a coherent state can also be

described by a complex amplitude α = |α|eiφ. Importantly, this state |α〉 is an eigenstate of the
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annihilation operator â |α〉 = α |α〉, a key relation that is the basis for quantum error correction

with harmonic oscillators [21]. In the Fock basis, a coherent state is described as

|α〉 = e−|α|
2/2

∞∑

n=0

αn√
n!
|n〉 , (2.8)

with probability amplitudes cn following a Poisson distribution. Note that while the coherent

state has a well-speci�ed amplitude and phase (up to the limits imposed by the Heisenburg

uncertainty principle), the photon number is not well-de�ned; in contrast, for a Fock state, the

photon number is well-speci�ed, but no well-de�ned phase.

What may be taught in an introductory quantum mechanics class is that a harmonic oscillator

is a terrible quantum system to use to encode quantum information: if all energy levels are equally

spaced, how does one isolate two to specify a qubit? We will see over the course of this thesis

how we actually can utilize a harmonic oscillator for quantum information processing.

2.1.3 Unitary operations

Now that we can represent the state of a quantum system, in order to e�ect a computation, we

need an additional ingredient: the ability to e�ect changes to the system. In quantum mechanics,

the equation of motion for a quantum state is governed by the Schrodinger equation,

i~
d |ψ〉
dt

= H(t) |ψ〉 . (2.9)

For a time-independent Hamiltonian H(t) → H, the evolution of the quantum state is given

simply by |ψ(t)〉 = U(t) |ψ(t = 0)〉 where U(t) = exp (−iHt/~). If the initial state is an eigen-

state with eigenenergy Ei of the Hamiltonian H, then the evolution merely applies a phase to the

state, |ψ(t)〉 = e−iEit/~ |ψ(t = 0)〉. A general state (with non-de�nite energy) can be decom-

posed as a superposition of eigenstates {|ψi〉} each with eigenenergy {Ei}: |ψ〉 =
∑

i ci |ψi〉,

with quantum amplitudes ci. The evolution under a static Hamiltonian will take this state to

|ψ(t)〉 =
∑

i cie
−iωit |ψi〉, where each term rotates at a frequency ωi = Ei/~. More generally,

evolution under a time-dependent Hamiltonian will cause transitions between eigenstates, which
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we use to our advantage when performing a quantum computation.

Gates on qubits

A common set of unitary operations on qubits is generated by the set of Pauli matrices (Equa-

tion 2.4). These are often called rotation operators, as they induce a rotation around a particular

axis of the Bloch sphere (Figure 2.2). They are given as

R̂x(θ) ≡ X̂θ = e−iθσx/2 =




cos θ2 −i sin θ
2

−i sin θ
2 cos θ2




R̂y(θ) ≡ Ŷθ = e−iθσy/2 =




cos θ2 − sin θ
2

sin θ
2 cos θ2




R̂z(θ) ≡ Ẑθ = e−iθσz/2 =



e−iθ/2 0

0 −e−iθ/2


.

(2.10)

These can be combined to de�ne a generalized rotation operator around any axis n̂ = (nx, ny, nz):

R̂n̂(θ) ≡ e−iθn̂/2 = cos

(
θ

2

)
1− i sin

(
θ

2

)
(nxσ̂x + nyσ̂y + nzσ̂z) . (2.11)

For example, a π-pulse around the y-axis is given as Ŷπ = iσ̂y and a π/2-pulse around the x-axis

is given as X̂π/2 = (1− iσ̂x) /
√

2. In many of our experiments, we use a �nite set of rotations

with angles θ = ±π/2,±π, often called π/2- and π-pulses. This allow access to all six of the

cardinal points of the Bloch sphere, are preferred by experimentalists, and are members of the

Cli�ord group2. Another useful single-qubit gate is the Hadamard gate (Ĥ-gate), which is a

2. From [22], the Cli�ord group is de�ned as a subgroup of unitary operations on N qubits, U(2N ), generated
by the composition of three types of gates applied to any combination of qubits: H-gates, S-gates, and CNOT

gates. The S-gate, or phase-shift gate, is de�ned as S =

(
1 0
0 i

)
.
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a b

Figure 2.2 | Rotations about the Bloch Sphere. a The three Pauli operations, σx, σy, and
σz, generate rotations about the respective axes in the Bloch sphere representation. For each,
we represent the e�ect of each rotation Ri(θ) at di�ering angles θ. b We apply the Hadamard

rotation, RH(θ) = exp
(
iθĤ/2

)
for varying θ. The Hadamard operator generates e�ects a

rotation about the (X̂ + Ẑ)/2 axis.

rotation of θ = π around the n̂ =
(
X̂ + Ẑ

)
/
√

2 axis, is given as

Ĥ =
1

2




1 1

1 −1


 (2.12)

and can be generated up to a global phase factor using three gates: Ĥ = X̂π/2Ẑπ/2X̂π/2.

Alternatively, the Hadamard gate can be constructed from two rotations, X̂πŶπ/2. The Hadamard

gate is useful for construction quantum circuits because it performs a basis transformation from

Ẑ to X̂; that is, the Hadamard gate takes |0〉 → |+X〉 and |1〉 → |−X〉. It is also important

to note that the Hadamard is distinct from a π/2-pulse: two applications of the Hadamard gate

e�ects an identity operation ĤĤ = 1, while such is not true for two applications of a π/2-pulse

(which would of course e�ect a π-pulse).

Manipulations on multiple qubits admit a much richer set of unitary operations. In addition

to simple products of single qubit gates, there are two-qubit gates that operate distinctly within a

two-qubit Hilbert space and cannot be separated. Controlled operations are one common family

of two-qubit gates. Similar to conditional gates in classical boolean logic, these operations enact

an operation on a target qubit conditioned on the state of a control qubit. In contrast to classical
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logical gates, controlled quantum gates operate on the superposition states and are the basis for

generating entanglement between qubits, which we will describe in more detail in section 2.3.

These controlled operations, when combined with single-qubit gates (for example, the H-gate

and a non-Cli�ord operation such as the T -gate, a π/4-rotation about the Z-axis3), form a set

of controls necessary for universal quantum computation [16, 22].

The controlled-NOT (CNOT) and controlled-PHASE (CPHASE) gates are perhaps the two most

common two-qubit gates found in quantum algorithms. Both gates take a two qubit state as an

input and return a two qubit state as an output. The two gates are described by the following

unitaries

ÛCNOT =




1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0




ÛPHASE‘ =




1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 −1




(2.13)

The CNOT operation performs a NOT operation (e.g. X-gate) on the target qubit if the �rst is in

the excited state: ÛCNOT = |0〉〈0|⊗1+ |1〉〈1|⊗ X̂. The CNOT gate is most similar to a classical

XOR operation in which one input bit is copied as an output: both have the same truth table

when acting on the set of product states. Of course, quantum gates can operate upon quantum

superpositions, so the truth table plays a only small part of the characterization of a two-qubit

gate. For example, if we act the CNOT gate on a superposition state (|00〉+ |10〉) /
√

2, the

resulting state is the entangled state (|00〉+ |11〉) /
√

2, which cannot be described by a product

of single qubit states. We will revisit this crucial property of quantum states in section 2.3.

While the CNOT gate is preferred by when describing algorithms, the CPHASE gate is another

useful two-qubit gate that generally re�ects the physical interaction between two qubits. The

two-qubit Hamiltonian

H =
~g
2
σ(1)
z ⊗ σ(2)

z (2.14)

3. The T-gate also has the misleading name, the π/8-gate. This is because the unitary can be factored as

T =

(
1 0

0 eiπ/4

)
= eiπ/8

(
e−iπ/8 0

0 eiπ/8

)
→ eiσ̂zπ/8
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naturally generates a CPHASE operation. As we will see in the next chapter, the dispersive

interaction that is fundamental to cQED systems generates a CPHASE-like interaction between

two quantum modes. Functionally, the CPHASE gate applies a π-phase shift on |11〉 relative

to the other three product states. The CNOT and CPHASE operations are related and can be

transformed into one another by single-qubit rotations. Speci�cally sandwiching the CPHASE

operation between two Hadamard gates on the target qubit results in a CNOT gate. Universal

quantum computation requires one nontrivial (e.g. entangling) two-qubit operation, which can

be satis�ed by either a CNOT or CPHASE gate.

Operations on harmonic oscillators

An important unitary operation on harmonic oscillators is called the displacement operator, D̂(α),

given as

D̂(α) = eαâ
†−α∗â. (2.15)

For example, a coherent state is generated from a displacement of the vacuum state: D̂(α) |0〉 →

|α〉, and in general D̂(α) |β〉 → |α+ β〉. The displacement operator is very natural to produce in

practice, requiring only a classically oscillating �eld that implements the Hamiltonian term Hd =

εâ† + ε∗â. When applied for some time t, this displacement Hamiltonian generates the coherent

state with α = iεt. In order for the harmonic oscillator to be useful for quantum information,

however, we will require an additional (nonlinear) control that enables more complex control over

the harmonic oscillator Hilbert space. Control and manipulation of harmonic oscillators will be

discussed in subsequent chapters of this thesis.

2.1.4 Quantum measurement

So far, we have a concept of quantum states and manipulations upon them. We are, however,

missing one piece before we can discuss computations with quantum systems. Measurement

is this �nal piece. In contrast with the classical experimentalist, the quantum experimentalist

will have restrictions on what information can be simultaneously accessed. The wavefunction
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description of a quantum state, described by a set of complex amplitudes cn, is a purely theo-

retical construction: we do not directly measure these amplitudes. Quantum measurements are

fundamentally di�erent from the unitary evolution described in the previous section.

A quantum measurement is described by a set of measurement operations {Mm}, each of

which reports a di�erent measurement outcome. Given a state |ψ〉, the probability of measuring

outcome m is given by πm = 〈ψ|M †mMm|ψ〉. The set of measurement operators satis�es the

completeness relation
∑

mM
†
mMm = I, which essentially states that we will get an outcome

when we perform the measurement; the probabilities sum to 1. The resulting state after the

measurement of outcome m is |ψ〉out = Mm |ψ〉 /
√
πm. Unlike classical measurements, where

we simply use measurements or observations to reveal some property of an object, quantum

measurements can irreversibly modify the state.

Consider a special case of measurement operators, the projection operator: Pm = M †mMm =

Mm, from which we can de�ne an observable as O =
∑

mmPm. For a single qubit, one such

set of projection operators is the pair of operators, P0 = |0〉〈0| and P1 = |1〉〈1|. If we apply

this projective measurement to the state |ψ〉 = a |0〉+ b |1〉 and obtain a measurement outcome

m = 0 (with probability π0 = 〈ψ|P0|ψ〉 = |a|2), then the resulting state of that measurement

has been collapsed or projected to |0〉. If we apply the P0 again, we actually will report the same

outcome with probability 1. This property of a measurement is called quantum non-demolition

(QND), where repeated measurements will give the same result4. While the initial superposition

of |ψ〉 is destroyed as a consequence of the measurement, the state is not demolished5 [24].

Experimentally, we are often interested in extracted the probability πm of measuring outcome

m. Because a single measurement of a quantum state reports one of the eigenvalues of the

measurement, e.g. 0 or 1, to extract this probability we repeat this measurement many times to

build statistics on the distribution of outcomes. This is often called taking an �ensemble average�

4. For measurements with multiple eigenstates for a particular measurement outcome, the story can be more
complicated. Some have introduced the concept of a degeneracy-preserving QND measurement for such systems
with multi-dimensional subspaces [23].

5. An example of a measurement that demolishes the state is {|0〉〈0| , |0〉〈1|}, one where the measurement
always leaves the state in |0〉
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as we prepare the initial quantum state |ψ〉 many times and perform the measurement.

2.2 Quantum information in open systems

While our previous description of quantum states and manipulations on these systems is instruc-

tive, real-world quantum systems are not closed systems. Rather, the quantum systems we aim

to control can (and generally do) couple to other, potentially unknown, degrees of freedom. This

situation introduces classical uncertainty to our description of quantum states, requiring a new

representation, the density operator. After de�ning the density operator, we extend our discus-

sion of unitary operations and measurements for a more general discussion of quantum channels,

or di�erent actions that we can execute on quantum states.

2.2.1 Density operator

This new perspective requires a representation of a quantum state that can distill the relevant

information about these extra degrees of freedom onto the subsystem of interest. This new

construction is called the density operator, and is expressed in terms of an orthogonal basis |ψn〉,

ρ =
∑

n

pn |ψn〉 〈ψn| . (2.16)

The coe�cients pn represent the probability that the state ρ is in basis state |ψn〉, and therefore

must sum to unity:
∑

n pn = 1.

There are several important properties of the density operator. First, as a consequence of

the probability interpretation of the coe�cients, Tr(ρ) = 1. Second, ρ is a positive operator,

meaning that its eigenvalues are all nonnegative. Formally, this means that 〈φ|ρ|φ〉 ≥ 0 for any

|φ〉. And �nally, the density operator is Hermitian, ρ = ρ†. Taken together, these properties

imply that the eigenvalues are real, non-negative and collectively sum to 1.

If we only have one element in this summation, i.e. ρ = |ψ〉 〈ψ|, then the state is pure and

describe all states discussed in the previous section. If there is more than one element in the

summation, then the state is mixed. A mixed state is classical mixture of several pure states and
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represents our classical uncertainty about which pure state the system is in. This interpretation

of a density operator can also be seen by considering the expectation value for an observable A,

〈A〉 = Tr(Aρ) =
∑

n

pn 〈ψn|A|ψn〉 . (2.17)

The expectation value is the sum of expectation values of pure states |ψn〉, weighted by the

probabilities pn. We can de�ne a quantity called state purity as Tr
(
ρ2
)
. For a pure state,

Tr
(
ρ2
)

= 1, while for a mixed state Tr
(
ρ2
)
< 1.

We can apply the density operator representation to be more precise when distinguishing

a probabilistic classical bit from a qubit. The density operator representation for a pure state

|ψ〉 = a |0〉+ b |1〉 is

ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ| = |a|2 |0〉〈0|+ ab∗ |0〉〈1|+ a∗b |1〉〈0|+ |b|2 |1〉〈1| =



|a|2 ab∗

a∗b |b|2


 (2.18)

The density operator representation for a probabilistic classical bit can be represented as a mixed

state:

ρcl = |a|2 |0〉〈0|+ |b|2 |1〉〈1| =



|a|2 0

0 |b|2


. (2.19)

These two density operators are clearly di�erent. The presence of the o�-diagonal elements in

the pure state density operator are indicative of coherences between the two basis states |0〉 and

|1〉, while there are no such coherence terms for a probabilistic classical bit.

For a qubit, the density matrix can be described compactly in terms of the Pauli operators,

ρ =
1

2
(I + λxσ̂x + λyσ̂y + λzσ̂z) , (2.20)

From here we can describe the qubit state using a vector of real numbers, ~p = (λx, λy, λz),

each corresponding to the expectation value of the respective Pauli operators. These three

numbers correspond to a vector contained in the Bloch sphere; each coordinate corresponds to
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the projection onto the three axes. The set of three Pauli matrices, along with the identity, form

a complete basis that can be used to describe any single-qubit state, and will be used throughout

this thesis.

2.2.2 Quantum operations formalism

We seek a more general description of dynamics of quantum systems. Unitary evolution generated

by a Hamiltonian is but one type of dynamical evolution that can take place for quantum systems.

In general, quantum operations can be split into two general categories: quantum channels and

quantum measurements, essentially grouping together di�erent classes of actions that can be

taken on quantum states. We seek a description of the map E , which takes an input density

operator ρin to a corresponding output ρout.

ρin → E(ρin) = ρout (2.21)

This channel E is also known as a superoperator, with the superlative added because it is an

operator that maps operators to new operators rather than state vectors to state vectors. It

is also a completely positive, trace preserving (CPTP) map. These superoperators have the

following properties:

1. Linearity: E(aρ1 + bρ2) = aE(ρ1) + bE(ρ2)

2. Preserves Hermeticity: E(ρ) = E(ρ)† if ρ = ρ†

3. Completely positive: Positivity implies that E(ρ) ≡ 〈ψ|E(ρ)|ψ〉 ≥ 0 ∀ |ψ〉. Complete

positivity states that the process (acting in Hilbert space A) remains positive even when

combined with an auxillary dimension (in Hilbert space B): 〈ψ|(EA ⊗ IB) (ρAB)|ψ〉 ≥ 0

∀ |ψ〉AB.

4. Trace preserving: Tr(E(ρ)) = Tr(ρ).

In the next two sections, we present two equivalent perspectives for understanding the behav-

ior of quantum channels [16]. The �rst is more intuitive, while the second describes a formalism
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that is useful for performing calculations.

System + Environment representation In the �rst representation, the quantum system (�the

system�) is coupled to additional degrees of freedom (�the environment�). Together the system

and environment form a closed quantum system. Starting with an initially unentangled bipartite

system ρsys ⊗ σenv, we allow the system to interact with the environment according to a global

unitary USE which produces joint system+environment state. As observers, we only have access

to the system degrees of freedom, so we are forced to trace out the environment and consider

the density operator for the system only. The action of this quantum operation can be written

as

E(ρ) = Trenv

[
USE (ρsys ⊗ σenv)U †SE

]
. (2.22)

Operator-sum representation Carrying around a unitary that describes the dynamics of both

the system and environment will be quite cumbersome (and often times extremely di�cult).

Furthermore, we are only interested in the dynamics of the quantum system of interest. The

operator-sum representation neatly reduces the dynamics to that which acts on only the system,

leading to the following description

E(ρ) =
∑

n

KnρK
†
n. (2.23)

Here, {Kn} are called Kraus operators and satisfy the completeness relation:
∑

nK
†
nKn = I.

For unitary dynamics, the superoperator has only a single Kraus operator, K0 = U , and is

represented by E(ρ) = UρU †. The set of Kraus operators Kn is not a unique representation of

the quantum channel. We can apply a unitary basis change for these operators to generate a

new, perfectly valid set of Kraus operators that describe the same quantum operation.

This representation also allows simple composition (or concatenation) of several quantum

channels. For example, say that we want to apply E1 to ρ and then E2 to the resulting state. If

E1 is described by the set of k Kraus operators {Km} while E2 is described by the set of l Kraus
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operators {Ln}, then

E2 ◦ E1(ρ) =
∑

m,n

LnKmρK
†
mL
†
n. (2.24)

We see that the composed operation E2 ◦E1 can be represented by a set k× l operator elements,

given by {LnKm}.

2.2.3 Quantum channels on a single qubit

Here we describe some common examples of quantum channels acting on a single qubit: the

amplitude damping channel, the dephasing channel, and the depolarizing channel .

Amplitude damping channel The amplitude damping channel describes the situation when

a qubit may spontaneously emit a photon into the environment, relaxing from the excited state

to the ground state. The Kraus representation is given by two operators:

K0 = |0〉〈0|+
√

1− p |1〉〈1| K1 =
√
p |0〉 〈1| . (2.25)

We can associate K1 with the case when the qubit has jumped from |1〉 to |0〉, and K0 with

the evolution of the state when no jump has occurred. The peculiar form of K0 also accounts

for the possibility that the qubit is actually in |0〉, in which case there is no possibility for the

qubit to jump. That is, the quantum state undergoes an evolution even when �no jump� occurs.

The time dependence for the amplitude damping channel can be calculated in a similar fashion

as above and leads to the evolution

ρout(t) =



ρ00 + (1− e−Γat)ρ11 e−Γat/2ρ01

e−Γat/2ρ10 e−Γatρ11


 . (2.26)

The |1〉〈1| state decays with rate Γ, while the o� diagonal elements decay at rate Γa/2. In this

case the characteristic time T1 = Γ−1
a represents the rate at which the qubit decays from |1〉 to

|0〉. We also note that the o�-diagonal components decay with a decay constant that is 2T1.
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Dephasing channel The dephasing channel has the following Kraus representation:

K0 =
√

1− pI K1 =
√
p |0〉〈0| K2 =

√
p |1〉〈1| . (2.27)

Applying the dephasing channel e�ects the transformation

ρin =



ρ00 ρ01

ρ10 ρ11


→ ρin =




ρ00 (1− p)ρ01

(1− p)ρ10 ρ11


 . (2.28)

We see that the o�-diagonal components are damped under the action of this channel. The

environment probabilistically projects the qubit into either the ground (i.e. K1 is applied) or

excited state (i.e. K2 is applied), thus erasing the phase information between the two basis

states.

We can also describe the dephasing channel under continuous application. Let Γd be the

dephasing rate such that p = Γd∆t. We apply this channel N times in succession to evolve the

system for a time t = N∆t during a small time ∆t. In the limit as ∆t→ 0 (while preserving t),

p � 1 and so the o� diagonal elements will evolve (1 − p)N = (1 − Γdt/N)N → e−Γdt. Thus

the density operator has a time evolution under the dephasing channel

ρout(t) =




ρ00 e−Γdtρ01

e−Γdtρ10 ρ11


 (2.29)

The dephasing rate Γ is often quoted in literature as the pure dephasing time Tφ = Γ−1
d .

Depolarizing channel The depolarizing channel has the following description: with probability

p, the channel will do nothing to the qubit (|ψ〉 → Î |ψ〉). Each with probability p/3, the qubit

will undergo one of three types of errors: a bit �ip (|ψ〉 → σ̂x |ψ〉), phase �ip (|ψ〉 → σ̂z |ψ〉), or

both (|ψ〉 → σ̂y |ψ〉). This leads to the following Kraus reprentation:

K0 =
√

1− pI K1 =

√
p

3
σx K3 =

√
p

3
σy K3 =

√
p

3
σz. (2.30)
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This channel brings an initial state ρin to the output state ρout = (1− 4
3p)ρin+ 4

3pI. This channel

is quite destructive to the initial state: with probability p the channel scrambles the input and spits

out a completely random state. For a simple single qubit channel like the depolarizing channel,

it is fairly straightforward to write out a system-environment unitary which generates the correct

dyanmics. Since we have four elements in the operator-sum representation, it will be necessary

to encode the environment into at least a four-dimensional Hilbert space. This particular unitary

has a peculiar shape as it maps a state in the system Hilbert space (2-dimensional) to a state

in the system+environment Hilbert space (2× 4-dimensional). The action of this unitary on an

input state |ψ〉 is

Udepolarizing : |ψ〉 →
√

1− p |ψ〉 ⊗ |0〉E +

√
p

3
σx |ψ〉 ⊗ |1〉E

+

√
p

3
σy |ψ〉 ⊗ |2〉E +

√
p

3
σz |ψ〉 ⊗ |3〉E (2.31)

The environment records which outcome actually happened, although to the experimenter this

information is inaccessible.

The three channels discussed in this section are but a small subset of possible quantum

channels that we may encounter for physical quantum systems. A geometric picture of each of

these channels in the Bloch sphere representation is shown in Figure 2.3. These channels are

used quite frequently both because they are easy to model and also because they are related

to physical phenomenona�dephasing and energy relaxation. In general, however, the challenge

will be to determine the correct model to accurately predict behavior of these open quantum

systems.

2.2.4 Extracting information about quantum states

Here we extend our introduction to measurements of quantum systems that we began in Section

2.1.4. The formalism for describing quantum channels discussed in the previous section can be

used for a more general treatment of quantum measurement. In such a picture, the environment

serves as a probe system that serves as an intermediary between the quantum system and the
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a b c

Figure 2.3 | Examples of single-qubit quantum channels. We represent the e�ect of several
single-qubit quantum channels by mapping its e�ect on the six cardinal states on the Bloch
sphere. For each channel, the red dots and dashed lines indicate an ideal pure state (or, p = 0).
We draw the e�ect of each channel as an octahedron displayed with orange dots and solid lines. a
The amplitude damping channel shrinks the octahedron toward the ground state, here the south
pole. b The dephasing channel causes the loss of phase information and is characterized by the
Bloch sphere contracting about the equator toward the Z axis. c The depolarizing channel e�ects
an isotropic contraction of the Bloch sphere toward the center, which represents a completely
mixed state.

classical world. We will use the story of the Stern-Gerlach experiment as an introduction to

this description. The discussion of quantum measurement requires treatment of two important

concepts. The �rst is the detector, which is used when we only consider the classical measurement

outcome. The mathematical construction that we use to describe detectors is the positive

operator valued measure. The second is to consider the entire measurement process, where we

also consider the e�ect of back-action of the measurement itself on the quantum system.

Von Neumann quantum measurement

In the von Neumann model for quantum measurement, the measurement of an observable is

accomplished by a two step process [25, 26]. For this model, we have a quantum system S and a

probe system P that are initially separable, and we want to measure an observable Ô. In the �rst

step of the measurement process, the quantum state is allowed to interact with a probe system

according an interaction Hamiltonian that couples the two systems. This interaction entangles

the probe state with the quantum state. Second, the probe state is measured with a classical

meter; the result of the measurement informs the experimenter of the outcome on the original
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quantum system. The Stern-Gerlach experiment [27, 28] is a canonical example of this model

of measurement. In this experiment, Stern and Gerlach sent a beam of silver atoms through a

inhomogeneous magnetic �eld that induced a spin-dependent force on the atom, thus coupling

the atomic spin (system) to the position of the atom (probe). This force caused the atoms to

be de�ected up or down depending on the orientation of the atomic spin angular momentum;

the position and spin degrees of freedom are entangled. The measurement apparatus in their

experiment was a silver screen that would record the �nal position of the atom. From measuring

the �nal position of the atom, we can infer the spin projection of the atom. As we will see

in chapter 3, the projective dispersive measurement that are central to cavity and circuit QED

experiments are another example a von Neumann quantum measurement.

Positive operator valued measure

We can extend the discussion of measurements in subsection 2.1.4 with the most general form

of quantum measurements, the positive operator-valued measure (POVM). A POVM is speci�ed

by a set of operators {En}, which are related to the measurement operators in subsection 2.1.4

by En = M †nMn. The probability of measuring outcome n when applying the generalized

measurement on a state ρ is given by πn = Tr(Enρ), and the elements of the POVM satisfy

the completeness relation,
∑

nEn = I. What makes this formalism a generalized measurement

is that we have not speci�ed any particular relationship between the POVM elements: the �nal

states after the measurement need not be orthogonal. The operators satisfy several properties.

First, they are Hermitian, En = E†n; they are positive, En ≥ 0; and �nally, the set of En

are complete,
∑

nEn = I. Note that we have not speci�ed the relationship between POVM

elements: that is because in this generalized theory of measurements, these operators need not

be orthogonal.

Measurement operator

What is the connection to an actual measurement operator�that operator that also speci�es the

action on the quantum state? First, let's describe what we mean by a measurement operator.
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Let Mm represent the measurement operator for outcome m. The probability, πm of outcome

m when applying Mm to a state ρ is given by

πm = Tr
(
M †mMmρ

)
. (2.32)

The outcome of this measurement leaves the state in

ρm =
MmρM

†
m

πm
. (2.33)

Thus, these Mm operators not only specify the measurement outcome distribution, but also

describe the result of the measurement on the density operator, which we call back-action.

Contrast this behavior to the POVM, which speci�es the probability distribution of possible

outcomes, but does not specify what happens to the state after the measurement. Indeed, the

measurement operators and POVM elements are generally related by a unitary evolution and can

be decomposed as

Mn = Un
√
En, (2.34)

such thatM †nMn = En. This is an important distinction. The POVM speci�es the measurement

outcome up to an unspeci�ed unitary rotation. As a �nal note, if the measurement outcomes m

are discarded, then the measurement process will transform the state to ρ → ∑
mMmρM

†
m, a

process that is identical to our description of a quantum channel. Thus, it is often the case that

we interpret a quantum channel as an unread measurement process.

2.2.5 Types of quantum operations

We have detailed several transformations that a quantum state can undergo. To conclude this

section, we will provide a neat formalism from [17] that uni�es di�erent types of quantum

operations. Here, each operation takes as an input a quantum state, ρin, then acts on the state

according to the state and outputs a new density operator ρout. The output state can encode a

quantum state, a classical state, or even a state that combines both. We detail three common
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types of quantum operations, which are illustrated in Figure 2.4.

Quantum evolution channel, Figure 2.4a This type of channel takes an input quantum

state and outputs a transformed quantum state and is the type of quantum channel discussed in

subsection 2.2.2. Such a channel describes both unitary operations (E(ρ) = UρU †) and general

quantum evolutions described by the Kraus formalism.

Quantum-to-classical channel, Figure 2.4b This type of channel, also called a measurement

(or detector) channel, transforms the input quantum state into a classical output with dimension

C, which is described a diagonal density operator: ρout =
∑

m pm |m〉〈m|C . The set {pm =

Tr(Emρ)} represents the probability distribution of possible outcomes. Measurement channels

are useful constructions to describe POVM-type measurements, where we do not consider the

resulting quantum state of a measurement.

Quantum instrument channel, Figure 2.4c The �nal type of quantum channel is the com-

bination of the two previous examples. The output of a quantum instrument channel includes

both a quantum and classical component: ρout =
∑

m Em(ρ)Q⊗|m〉〈m|C . This hybrid quantum

channel is a useful tool to model measurement processes, where we include backaction on the

input quantum state.

2.3 Entanglement

One of the most surprising and important �ndings of quantum theory is the entanglement of

quantum states. This key feature of quantum mechanics is at the heart of quantum information

processing. Consider the following state: |Φ+〉 = 1√
2

(|00〉+ |11〉). If we measure the �rst qubit

in the {|0〉 , |1〉} basis, we will measure either outcome with equal probability. We will �nd the

same distribution if we individually measure the second qubit. However, if we �nd that qubit

to be in |0〉, then the state of the second qubit is immediately determined to also be |0〉. We

have the same situation when we measure |1〉. Though the measurement result of the �rst qubit
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Quantum-quantum channel
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∑
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Figure 2.4 | Types of quantum channels. a A quantum-quantum channel describes the
quantum evolution of a given input state. The output of such a channel is another quantum
state. b A quantum-classical, or measurement, channel transforms an input quantum state into
a classical outcome distribution. c A quantum instrument channel combines a quantum output
with a classical degree of freedom. Such a channel can be used to describe measurements as a
quantum operation.

is random, as soon as we know what it is, we know the state of the second qubit. Clearly the

states of the two qubits are correlated. As we have discussed previously, a quantum state has a

multitude of representations. We can represent |Φ+〉 in the |±X〉 = |±〉 = (|0〉+ |1〉)/
√

2 basis:

|Φ+〉 = (|++〉+ |−−〉) /
√

2. If we now measure in the |±〉 basis, we again �nd that the two

qubits are correlated. This feature of quantum entanglement distinguishes quantum correlations

from more straightforward classical correlations.

Formally, for two qubits in a composite system A+B, we can write any pure state in Schmidt

form [16]:

|ψ〉 =
∑

n

cn |φn〉A |µn〉B (2.35)
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If there is only one term, then it is a separable and thus unentangled state: |ψ〉AB = |φ〉A |µ〉B.

The minimum number of terms in the Schmidt decomposition is called the Schmidt number ; if

the Schmidt number is greater than one, the state is entangled. A second way to quantify the

entanglement in a given state is to consider the purity of individual subsystems. The idea is that

if the two systems are entangled, then a description that involves only a single system cannot

fully describe the state and will be mixed: TrB
(
ρ2
A

)
= TrA

(
ρ2
B

)
< 1, where ρA = TrB(ρAB)

and ρB = TrA(ρAB). For the state |Φ+〉, the state is completely mixed if we trace out either

subsystem: ρA = (|0〉〈0|+ |1〉〈1|) /2 and thus TrA(ρ2
A) = 0.5 < 1. From this we can say that

the information about the entangled state is stored nonlocally between the two qubits, hidden in

such a way such that we cannot access the information from measurements on only one qubit.

In the next two sections, we will use the examples of Bell's inequality and quantum state

teleportation to explore the uniqueness of quantum entanglement.

2.3.1 Bell's Inequality

The early development of quantum theory induced some consternation among leading physicists

at the time. Among these, Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen were the chief skeptics, detailing their

view that quantum mechanics is an incomplete description of reality in the famous �EPR paper�

[29]. They posited that a complete physical theory would be able to describe all �elements

of reality,� that there are certain immutable properties associated with an object that would

not be in any way disturbed by observation. Quantum systems do not obey this property;

the measurement outcomes inherently depend on how and in what order they are measured.

Therefore, EPR believed that the description of quantum mechanics must be an incomplete

physical theory because it neglected certain elements of reality in its construction. The inclusion

of certain �hidden variables� in the theory would allow us to treat physical properties as inherent

to the state and remove any uncertainty in the description of its physical reality. Furthermore,

Einstein was disturbed by the philosophical implications of quantum entanglement, that two

entangled particles, no matter how far separated they might be, could somehow in�uence each

other without any apparent (classical) interaction. According to Einstein, this �spooky action at
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a distance� implied some nonlocal behavior of quantum theory that violated relativity, in which

states that information cannot travel faster than the speed of light. Nowadays, we do believe that

quantum theory is indeed �nonlocal� based on the results of a number of experiments [30, 31, 32],

but Einstein was absolutely correct that information cannot be transfered instantaneously�the

communication of the measurement result sets the speed limit here.

John S. Bell proposed a test [33] to settle the controversy whether quantum mechanics could

be explained through local hidden-variable theories. Bell proposed a series of experiments upon an

entangled state, comparing results predicted by local theories versus those predicted by quantum

mechanics. From this, he developed the celebrated Bell's inequalities, which set a limit to what

could be observed according to a local theory; a violation of this inequality would indicate that

quantum mechanics is indeed a nonlocal theory. One of the most popular versions of this test is

the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequality [34].

Consider the following gedankenexperiment involving Alice, Bob, and Charlie. Charlie prepares

a two-particle state, and gives one particle to Alice and the other to Bob. Alice and Bob are

far apart and cannot communicate with each other. Alice and Bob each have at their disposal a

pair of di�erent measurement apparatuses. Alice may use MQ or MR to measure property Q or

R, respectively, of her particle. Likewise, Bob may use MS or MT to measure property S or T,

respectively, of his particle. Let's assume that the measurements can take one of two values: ±1.

Assume also that the measurements do not in�uence each other. They each can pick a random

measurement to perform on their particle and perform them simultaneously. They each report

both the measurement type and the result of their measurement to Charlie who will compile both

in a particular way.

Consider the following quantity:

QS +RS +RT −QT (2.36)

From direct substitution, we can see that the value of this quantity will be ±2 for any of the

four measurement outcome combinations. Now, consider the same experiment when there is
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some statistical uncertainty to the measurement value that Alice and Bob may measure. If the

experiment is repeated many times with Charlie preparing the same initial state, we may obtain

an average value for each of the products. For example, to obtain the expectation value 〈QS〉,

Charlie will compile all of the runs where Alice used MQ and Bob used MS . Charlie will multiply

the two values reported by Alice and Bob to produce one realization of the product QS, and

subsequently take an average over all realizations of the product. We will �nd that the average

value for this quantity is bounded,

BEPR = 〈QS〉+ 〈RS〉+ 〈RT 〉 − 〈QT 〉 ≤ 2 (2.37)

This equation is one of Bell's inequalities, speci�cally the CHSH inequality.

Now consider a quantum mechanical version of this experiment. Charlie prepares the the

initial state (|01〉 − |10〉)/
√

2. Alice and Bob use the following set of measurement observables

Q = Za R = Xa S =
−Zb −Xb√

2
T =

−Xb − Zb√
2

, (2.38)

where the subscript associates the measurement to the appropriate party. Now what happens

when we apply these and calculate the Bell inequality? We will �nd the following expectation

values: 〈QS〉 = 1/
√

2, 〈RS〉 = 1/
√

2, 〈RT 〉 = 1/
√

2, and 〈QT 〉 = −1/
√

2. Combining these

into the Bell test, we �nd a very surprising result:

BQM = 〈QS〉+ 〈RS〉+ 〈RT 〉 − 〈QT 〉 = 2
√

2 (2.39)

Let's reiterate: we just found that BQM = 2
√

2, a value greater than the bound of BEPR ≤ 2

we determined in Equation 2.37! How can this be? It appears that some of the assumptions

that were made to develop the Bell inequality are erroneous. The �rst assumption is that the

physical properties have de�nite values that are intrinsic to the state. The second is that the

measurement that Alice performs does not in�uence the result of the measurement that Bob

performs and vice versa. At least one of these two assumptions, individually called realism and
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locality, is incorrect.

Since the �rst tests of Bell's inequality [30, 31, 32], there have been increasingly sophisticated

Bell tests to rule out experimental �loopholes.� By and large, we do believe that quantum

mechanics is not explained by �local realism�, and these tests add increasingly positive evidence

to that conclusion. As such, in this thesis, we are more interested in two broad questions:

(1) how do we generate and quantify entanglement and (2) how do we use entanglement for

quantum information processing? As we will see, entanglement is a crucial resource for quantum

computation, and we use the particularly illustrative example of quantum state teleportation to

demonstrate how entanglement can be used for quantum information processing. This example

also serves as a preview of the experiment described in chapter 6.

2.3.2 Quantum teleportation

One dramatic example of the utility of entanglement for quantum information processing is

quantum state teleportation [35]. In this protocol, shown in Figure 2.5, an unknown quantum

state can be sent from one party to another without the use of a direct quantum channel or

any direct coupling. Instead, the two parties initially share a maximally entangled state and use

local operations and classical communication (LOCC). To illustrate this protocol, Alice wishes

to send an unknown quantum state |ψ1〉 = α |0〉+β |1〉 (qubit 1) to Bob who may be physically

distant from Alice. Alice and Bob initially share a maximally entangled state (qubits 2 and 3,

respectively), for example, the Bell state
∣∣Φ+

23

〉
= (|0203〉+ |1213〉) /

√
2. The joint state can be

written as the following

|ψ1〉
∣∣Ψ−23

〉
=

1√
2

(α |0〉+ β |1〉) (|0203〉+ |1213〉) (2.40)

=
1

2




∣∣Φ+
12

〉
(α |03〉 − β |13〉) +

∣∣Φ−12

〉
(α |03〉 − β |13〉)

+
∣∣Ψ+

12

〉
(α |13〉+ β |03〉) +

∣∣Ψ−12

〉
(α |13〉 − β |03〉)


 , (2.41)

where the four Bell states are de�ned as |Ψ±〉 = (|01〉 ± |10〉) /
√

2 and |Φ±〉 = (|00〉 ± |11〉) /
√

2.

Then, Alice performs a Bell state measurement (e.g. a measurement that distinguishes among
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the four Bell pairs) on qubits 1 and 2. This measurement projects Bob's qubit (qubit 3) into the

original state |ψ1〉 up to single qubit operations, conditioned on the measurement outcome. To

recover the original state, Alice sends the result of her measurements to Bob through classical

channels, and based on those results, Bob performs appropriate single-qubit operations.

Teleportation of quantum states, initially discovered in 1993 by Bennett, et al., has deep

implications in quantum information with applications ranging from communication and cryp-

tography via quantum repeaters [36], to the development of distributed quantum networks [37].

The �rst experimental demonstration of state teleportation was accomplished using photons in

Bouwmeester, et al. [38] using a probabilistic scheme that did not apply the conditional oper-

ations and thus succeeded 1/4 of the time. Later demonstrations in a variety of platforms and

implementations, showed deterministic state teleportation [39, 40] as well as teleportation over

very long distances [41, 42]. [43] provides a good review of quantum teleportation as well as

challenges facing di�erent platforms.

What is remarkable in this protocol is that no quantum channel (e.g. operation) is ever per-

formed between Alice's qubits or Bob's qubits. Instead the quantum state teleportation protocol

requires entangled pair, a Bell state measurement, and classical communication to transmit an

unknown state from Alice's qubit to Bob's qubit. Indeed, the idea of using �entanglement as a

resource� is a very powerful concept in quantum information (and this thesis) [44]. Without en-

tanglement, such remote quantum information transfer would not be possible [43]. These same

concepts will play a critical role in chapter 6, when we describe the experimental teleportation

of a two-qubit operation.

2.4 Assessing quantum states and processes

By knowing a quantum state via its density operator or a process via its superoperator, we have

complete information about the respective state or process. If we know these representations of

states and processes, then we can answer any question we might have about them. Additionally�

and most importantly�we can also use these representations to predict the behavior within a
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Alice

Bob

{
BSM|ψ0〉 

|Φ23〉 +

X

Z

ZX |ψ0〉 

1

2

3

Figure 2.5 | State teleportation circuit. Circuit describing the state teleportation protocol.
Alice initially owns a quantum state, |ψ〉, that she wishes to send to Bob. The protocol starts
with a shared entangled pair between Alice and Bob, |Ψ+〉. Then, Alice performs a Bell state
measurement on her two qubits; here, we illustrate one realization of such a measurement. We
label the outcomes as: {|Φ+〉 → 00, |Φ−〉 → 01, |Ψ+〉 → 10, |Ψ−〉 → 11}12. Two classical bits
are extracted from the measurement, and they are sent to Bob over classical channels. Based
on these two bits, Bob performs conditional operations on his qubit: {00 : Î , 01 : Ẑ, 10 : X̂, 11 :
X̂Ẑ}.

larger algorithm. As experimentalists, we obsess over methods to accurately and e�ciently

reconstruct the states and processes that we create in the lab. Often, however, it is useful to

provide a more direct description of the quantum object, distilling the complex representation

down to one or a few key parameters that are physically motivated. For example, we may be

interested in quantifying the amount of entanglement in a given quantum state. Another �gure

of merit is a measure of how similar two states or processes are to each other, one that we often

call �delity. It is by no means a straightforward or unique process to construct these measures,

and often times, the interpretation of the parameter is not exactly clear. In addition, a single

measure can never hope to provide as much information about the state as the full description; it

is unlikely that we will discover a �gold standard� quantum measure. Instead, perhaps a suite of

these measures is necessary to provide su�cient characterization. Nevertheless, it is critical that

we continue to develop these tools in order to characterize, validate, compare, and benchmark

our experimental e�orts.
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2.4.1 Measures of quantum states

We provide a few common methods to characterize a quantum state. We can split these �gures

of merit into two categories: absolute and relative. Absolute measures are properties that can

be extracted from the description of the quantum state itself. Relative measures are useful when

we want to compare two quantum states, where one is typically an ideal or target state.

Absolute measures

Perhaps the most fundamental absolute measure is the purity of a quantum state. Purity is a

measure that describes to what degree the quantum state is a pure quantum state as opposed

to a incoherent mixture of pure states. Any density operator, ρ, can be decomposed into its

eigenvalues and eigenvectors: ρ =
∑

n pn |ψn〉〈ψn| with
∑

n pn = 1. The purity P(ρ) is given as

P(ρ) = Tr
(
ρ2
)

=
∑

n

p2
n. (2.42)

For a state ρ in a d-dimensional Hilbert space, the purity is bounded by P(ρ) ∈
[

1
d , 1
]
. If the state

is pure, then there is only a single eigenvalue (p0 = 1) and therefore we have unit purity. On the

other hand, the lower-bound for purity is found if the state is completely mixed, ρmixed = 1
d1d.

A second measure takes inspiration from classical thermodynamics. The classical entropy is

de�ned as Scl ∝
∑

n pn ln (pn), where pn is the probability of �nding the the system in state n.

We can de�ne a quantum version called the von Neumann entropy, given as

Sq = −Tr (ρ ln (ρ)) = −
∑

n

pn ln pn, (2.43)

where we decompose the state ρ into eigenvalues and vectors in the second equality as before.

For a pure state we have Sq(|ψ〉〈ψ|) = 0, while for a completely mixed state, the von Neumann

entropy is maximal, Sq(ρmixed) = ln d.

Since entanglement is such an important aspect of quantum mechanics there are numerous

entanglement measures. In the previous section, we de�ned an entangled state as one that
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cannot be expressed as a simple tensor product of pure states or a sum over tensor products

for mixed states. Accordingly, common strategies to develop entanglement measures focus on

extracting the separability of the quantum state. We will focus our attention on a few measures

using a two-qubit state to serve as a model quantum system. Multi-partite entanglement admits

a very rich set of possibilities, but is much more di�cult to characterize. Consider a bipartite

quantum state composed of two qubits A and B in a pure state ψAB. We de�ne an entropy

of entanglement, Ee, as the von Neumann entropy of one subsystem after performing a partial

trace over the other:

Ee(ψAB) = Sq(ρA) = Sq(ρB), (2.44)

with ρA = TrB(|ψAB〉〈ψAB|) and vice versa for ρB. If a state can be represented as a product

of pure states, such as |ψ〉AB = |φA〉 |φB〉, then after the partial trace we �nd a pure state

ρA = |φA〉〈φA| and therefore, Ee(|ψ〉AB) = 0. This state is not entangled. If instead we

consider a maximally entangled state, such as |ψAB〉 = (|00〉+ |11〉) /
√

2, then the entropy of

entanglement is maximized Ee(|ψAB〉) = 1. The entropy of entanglement can be interpreted as

the number of qubits that need to be exchanged in order to share the state |ψ〉AB [45].

If the state ρAB is mixed, then we de�ne the entanglement of formation [45], Ef , as the

minimization of Ee over all possible decompositions of ρAB =
∑

n pn |ψn〉〈ψn|AB:

Ef = min
∑

n

pnEe (ψAB) . (2.45)

This minimization can be tricky to perform, but fortunately there is a direct method to

calculate the formation of entanglement by calculating the concurrence [45]. The calculation

�rst requires the computing the �spin-�ipped state�

ρ̃ = (σy ⊗ σy) ρ∗ (σy ⊗ σy) . (2.46)

Then we calculate the concurrence matrix R =
√√

ρρ̃
√
ρ and extract the eigenvalues of R in
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decreasing order {λi}. The concurrence is then given as

C(ρ) = max{0, λ1 − λ2 − λ3,−λ4} (2.47)

For a separable state, C(ρ) = 0, while for a non-separable state, the concurrence is positive,

making this a useful measure for quantifying the entanglement of a state. We should also note

that this measure is invariant to the basis of ρ.

Relative measures

While the previous section described measures that can be extracted from knowledge of a partic-

ular quantum state, we often �nd it necessary to compare one state with another, perhaps ideal,

quantum state. In this section we will cover two common relative measures [17, 46, 47].

Trace distance (or trace norm) is a measure that quanti�es the distinguishability between

two quantum states:

D(ρ, σ) ≡ 1

2
||ρ− σ||tr, (2.48)

where ||X||tr = Tr
(√

X†X
)
and is equal the sum of its singular values. A convenient way

to calculate the trace distance is to compute sum of the absolute values of the eigenvalues:

||X||tr =
∑

n |λi|. This measure has a nice physical interpretation [47]: the probability of

distinguishing the two quantum states ρ and σ using the optimal measurement strategy is given

by (1 +D(ρ, σ)) /2. The trace distance has an additional property that it is a geniune metric on

quantum states with values from 0 when ρ = σ to 1 when the states have the maximal distance.

The trace distance has several key properties that are worth enumerating that make it a

reasonable measure between quantum states:

1. Normalization: 0 ≤ D(ρ, φ) ≤ 1

2. De�nitivity: D(ρ, ρ) = 0.

3. Symmetry: D(ρ, φ) = D(φ, ρ)

4. Triangle inequality: M(ρ, φ) ≤M(ρ, σ) +M(σ, φ)
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5. Contractivity: D(E(ρ1), E(ρ2)) ≤ D(ρ1, ρ2) for any quantum operation, E .

6. Double convexity: D(
∑

n pnρn,
∑

n pnφn) ≤∑n pnD(ρn, φn)

Properties 1-4 are requirements for a genuine metric. The property of contractivity that states

that a quantum operation applied to two states ρ and φ can only decrease the trace distance�one

cannot better distinguish them by applying an operation to both states [47]. The property of

double convexity also has a nice physical interpretation: the distance between two mixed states

can be no larger than the weighted average of the trace distance between each basis state [47].

These two properties, in addition to the ones listed above, make trace distance a useful measure

for theoretical calculations, and is often the choice for accuracy threshold calculations [47, 48].

The �delity between a trial state |ψ〉 and a ideal state |φ〉 is de�ned as the probability that

the trial state is the ideal state. When the �delity is unit, then the two states are identical; when

the two states are orthogonal, then the �delity is zero. For two pure states |ψ〉 and |φ〉, the

�delity is given as F(|ψ〉 , |φ〉) = | 〈ψ|φ〉 |2. This has the interpretation that follows from Born's

rule: �what is the probability that |ψ〉 has been prepared as |φ〉?� 6 If the trial state is a mixed

state ρ, we can generalize the �delity function to

F (ρ, ψ) = 〈ψ|ρ|ψ〉 = Tr (ρ |ψ〉〈ψ|) . (2.49)

If both trial and ideal state are mixed states, then we use the Uhlmann �delity [46, 49]

F(ρ, σ) = Tr

(√√
σρ
√
σ

)2

. (2.50)

This new de�nition is needed in order to maintain the de�nitivity property for �delity: if σ = ρ,

then F (ρ, σ) = Tr
(
ρ2
)
≤ 1. In addition, �delity has the property of monotonicity, de�ned as

F(E(ρ1), E(ρ2)) ≥ F(ρ1, ρ2) for any quantum operation, E . This basically states that a quantum
6. An alternate de�nition of �delity is one that reports the �overlap� between the two states, 〈ψ|φ〉, or the

square-root of the �delity. The physical interpretation of this quantity is less clear, but has the bene�t of reporting
larger numbers. In this thesis, we use the probability de�nition, and in general, one should check which de�nition
of �delity is used.
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operation cannot decrease the �delity between two states and is the analog of concavity for trace

distance. This de�nition of �delity will be used throughout this thesis, and is often the quantity

that is quoted in experimental work.

Trace distance and �delity are related by the following inequality:

1−
√
F(ρ, σ) ≤ D(ρ, σ) ≤

√
1−F(ρ, σ). (2.51)

If the two states are pure, then the right-hand side becomes an equality. While trace distance

is a metric, �delity is not as it is maximized (instead of minimzed) when F = 1. There are

several �delity-related measures that are genuine metrics, such as the Bures metric, which is a

simple transformation on the Uhlmann �delity, and the angle metric, the later is related to a new

measure developed in [50].

2.4.2 Measures of quantum processes

Just as we compare quantum states to each other, it is often necessary to compare quantum

processes with each other. Indeed, it certainly common to perform operations on quantum

states, it is only natural to ask how close (or similar) the implemented operation is to the

target operation. Despite the additional complexity when working with superoperators (versus

operators), identifying quality measures on quantum process is actually quite similar to those for

quantum states. This is due to a correspondence between quantum channels and states, often

formalized as Choi-Jamioªkowski isomorphism [26, 47, 51, 52]. Consider a quantum process that

acts on a system S, E : ρ→ E(ρ). We introduce an auxillary system A with the same dimension

as S. From here we can construct a maximally entangled state in the combined S + A space:
∣∣∣Φ̃
〉
SA

=
∑d

n=0 |n〉S⊗|n〉A. If E is completely positive, then the process (E ⊗ 1) maps
∣∣∣Φ̃
〉〈

Φ̃
∣∣∣

to a density operator on the combined space:

(E ⊗ 1)
(∣∣∣Φ̃

〉〈
Φ̃
∣∣∣
)

=
∑

a

∣∣∣Ψ̃a

〉〈
Ψ̃a

∣∣∣ = ρE , (2.52)
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up to normalization factors that are absorbed into the states. The resulting density operator

ρE is equivalent to a superoperator called the Jamioªkowski matrix. This result is incredibly

powerful: we can use many of the same techniques for developing quality measures for quantum

processes. Based on this insight, there are several distance-and �delity-based measures that can

be developed for quantum processes. A more detailed comparison of these process measures is

out of scope of this work; here, we note a useful resource [47] that provides a pedagogical survey

of three ways to extract �gures of merit for a quantum process: (1) based on the process matrix;

(2) based on average-case behavior; (3) and based on worst-case behavior. This reference was

used extensively in work related to this thesis [50].

2.5 Toward quantum information processing

We conclude this chapter with a brief overview of the challenges and requirements for imple-

menting a quantum computer. We will keep the discussion general, starting from the Divincenzo

criteria as a canonical list of requirements for a physical implementation of a quantum computer.

Next, we will brie�y comment on one of the greatest challenges toward realizing a practical

quantum processor: the need for quantum error correction (QEC). The implementation of QEC

necessitates the development of logically-encoded quantum information and introduces additional

complexity to manipulating quantum information. In particular, we discuss in what way a future

quantum computer should be resilient to errors when performing manipulations on logical qubits,

an property called fault-tolerance.

2.5.1 DiVincenzo criteria

Any physical implementation of a quantum computer will have to ful�ll a set of properties for

it to be useful for performing quantum information processing. David DiVincenzo, in 2000 [53],

enumerated the most famous list of requirements that has become the standard set of criteria

that any quantum processing device must satisfy.
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�A scalable physical system with well characterized qubits.� Any attempt to construct a

quantum computer inevitably will face the question: "how do we de�ne our physical qubit?".

There is a myriad of possibilities, of which superconducting qubits and cavities will be the focus

of this thesis. These qubits should demonstrate the properties of quantum two-level systems

as discussed throughout this chapter; if the physical realization has more than two levels, then

the design of the system must ensure that higher states have a negligible probability of being

occupied. Any implementation for a quantum computer will be composed of many qubits,

each coupled to one another in a particular manner. For the implementation to be scalable,

the quantum computer architect must have a sustainable method to assemble this collection

of qubits to be useful for quantum computation while avoiding any undesired side e�ects that

may arise from increased complexity. Finally, it will be necessary to de�ne the parameters of the

complete physical system, from de�ning the qubit energy levels to the couplings to other degrees

of freedom. A thorough characterization of a quantum device including higher order e�ects will

be crucial to accurate and precise control of the quantum computer.

�The ability to initialize the state of the qubits to a simple �ducial state, such as |000...〉.�

This requirement arises from a simple consideration: a (quantum) computation ought to start

with an initially known state. It becomes quite reasonable to wish to initialize the qubits into

the ground state, the state with lowest entropy. When we discuss state initialization, it will

often speci�cally be preparation of the ground state. Perhaps a more stringent requirement is

the ability to quickly and repeatedly prepare a register of qubits into this low-entropy state, a

requirement that will arise for quantum error correction. Thus an additional requirement will

be a �continuous supply� of qubits initialized to the ground state throughout the computation.

DiVincenzo discussed two main approaches for realizing state initialization: either through ther-

malization to the ground state or by measurement and feedback. The main consideration in any

approach will be the timescale in which the state can reliably prepared. Some approaches, such

as passive thermalization (e.g. via a cold bath), will occur on the same timescale as certain

decoherence events in the system. This long timescale renders such an approach untenable for
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quantum error correction. A potentially faster approach is through measurement and feedback.

While a seemingly daunting technical challenge, this approach is already becoming quite com-

monplace in many implementations of quantum computation, including the approach taken at

Yale.

�Long relevant decoherence times, much longer than the gate operation time� Deco-

herence is the bane of any quantum system, causing the loss of information stored in a quantum

system over time. Indeed, decreasing the decoherence rate in our qubits is a major, continuing

area of research and informs many considerations in the the physical implementation of a qubit. A

related issue is the rate at which operations can be performed on the qubit. Of course, we would

like to perform many operations on our qubits within a decoherence time. But this also seems

impossible: as we scale up the quantum system, we also scale up the number of decoherence

channels, thus implying that there are very strict requirements on the decoherence within our

system. Luckily, quantum error correction comes to the rescue. The idea is that despite having

imperfect qubits, we can redundantly encode a collection of qubits to provide some resilience to

errors. There are many realizations of this idea, but all of them inevitably place a �threshold� on

the natural error rate of operations.

�A �universal� set of quantum gates� In a gate-based approach to quantum computing, a

quantum algorithm can be thought of as a sequence of unitary operations acting upon a register

of qubits. This in turn can be described as a sequence of di�erent Hamiltonians Ĥi that generate

each unitary operation Ûi = exp
(
iĤiti/~

)
. To run an algorithm, we would apply Ĥ1 for a period

of time to generate Û1, turn it o�, turn on Ĥ2 for some time to generate Û2, and so on. Building

a large library of arbitrary Hamiltonians can be a daunting, and at times impossible, task. It

is often prudent to reduce the number of necessary operations into a minimal instruction set

such that any desired computation may be constructed as a �nite sequence of operations within

this set. In digital computing, any desired logical function (AND, OR, etc.) may be expressed in

terms of NAND logic gates. In quantum computing, one such minimal instruction set consists

of single qubit Hadamard gates, single qubit �π/8� gates (which are single qubit Z rotations
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by the angle π/4), and CNOT gates. This instruction set turns out to be �universal,� and one

can build a quantum computing processing using only those three unitary operations if desired.

An important �nding by Solovay and Kitaev proved that universality was actually possible; they

showed that any desired unitary can be e�ciently approximated using this universal set to high

precision by classical means [54]. The price paid for a minimal instruction set is a potentially

large overhead in the number of gates when constructing a desired unitary. This translates into a

longer e�ective gate time, which leads to increased decoherence e�ects. Clearly, there are some

important design choices that must be made when developing the universal gate set, and it may

not be necessary to stick with the absolute minimal set.

�A qubit-speci�c measurement capability" We will be required to retrieve information from

the quantum computer at the end of the computation, indicating that some sort of measurement

apparatus will be necessary. It will also likely be necessary to extract intermediate information

over the course of a computation (e.g. for quantum error correction). If possible, the measure-

ments should be accurate and quantum non-demolition (meaning that the measurement leaves

the quantum state in the eigenstate of the measurement outcome), though there are methods

for modifying the computation to account for lower measurement e�ciencies. We can broadly

categorize these "qubit-speci�c" measurements into two categories: individual qubit measure-

ment and measurement of a property of many qubits. For the former, the qubit will be projected

into, say, the Z-basis, and all coherences will be lost. For applications such as quantum error

correction, we may not wish to completely project a register of qubits into a distinct state; rather,

we may want to measure a joint property, like the parity of a register of qubits.

Additional desiderata These �ve requirements compactly summarize what is necessary for

quantum computation. For other quantum information processing tasks, such as quantum com-

munication, there are two additional abilities that would be advantageous. Quantum communi-

cation often involves moving quantum information from one physical location to another. Thus,

the two additional items are the ability to convert stationary qubits to �ying qubits (and vice

versa) and the ability to transmit these �ying qubits from one location to another. Flying qubits
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are often of a very di�erent �avor than those discussed so far, thus motivating their new moniker.

These additional requirements have also found a direct application in quantum computation.

There have been recent proposals for implementations of quantum processors that utilize these

�ying modes to enable on-demand nonlocal gates between qubits that may not otherwise have

a direct interaction [44, 55]. These nonlocal gates are the subject of experimental work to be

discussed in chapter 6.

2.5.2 Quantum error correction

Noise is ubiquitous in all information processing systems, classical and quantum alike, and threat-

ens the reliability of a given computation. One strategy to mitigate such errors induced by noise

is to reduce its magnitude to an acceptably small level. Another strategy is to develop techniques

that protect against such errors: to perform error-correction. Both strategies are actively pursued

in quantum information science.

Where and how does noise arise in quantum systems? This chapter has given a theoretical

prescription of how to control and measure properties of quantum states. However, this ability

is not unique to the experimenter. Though quantum systems continue to be designed to avoid

interaction with a malicious environment, there will be inevitable noise that will decohere the

quantum system and erase information about the computation. This persistent decoherence will

spell doom to any quantum computer without amazingly low loss channels. Fortunately, the

development of quantum error correction (QEC) allows a theoretical resolution to the fragility

of quantum states. The fundamental concept for error-correction in general is to redundantly

encode information so that it is not completely destroyed if a particular error occurs. An additional

complexity for quantum systems is that errors may occur in a continuous fashion. QEC protocols

typically use measurements to force the system to choose whether the error has occurred or not.

Once we remove the ambiguity, then we have a hope of performing a correction when an error

has been detected.
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Correcting classical errors As a primer to error correction, we will go through the example of

a simple majority-vote classical error-correction code. Consider a single bit of information that is

sent through a lossy channel. This channel has the property that the input bit will be �ipped with

probability p (and probability 1− p that the bit will pass through the channel unharmed). This

channel describes a binary symmetric channel, where the processes taking 0→ 1 and 1→ 0 have

the same probabilities. Obviously, if Alice uses this channel to send Bob a bit of information, then

Bob will receive a wrong bit with probability p. A simple strategy to improve (that is, decrease)

this error probability is to redundantly encode the information in multiple bits. For example, a

three-bit repetition code will have the following encoding: 0→ 000 and 1→ 111. When we send

each of the three bits through our error-prone channel, each bit will still be subject to individual

errors. However, when Bob receives the three bits, he may use a majority-vote approach to detect

and correct errors from the channel. The probabilities of zero, one, two, and three errors are:

(1−p)3, 3p(1−p)2, 3p2(1−p), and p3, respectively. Bob can decode correctly if there are either

0 or 1 errors and will decode incorrectly if there are 2 or 3 errors. Thus, the new error probability

is 3p2(1− p) + p3 = 3p2 − 2p3. With this simple repetition code to redundantly encode a bit of

classical information, the error probability has been improved to O(p2).

Challenges for quantum error correction

The majority-voting example serves to illustrate several important concepts for any error-correction

strategy. First, an error-correction scheme is only useful if the initial error rate is below a suf-

�cient threshold. For the above example, we see an improvement when using majority voting

when p < 1/2. This is due to an inevitable overhead (e.g. using three bits instead of one) in

the base error rate when redundantly encoding information. Additionally, the error-corrected bit

can still su�er from errors that cannot be corrected (e.g. if two errors occur), and depending

on the situation, it may be important to correct these second-order errors. Finally, it should be

noted that the new error probability is not zero; rather, with this error-correction protocol, we

can push the error probability from O(p) to O(p2). If this new error rate is not su�cient, then

one may require a di�erent code that is sensitive to even more errors (for example, using majority
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voting on �ve bits of information will push the error rate from O(p) to O(p3)). In addition to

these generic properties of error-correction strategies, there are three additional challenges that

distinguish quantum from classical error-correction protocols.

1. No-cloning theorem. Unfortunately, in quantum mechanics it is impossible to clone

quantum states to make several copies. Indeed, as a consequence, the simple repetition

code described above will not work for quantum states. The no-cloning theorem can be

shown quite simply. Suppose we have two qubits, A and B, and a theoretical quantum

cloning device. The action of this device would be to implement a unitary Ucl on the input

states Ucl |ψ〉A ⊗ |n〉B = |ψ〉A ⊗ |ψ〉B, where the initial state of B is an arbitrary, but

known, state |n〉B. For an initial superposition state |ψ〉A = α |0〉A + β |1〉A we would

expect to �nd: Ucl |ψA〉⊗|n〉B = (α |0〉A + β |1〉A)⊗(α |0〉B + β |1〉B). However, because

of the linearity of quantum mechanics, we should also be able to achieve the same output

if we apply the unitary to the individual superposition components: Ucl (|ψA〉 ⊗ |n〉B) =

αUcl |0〉A |n〉B +βUcl |1〉A |n〉B = α |0〉A |0〉B +β |1〉A |1〉B. These two results contradict

each other, so our initial assumption that a unitary can clone quantum states is false.

2. Continuous errors and noise. In our classical example, a lossy channel, though proba-

bilistic, results in only two possible outcomes for the classical bit: it is either 0 or 1. This

discrete set of outcomes is essential for determining whether an error occurred or not. As

we have seen in the previous sections, a qubit is speci�ed by two continuous values. The

general impact of quantum noise or control errors will be to adjust these values in some

unspeci�ed way, say shifting the Bloch vector by an angle ε. In some sense, we could

say that a qubit can su�er from a continuum of errors�in two dimensions! How can we

correct an error on a qubit when it is continuous? Can we do this e�ciently, or will there

be an explosion in the resources required to track all of these errors?

3. Measurement. In any model of computation, we learn information about our state by

measurement. In the classical example, Bob measures each of his three bits to determine

how many have �ipped. However, we have learned that the backaction of projective
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quantum measurements can modify the quantum state. This raises some serious questions

about a quantum approach to error correction: how do we learn about the errors that may

corrupt our quantum state without learning what the quantum state is, or even worse,

altering it? How do we perform a measurement that tells us not what the quantum state

is, but rather, whether an error has occurred or not?

Due to these concerns, for some time before the seminal work of Peter Shor [11], it was

feared that any computation advantages of quantum computing may never be realized due to

the presence of noise. Shor presented the �rst QEC protocol, using nine qubits to encode a

single error-correctable quantum bit of information. This protocol could protect against any

single bit or phase �ip error on the nine qubits. Instead of working through the nine-qubit code,

we will brie�y describe the main principles of a general quantum error correction strategy. We

will specify these principles further by describing a powerful tool for constructing QEC protocols,

the stabilizer formalism.

Correcting quantum errors

A QEC protocol, like its classical counterpart, is speci�ed by a set of error-protected codewords,

a set of errors that can be corrected, and a set of measurements to check if an error has

occured. These codewords specify the logical qubit, which we de�ne as an encoded quantum bit

of information to be used for an error-correction protocol. Logical qubits are generally composed

of several physical qubits and exploit redundancy by moving to a larger dimensional system. The

structure of the encoding de�nes two special subspaces within the full Hilbert space of the logical

encoding. The �rst is the codespace, which represents the subspace in which the logical qubit

is de�ned; the second is the errorspace, a subspace (or subspaces) into which the logical qubit

state is transformed when an error occurs. Importantly, the codespace and errorspace should

be orthogonal subspaces to allow the QEC protocol to be able to distinguish when the logical

qubit has su�ered an error. Finally, when an error does occur, it is important that the state in

the errorspace retains the original quantum superposition, as any distortion will result in loss of

information and a failure of the QEC protocol.
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We can construct a quantum version of the repetition code. We protect a single qubit

|ψ〉 = α |0〉 + β |1〉 by encoding it into a register of three qubits, where the codewords are

de�ned as |0〉 → |0L〉 ≡ |000〉 and |1〉 → |1L〉 ≡ |111〉. An arbitrary logical qubit state can be

written as

|ψ〉 = α |0〉+ β |1〉 → |ψL〉 = α |000〉+ β |111〉 . (2.53)

Crucially, this new entangled state is not the initial state copied three times; rather, we have

performed a particular encoding so that the information about the original state contained in

the coe�cients α and β is now distributed among three qubits. We get around the no-cloning

theorem by utilizing entanglement to generate our encoded quantum bit of information.

Let's consider a single X bit-�ip error on any of the three physical qubits, which induces the

following transformations:

|ψL〉 = α |000〉+ β |111〉 XII−−→ |ψE〉 = α |100〉+ β |011〉

|ψL〉 = α |000〉+ β |111〉 IXI−−→ |ψE〉 = α |010〉+ β |101〉

|ψL〉 = α |000〉+ β |111〉 IIX−−→ |ψE〉 = α |001〉+ β |110〉

(2.54)

For this particular encoding and particular error type, we see that the quantum amplitudes are

not distorted when we su�er an error. We also see that each errorspace is orthogonal to the

codespace. If we measure the state with a particular set of operators, S1 = ZZI and S2 = IZZ,

then we can identify whether bit �ip has occurred. The logical qubit without any errors returns

the measurement pattern S1, S2 = +1,+1. If we �nd the measurement pattern S1, S2 = −1,+1,

then we have su�ered an error on the �rst qubit, which �ips the measurement result of S1. The

pattern S1, S2 = −1,−1 indicates a bit-�ip on qubit 2, and S1, S2 = +1,−1 indicates a bit-�ip

error on qubit 3. Importantly, the pair of measurements does not tell us anything about the the

superposition; rather, it uniquely informs us which codespace or errorspace the logical qubit is in

(assuming that at most only one error occurred). Once we have this information we can correct

the error either by performing a X gate on the qubit that has �ipped, or by keeping a (classical)

record that this error has happened and updating the rest of the computation accordingly.
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Errors in real quantum systems occur continuously, and we will see now that this additional

complexity can be handled by a QEC protocol. We can use this code to protect against the bit-

�ip channel, which is the quantum analog of a lossy classical channel, described by the following

evolution on single physical qubit: ρ → (1 − p)ρ + pX̂ρX̂. The input state is �ipped with

probability p and let through unchanged with probability 1−p. This interpretation makes it clear

how the QEC protocol handles continuous and partial errors. The act of measurement projects

the logical qubit into a de�nite state, digitizing the evolution so that either an error has not

occurred or an error has occurred.

Whether a particular protocol is an e�ective QEC protocol can be formalized using the

quantum error correcting criteria. Say we have a set of errors, {Ei} describing a error process E ,

that we would like to correct, and we design a QEC protocol for a logical qubit with codewords

{|φn〉}. The goal for an error correcting protocol is to determine an appropriate code for which

we can design a recovery operation R such that (R ◦ E) (ρ) ∝ ρ for states ρ that are spanned

by the code. It can be shown [56] that a necessary and su�cient condition to construct recovery

operations to correct the error-prone state is given by

〈φn|E†kEl |φm〉 = Cklδmn, (2.55)

where Ckl is a Hermitian matrix. This simple form of the quantum error-correction conditions

compactly describes the constraints for a �good� protocol. The �rst requirement is that the error

subspaces should remain orthogonal so the QEC protocol can reliably distinguish among the

di�erent types of errors. This is satis�ed for n 6= m, the criteria enforce orthogonality between

two error states El |φm〉 and Ek |φn〉. The second requirement is that the error subspaces should

be related to the original subspace; an error should not distort a superposition of codewords.

When n = m, 〈φm|E†kEl |φm〉 = Ckl independent of m. It is important that information about

a particular state does does not leak out when a particular error subspace is identi�ed.

One useful tool for developing QEC protocols is the stabilizer formalism developed by Daniel

Gottesman [14]. In this formalism we specify a set of stabilizers {Si} that all commute with
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one another and have a +1 eigenvalue for each codeword |φn〉: Si |φn〉 = + |φn〉. The stabi-

lizers are also designed to either commute or anti-commute with each error {En}. If an error

En has occurred and this particular error anticommutes with Si, then the error state is the −1

eigenvalue of the stabilizer operator: Si (En |φn〉) = − (En |φn〉). If we perform measurements

of all stabilizers, the outcome of these measurements provide a signature indicating what, if any,

error occurred. For the repetition code described previously, the stabilizer group is {ZZI, IZZ}

which stabilizes the codewords {|000〉 , |111〉 against the errors {XII, IXI, IIX}. Using this

formalism, �ve physical qubits is the smallest logical qubit needed to correct for arbitrary single

bit- and phase-�ip errors [12]. For this �ve-qubit code, the stabilizers require a curious joint mea-

surement of four of the �ve qubits (e.g. XZZXI). Implementing these complex measurement

operators is the subject of work performed as a part of this thesis [50].

2.5.3 Toward fault-tolerant quantum computation

Thus far, our discussion of quantum error mitigation revolved around correcting errors without

admitting any faults due to the correction procedure itself. E�ecting a meaningful quantum

computation will require manipulations on quantum information beyond just quantum error cor-

rection. These manipulations will likely be executed upon logical qubits and rely on components

that are themselves lossy. If the errors induced during an operation are error-correctable, then the

operation is said to be fault-tolerant [57, 58, 59]. However, if the errors induced by the operation

are not correctable by QEC, then these errors may propagate and cause the entire computation

to fail. More formally, an error during a fault-tolerant operation will result in at most one er-

ror for each logical qubit that is used for the operation. This error can then be detected by

the subsequent round of error-correction. We must consider fault-tolerance of all aspects of a

quantum computation, from the state preparation, to gates, measurements, and even the QEC

protocol itself. Achieving fault-tolerance in quantum operations is a major milestone for quantum

information processing.

Typical QEC protocols bring the error probability from p to cp2, where c represents the
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overhead of using a QEC code7. What if the new error rate is still too high for a computation?

After all, the new error probability is still �nite and non-zero. Remarkably, there is a prescription

to further improve (e.g. decrease) the error rate. The strategy is to concatenate fault-tolerant

QEC codes. In such a scheme, the logical qubits de�ning a �rst-level encoding act as physical

qubits for a second-level encoding. This second-level encoding will enable correction of higher-

order errors uncorrectable in the �rst encoding. If the base error rate is low enough, then the

concatenated code will result in an overall reduced error rate at the expense of a larger quantum

computer and a more complex circuit. Below some threshold error rate pthresh, it is possible to

use concatenation to achieve arbitrarily low logical error rates with a modest (polylogarithmic)

overhead in the system size (e.g. the number of physical qubits and gates). This statement is

often called the threshold theorem [57]. Although the �rst estimated thresholds required gate

errors below 10−6, more modern topological codes, such as the surface code, have less daunting

thresholds, up to 1% [60, 61]. Current state-of-the-art error rates are at or below this threshold

in several di�erent platforms, including superconducting qubits [62, 63] and trapped ions [64].

Due to current technical challenges for building large-scale quantum systems, in practice, we may

want to operate far below the threshold to reduce the overhead in number of qubits.

7. Higher order QEC protocols certainly exist. For example, an nth order QEC code can take the error probability
from p to dpn, where d is the overhead.



3
Superconducting qubits and cQED

In the previous chapter, we generically described the requirements and properties of quantum

computation without focusing on any physical implementation for building a quantum computer.

Such a choice is critical for determining the actual manifestation of the quantum gates and

measurements as well as the method by which qubits will be coupled together into a useful

processor. The DiVincenzo criteria described in subsection 2.5.1 serve as a useful starting point,

providing a minimal set of requirements for de�ning a physical qubit. Implementing any useful

physical qubit faces competing requirements: it is necessary to decouple the qubit su�ciently

from the environment to extend coherence times, while maintaining su�cient coupling for control

and measurement of the qubits. Each physical implementation will have its own set of strengths

and challenges, and it will be essential to leverage the advantages of a given platform to address

the shortcomings. There are a myriad of di�erent approaches, with each platform encoding

information in one of several quantum degrees of freedom: nuclear spins, electron spins, hyper�ne

atomic levels, photons, or charge, phase, or �ux in superconducting circuits. Physical realizations

of these quantum systems include nuclear spin systems [65], trapped ions and neutral atoms [66,

67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73], linear optics [74, 75], solid state quantum dots [76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81],

solid state defects [81, 82, 83, 84, 85], and superconducting qubits [86]. Each comes with its

own set of advantages and challenges to achieve su�cient coherence, to enable quantum control

and measurement, and to couple multiple qubits together in a scalable fashion. In some sense,

experimental quantum information processing is at the stage of development where we are trying

56
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to perfect the quantum analog of the semiconductor transistor.

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) emerged as one of the �rst systems that could be ma-

nipulated quantum mechanically and demonstrated several seminal experiments including one of

the �rst experimental realizations of a quantum algorithm [87], quantum error correction [88],

and quantum state teleportation [89]. Because these experiments are performed using carefully

engineered molecules, one signi�cant challenge for NMR systems is its ability to scale to larger

systems. Another pioneering quantum technology is that of trapped ions, which are still among

the most mature and promising platforms to date, owing to their excellent coherence properties

and high gate �delities [64, 69, 73, 90]. Though scalability has been a question for trapped ion

systems (a question common to all platforms), there are several approaches [91, 92] currently

under investigation to address this outstanding question. Solid state approaches to quantum

information have seen dramatic development in recent years. Electronic spin based systems aim

to leverage proven fabrication technologies from the silicon integrated circuit industry to address

the issue of scaling quantum systems [77]. Other approaches, like defect-based color centers,

use a combination of optical and electronic control to interface remote systems into a quantum

network [85, 93, 94, 95].

In this thesis we present experiments using superconducting qubits. These are quantum

machines built from assembling quantum electrical circuits out of superconducting wire and

circuit elements. The �avor of superconducting qubits used in this thesis follows from the

combination of quantum electrical circuits and quantum electrodynamics, leading to development

of circuit quantum electrodynamics [96, 97, 98, 99]. Superconducting qubit systems are perhaps

distinctive among the previously described implementations as they o�er highly tunable quantum

characteristics by simply modifying macroscopic parameters.

In this chapter, we describe the physics of quantum computation with superconducting qubits

with the circuit quantum electrodynamics (cQED) platform. In section 3.1, we start by describing

the formalism for treating simple electrical circuits as quantum mechanical systems. Such circuit

quantization is necessary to understand how macroscopic parameters such as capacitance and

inductance can give rise to quantum mechanical behavior [100, 101]. We then introduce the
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Josephson junction in subsection 3.1.2 as the essential circuit element distinctive to supercon-

ducting circuits. The nonlinearity added by the Josephson junction a�ords the crucial quantum

mechanical properties that make these superconducting circuits useful for quantum information

processing. With this theoretical basis, we describe how these nonlinear quantum circuits can be

constructed to describe physical qubits. In particular, by focusing on coupling transmon qubits

to linear harmonic oscillators, we enter the regime of cQED. After a brief historical overview of

the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian in subsection 3.2.1, we describe a general technique called

Black-box quantization in subsection 3.2.2 for extracting the physical Hamiltonian for a given

nonlinear electrical circuits. In subsection 3.2.3, we then detail several useful transmon-cavity

primitives and detail important Hamiltonian parameters that will be useful in succeeded chap-

ters. In section 3.3, we formalize our understanding of manipulation and measurement of cQED

systems using time-dependent drives.

3.1 Building blocks of quantum circuits

Circuit quantum electrodynamics relies on constructing electrical circuits in a way that collective

phenomena such as current or voltage can be treated quantum mechanically. Such circuits utilize

many of the common classical circuit elements we know from electrical engineering�inductors,

capacitors, and resistors1. This quantization of an electrical circuit distills the dynamics of these

macroscopic circuits into few collective degrees of freedom that behave quantum mechanically.

These �mesoscopic� systems occupy some intermediate space between the classical world and the

quantum realm of single atoms and electrons.

Our chosen physical implementation of these quantum circuits utilizes circuit elements made

from superconductors, which when cooled below their critical temperature, for our circuits

Tc ∼ 1 K, are ideally lossless. One additional circuit element distinctive to superconducting

circuits is the Josephson tunnel junction [103, 104], which currently the only known nondissipa-

1. In most cases, we consider only inductors and capacitors for two reasons: �rst, resistors typically cause
unwanted dissipation, and we work hard to reduce these e�ects in our experimental implementations; second,
it is possible to model resistors through a combination of lossless elements via the Caldeira-Leggett model of
dissipative systems [102].
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Figure 3.1 | Quantum LC oscillator. a, The LC circuit consists of an inductance L and
capacitance C and can be characterized in terms of a node �ux Φ and charge Q. Node �ux
and charge are conjugate variables, akin to position and momentum of a classical pendulum. b,
Upon quantization of the LC oscillator, promoting Φ and Q to quantum mechanical operators,
the quadratic potential gives rise to energy levels that are all even spaced, by ~ω.

tive, nonlinear circuit element. This nonlinearity is necessary to develop and observe quantum

mechanical e�ects that are central for quantum information processing. In this section we explore

the basic building blocks for the quantization of quantum electrical circuits.

3.1.1 Quantum LC oscillator

Our discussion of electrical circuits begins, unsurprisingly, at one of the most simplest examples,

the quantum parallel LC oscillator. Developing a formalism to understand the dynamics of such

a circuit allows us to describe its behavior in the quantum regime as well as construct more

complex circuits to evaluate is quantum properties. A comprehensive discussion of quantum

electrical circuits can be found in several resources, notably [101, 105, 106].

The parallel combination of an LC circuit, the electromagnetic analog of a mass and spring,

can be analyzed by considering current I through the inductor (with inductance L) and the charge

Q accumulated on the capacitor (with capacitance C) as its two (conjugate) degrees of freedom,

shown in Figure 3.1. We will choose to use the node �ux Φ to represent the coordinate-like
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degree of freedom for the LC oscillator. The node �ux as is de�ned to be

Φ(t) =

∫ t

−∞
V (τ)dτ. (3.1)

or equivalently V (t) = Φ̇. The kinetic energy in this representation is stored by the charge on

the capacitor

T =
Q2

2C
=

1

2
CΦ̇2. (3.2)

To write down the potential energy, we also have the relation that V = Lİ = Φ̇, which says that

Φ is equivalent to the magnetic �ux winding through the inductor. The potential energy stored

in the inductor is

U =
1

2
LI2 =

Φ2

2L
(3.3)

The Lagrangian can be written as

L =
Q2

2C
− LI2

2
=
CΦ̇2

2
− Φ2

2L
(3.4)

And variable conjugate to the node �ux is the charge

Q =
∂L
∂Φ̇

= CΦ̇ (3.5)

The Hamiltonian can be written as

H = QΦ̇− L =
Q2

2C
+

Φ2

2L
(3.6)

The equation of motion for the two conjugate variables φ and Q follow from Hamilton's equations

of motion

Φ̇ = +
∂H
∂Q

= +
Q

C

Q̇ = −∂H
∂Φ

= −Φ

L

(3.7)

We can move to a quantum mechanical description of the harmonic oscillator by promoting
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the variables to operators (e.g. Q→ Q̂). The commutation relation between the two conjugate

operators, Φ̂ and Q̂.
[
Φ̂, Q̂

]
= +i~ (3.8)

We can write the Hamiltonian using the lowering and raising operators

Φ̂ = ΦZPF

(
â† + â

)

Q̂ = −iQZPF
(
â† − â

) (3.9)

where QZPF =
√

~/2Z, ΦZPF =
√

~Z/2, and the characteristic impedance Z =
√
L/C.

These operators obey the commutation relation

[
â, â†

]
= 1. (3.10)

The quantum LC circuit Hamiltonian is therefore equivalent to the quantum harmonic oscil-

lator,

Ĥ = ~ω
(
â†â+

1

2

)
. (3.11)

The energy eigenstates of the harmonic oscillator are called Fock states, and each Fock state

|n〉 has energy En = ~ω
(
n+ 1

2

)
. The raising and lowering operators increase or decrease the

excitation number by one: â† |n〉 =
√
n+ 1 |n+ 1〉 and â |n〉 =

√
n |n− 1〉. Notice that the

ground state energy is nonzero, E0 = ~ω/2 owing to the inherent zero-point �uctuations of the

vacuum state. For many calculations, we o�set the Hamiltonian to de�ne the zero energy as the

energy of the ground state. We can also de�ne ground-state zero-point �uctuations (ZPF) in

the charage and �ux as

〈0|Q̂2|0〉 = Q2
ZPF

〈0|Φ̂2|0〉 = Φ2
ZPF

(3.12)

One truly remarkable aspect of this analysis is that the essential quantum mechanical prop-

erties of the harmonic oscillator, including the resonance frequency ω and zero-point energy E0,

are governed by the inductance L and capacitance C. These macroscopic parameters can be
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freely engineered, indicating that we have exquisite control over the properties of these quantum

harmonic oscillators. Furthermore, we have developed experimental techniques that allow us to

observe and manipulate the quantum mechanical properties of these oscillators. Before discussing

another essential circuit element for building quantum electrical circuits, we will brie�y detail the

common argument why it is di�cult to use a harmonic oscillator as a quantum bit of information.

Addressing the harmonic oscillator

One challenge in using harmonic oscillators for quantum information processing lies in the exper-

imenter's ability to exercise su�cient quantum control over its state evolution. A simple model

to manipulate the state of a harmonic oscillator is to hook it up in parallel with an ideal current

source2 [107]. Given the classical bias current Ib(t), the driven Hamiltonian is given as

H =
Q̂2

2C
+

Φ̂2

2L
− Ib(t)Φ̂ (3.13)

the current acts as a force that couples to the Φ̂ coordinate. Written using the raising and

lowering operators,

H = ~ωâ†â+ ~ε(t)
(
â† + â

)
, (3.14)

where ε(t) ∝ Ib(t) This classical drive generates the displacement operator, written using â and

â† as

D(α) = eαâ
†−α∗â (3.15)

In the excitation basis, this drive will take the vacuum state to a coherent state with amplitude

α: D(α) |0〉 = |α〉. Recall from subsection 2.1.2 the such a coherent state is described by a

superposition of Fock states: |α〉 =
∑

n cn |n〉. If we initialize our harmonic oscillator in |0〉

(for example, by cooling to the ground state), then the displacement operator gives us access to

coherent states, |α〉. Such a system is limiting in two ways: �rst, de�ning an appropriate qubit

2. An ideal current source has in�nite impedance and will not a�ect the properties of the oscillator. In contrast,
an ideal voltage source will have zero impedance and at zero bias will short out the resonance of the oscillator.
If we had considered a series LC oscillator, then we would model the drive as a voltage source.
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using continuous variables is challenging; second, linear displacements will not give us su�cient

control over our oscillator. Indeed naively, one might choose to encode a quantum bit in the

lowest two Fock state |0〉 and |1〉; our simple classical control gives us no way to manipulate

this subspace individually. This limitation can be also be understood by noting that the energy

levels of the harmonic oscillator are all equally spaced in energy by ~ω; a drive that can induce a

transition from |0〉 to |1〉 will also be able to induce a transition from |n〉 to |n+ 1〉. To enable

more exquisite control over the harmonic oscillator we will need an additional nonlinear control.

3.1.2 Adding the Josephson junction

Accessing more interesting dynamics of our quantum electrical circuits requires an additional

circuit element that is not standard in the electrical engineer's toolbox: the Josephson tunnel

junction (JJ) [103, 104]. The tunnel junction can be constructed using several methods including

as a thin region of insulator or normal metal sandwiched by two superconducting islands. In our

experiments, we construct JJs in this fashion and create a stack of superconductor, insulator,

and superconductor. In such a system, Cooper pairs can coherently tunnel through the junction,

setting up a nontrivial current through the JJ element. As we will see, the JJ can be thought of

as an nonlinear inductor whose inductance depends on the phase di�erence across the junction.

We refer the interested reader to numerous texts that provide a comprehensive derivation of the

results described in this section [106, 108, 109].

The JJ is governed by two relations, dubbed the Josephson equations [103, 104, 108, 109]:

I(ϕ) = Ic sinϕ

∂ϕ

∂t
=

2e

~
V =

V

φ0
,

(3.16)

where φ0 ≡ Φ0/2π = ~/2e is the reduced magnetic �ux quantum. For the �rst equation: I(ϕ)

is the current �owing through the junction; Ic is critical current and is the maximum possible

supercurrent that the JJ can coherently support; and ϕ is the phase di�erence between the two

superconducting wave functions on either side of the junction. For the second: e is the electron
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charge; and V is an applied potential di�erence across the junction.

We �rst describe how the Josephson junction behaves like a nonlinear inductor by developing

the relationship between voltage and phase, L ≡ V/İ. We take the time derivative of the �rst

Josephson equation and combine the result with the second

∂I(ϕ)

∂t
= Ic cosϕ× ∂ϕ

∂t
=
Ic cosϕ

φ0
× V. (3.17)

Then we can de�ne the Josephson inductance as

LJ =
φ0

Ic cosϕ
, (3.18)

which shows that the inductance is dependent on the ϕ across the junction. We typically report

the maximum LJ , with ϕ = 0. In practice, we can make Josephson junctions with LJ ≈ 1−15 nH

with standard lithography techniques [110, 111].

Next, we can write down the Hamiltonian for a bare Josephson junction [100]. We parame-

terize it in terms of EJ ≡ φ0Ic, the Josephson energy, which describes the energy cost to tunnel

an electron across the Josephson junction.

HJJ = −EJ cos (ϕ)− 2eV n̂ (3.19)

where n̂ = i ∂∂ϕ , which is the number operator, representing the number of Cooper pairs that have

tunneled across the junction. The addition of the Josephson junction to our library of circuit

elements is the key ingredient that allows us to realize a veritable zoo of nonlinear quantum

circuits, of which we focus on only one exceedingly simple variety.

3.1.3 Quantum circuits with Josephson junctions

One primary attraction for studying Josephson junction quantum devices is the incredible �exi-

bility and controllability in constructing these circuits. The properties that govern its quantum

dynamics are macroscopic parameters�like capacitance and linear and Josephson inductance�all
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of which can be robustly and reliably tuned to precise design speci�cations. In the �eld of su-

perconducting qubits and cQED, these circuits play the role of �arti�cial atoms�, emulating their

natural counterpart in terms of energy level structure while allowing us to custom design the

properties of the atoms.

There are three main types of superconducting qubits that utilize a single Josephson junction

as the nonlinear element, each relying on a di�erent physical macroscopic degree of freedom as the

parameter that enables quantum control over the qubit [112]: the phase qubit [112, 113, 114],

the �ux qubit [115, 116, 117], and the charge qubit [118, 119]. Two of the popular designs

extensively studied at Yale are the transmon qubit, where a small junction is shunted by a large

capacitance [120], and the �uxonium qubit, where a small junction is shunted by a large linear

inductance [121]. Both circuit topologies aim to suppress one dominant noise mechanism, o�set

charge noise. In this thesis, the transmon qubit will serve as the workhorse for the quantum

information experiments we will describe in the following chapters. The fundamental physics

that describe the transmon qubit have been exhaustively address in numerous texts [120, 122];

here we will mention the primary reasons why the transmon qubit has become such a popular

choice for experiments with superconducting qubits.

The transmon qubit consists of two superconducting electrodes (or islands) that are connected

by a Josephson junction. The Hamiltonian for such a circuit, called the Cooper pair box (CPB),

is given as

HCPB = 4EC(n̂− ng)2 − EJ cosϕ (3.20)

where the charging energy, EC ≡ e2/(2CΣ), represents the energy of a single electron stored

on the capacitance 3 and the Josephson energy written in terms of the Josephson inductance is

EJ ≡ 2πφ2
0/LJ . The gate or o�set charge, ng ≡ −CgV/2e is a continuous (classical) variable

that can be used to modify the Hamiltonian (with the application of a voltage bias, for example).

The CPB operated in a regime where EJ � EC , where the quantum information is stored in

number of Cooper pairs that has tunneled across the junction. However, ng can also �uctuate

3. Since electrons tunnel in pairs across a Josephson junction, the total energy is four times the energy of a
single electron.
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Figure 3.2 | The Josephson junction and transmon qubit. a, The circuit representation
of a Josephson junction is square with an X drawn inside. The decomposition of the Josephson
junction can be represented as a nonlinear Josephson inductance LJ in parallel with a Josephson
capacitance CJ . b, While there are many physical implementations for such a nonlinear circuit
element, here we construct our Josephson junctions from a three layer stack consisting of a
superconductor, a thin layer of insulator, and superconductor that only allows Cooper pairs
to tunnel between the superconductor terminals. The superconductor is Aluminum, and the
insulator is a thin layer Aluminum oxide. b, A transmon consists of a Josephson junction in
parallel with a large shunt capacitance. This shunt capacitance serves to dramatically reduce the
transmon susceptibility to charge noise. The energy spectrum of a transmon qubit is no longer a
simple quadratic potential; the presence of the nonlinear junction replaces the quadratic potential
with a cosine-shaped potential. For small excursions of the junction phase, we can consider the
transmon as a slightly anharmonic oscillator. The transition frequency between the ground and
�rst-excited level is ω and the anharmonicity is α. For transmon qubits, the anharmonicity is
around 5% of the transition frequency, su�cient in most cases to approximate the transmon as
a simple two-level system. However, the presence of higher-levels (such as the |f〉) can modify
the quality of control of the two-level subspace. Additionally, certain experiments can also utilize
higher-level excitations to store and process quantum information.

randomly, which results in uncertainty in the exact energy level spacing, ultimately placing a limit

on the coherence on early charge qubits.
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By moving to a regime where EJ/EC � 1 we can address this issue of �charge dispersion�,

resulting in the development of the transmon qubit [120]. There are two main e�ects when

increasing EJ/EC . First, increasing this critical parameter exponentially reduces the dependence

of the energy level on the ng. The important result is that the energy levels�and thus qubit

frequency�are far less sensitive to random �uctuations of the gate charge, dramatically improving

the coherence of transmon qubits. Second, this suppression of charge dispersion comes at a cost

of linearizing the transmon qubit spectrum. At very large EJ/EC , the circuit Hamiltonian will

re�ect that of a harmonic oscillator, and it will be no longer possible to address individual energy

levels. Fortunately, the decrease in the anharmonicity�the energy di�erence between the lowest

energy level splitting and the next splitting�occurs only polynomially with this critical parameter;

therefore, it is possible to maintain su�cient nonlinearity while su�ciently suppressing charge

dispersion so it is no longer the dominant decoherence mechanism.

When operating in the transmon regime, the large EJ/EC limits the phase to small excursions

about ϕ = 0. We can then expand around this small parameter to explicitly treat the transmon

as an anharmonic oscillator

Htransmon = 4EC n̂
2 − EJ

2
ϕ2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
linear terms

+EJ

(
−ϕ

4

4!
− ϕ6

6!

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
nonlinear terms

. (3.21)

This Hamiltonian can be recast in second quantization using 3.9. After making these substi-

tutions, we expand the cosine to fourth order in ϕ and apply the rotating wave approximation

(which removes fast-oscillating terms that do not conserve energy, like ââ) to �nd the transmon

Hamiltonian

Htransmon = ~ωâ†â− ~α
2
â†â†ââ, (3.22)

where the (linear) frequency of the transmon is given as ω =
(√

8EJEC − EC
)
/~ and the

anharmonicity α = EC/~. The anharmonicity is de�ned as α = ωef − ωge, or the frequency

di�erence between successive transitions on the transmon spectrum. As we will describe in

more detail in chapter 4, our our transmons are typically designed to have frequencies ω/2π ≈
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4−10 GHz and anharmonicities of α/2π ≈ 100−300 MHz. This ∼5% anharmonicity is su�cient

to de�ne the lowest two levels as a qubit.

3.2 Quantum electrodynamics with circuits and cavities

To access the quantized levels of any quantum system, it is necessary to decouple it from its

external environment. The �rst experimental examples of individual quantum systems achieving

this level of quantum control are trapped ions [66, 123]. Individual charged particles are con�ned

in an ultra-high vacuum trap through the combination of lasers and EM �elds, cooled the ion

electronic ground state and coupled to only mechanical motion governed by the shape of the

con�ning potential. Cavity quantum electrodynamics (CQED, with a capital �C�) is the second

prototypical experimental implementation achieving quantum control over individual quantum

systems [20]. In such experiments, the interaction between light and matter is explored through

coupling neutral (Rydberg) atoms with a high quality superconducting cavity, either in the optical

or microwave frequency domain [71, 80]. As a testament to the remarkable achievements in both

of these �elds, David Wineland and Serge Haroche were awarded the Nobel Prize in 2012 for their

work demonstrating �ground-breaking experimental methods that enable measuring and manipu-

lation of individual quantum systems� [72, 80]. Circuit-QED takes inspiration from Cavity-QED

and explores the physics of coupling our superconducting arti�cial atoms made with Josephson

junction(s) to microwave superconducting resonators.

Perhaps the original result that has enabled these remarkable achievements is a short note

by Edward Purcell in 1946 [124]. Purcell realized that the atom's rate of spontaneous emission

can be modi�ed�either enhanced or suppressed�by placing the atom within a cavity, a resonant

EM circuit with well de�ned modes. This insight was based on a Fermi's Golden Rule argument:

the rate of spontaneous emission is related to the environmental density of states that the atom

will see at its resonance frequency. In the original work, the goal was to increase the rate of

spontaneous emission for spins in an NMR experiment. By tuning a resonant electrical circuit

into resonance with the spin, Purcell correctly proposed that the rate of spontaneous emission
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would dramatically increase compared to the free space case by concentrating the mode density

at the resonance frequency of the spin. It was a few decades later that Kleppner, et al. [20, 125]

detailed how the the �Purcell e�ect� could be used to suppress the rate of spontaneous emission,

which, for the purposes of quantum information processing, is this regime we want to achieve in

our cQED systems.

3.2.1 Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian

Historically, the interaction between an atom (real or arti�cial) and photons con�ned in a harmonic

oscillator�or more generically, a spin-1/2 particle coupled to a spring�is well-described by the

Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian [126]. In such a system, the atomic dipole couples to the electric

�eld of the oscillator, leading to the

HJC/~ = ωaâ
†â+

ωq
2
σ̂z + g

(
â† + â

)
(σ̂+ + σ̂−)

HJC/~ ≈ ωaâ†â+
ωq
2
σ̂z + g (âσ̂+ + âσ̂−)

(3.23)

where â is the annihilation operator for the resonator mode; σ̂z is the Pauli-Z operator for the spin

mode; ωa and ωq are the resonance frequencies for the resonator and spin, respectively; and g is

the coupling strength between the resonator and spin. In the second line we took what is called

the rotating-wave approximation, removing fast-oscillating terms that do not conserve energy

(e.g. â†σ+ which adds both a resonator excitation and an spin excitation). This approximation

is valid in the regime where the atom-resonator coupling strength is much smaller than the

resonance frequencies g � ωa, ωq.

In the case when the spin and resonator are completely decoupled, g = 0, then the eigenstates

of the system are product states of the spin and resonator photon number: |g/e, n〉. For non-zero

coupling, we will �nd that the eigenstates of this coupled systems are no longer purely spin or

purely resonator�the new eigenstates of the system have �mixed� spin-photon character, resulting
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in the �dressed states�,

|+, n〉 = cos
θ

2
|e, n〉+ sin

θ

2
|g, n+ 1〉

|−, n〉 = sin
θ

2
|e, n〉 − cos

θ

2
|g, n+ 1〉

(3.24)

with the �mixing angle� θ = 2 arctan (Ωn/∆), �n-photon Rabi frequency� [20] Ωn = 2g
√
n+ 1,

and the spin-resonator detuning, ∆ = |ωa − ωq|. This pair of states forms a manifold where the

total number of excitations is conserved and form what is called the Jaynes-Cummings ladder

[99]. The eigenfrequencies for this coupled system are

w±n = ωan±
1

2

√
∆2 + Ω2

n (3.25)

In the resonant case ∆ = 0, we enter what is called the �vacuum-Rabi� regime, where the

eigenstates from Equation 3.24 are equally weighted superpositions of |e, n〉 and |g, n+ 1〉. In

�strong coupling regime� where the dissipation rate of both the spin and oscillator is smaller than

g, then if the system is prepared in either product state one will observe oscillations between

the two product states. The observation of vacuum-Rabi oscillations in CQED [127, 128] and

in cQED [96] was an important demonstration indicating that these quantum systems can be

designed with interaction strengths far greater than dissipation rates.

It is typical nowadays to operate in the regime of large detuning ∆� g, in what is called the

�dispersive regime� where no actual excitation (energy) is exchanged between spin and resonator.

In this regime, we see that the eigenstates are only slightly dressed as a result of the interaction

Hamiltonian. As such we can use perturbation theory to arrive at the dispersive Jaynes-Cummings

Hamiltonian. Expanding Equation 3.23 in powers of (g/∆) and taking the RWA, we arrive at

the Hamiltonian,

Hdisp/~ =

(
ωa −

g2

∆
σ̂z

)
â†â+

ωq
2
σ̂z (3.26)

= ωaâ
†â+

(
ωq
2
− g2

∆
â†â

)
σ̂z (3.27)

We typically parameterize the interaction strength χ = g2/∆. The �rst line highlights that the
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interaction causes a qubit-state dependent frequency shift. It is this energy shift of the resonator

that is typically used for qubit state measurement. Equivalently, the second line stresses the e�ect

of the interaction on the qubit frequency, which experiences a Stark shift of nχ for n photons

in the resonator. This Stark shift will turn out to be an incredibly powerful tool that enables

complex qubit-cavity manipulations. Typically in our experiments we will work in the �strong

dispersive limit� where the dispersive interaction strength χ dominates over any dissipation term

in the system. In this regime, we can isolate and manipulate these state-dependent transitions

many times before quantum information is lost to dissipation. In Figure 3.3, we show the energy

level diagram and spectrum for a coupled qubit-cavity Jaynes-Cumming system.

This simple-looking Hamiltonian has enabled a perhaps surprisingly rich collection of quantum

information experiments in cQED. However, as our level of control becomes more demanding

and our experimental devices more complicated, we will need a more detailed translation of our

quantum circuits into a Hamiltonian. There are a few issues with the standard Jaynes-Cumming

approach. First, the Josephson circuits are described by a cosine Hamiltonian (Equation 3.19)

and have more levels than the simple two-level spin that is described by the Jaynes-Cummings

Hamiltonian. Additionally, the cosine term leads to an interaction Hamiltonian that is more

complex than the simple dipole coupling between spin and resonator. Second, our implementa-

tions of resonators are in reality multi-mode resonant structures; even though these modes can

be far detuned from the frequencies of interest, they can dramatically in�uence the behavior

of our qubits. Finally, the size-scale and frequency range of our devices requires that we treat

them as distributed elements, increasing the number of circuit elements required for an accurate

model. A more general treatment is required for turning a given physical implementation into a

Hamiltonian.

3.2.2 Quantizing nonlinear quantum circuits

If we have a given circuit model, then there are straightforward techniques to quantize it and

determine the Hamiltonian [101, 129]. Furthermore, it is also possible to include the e�ect

of dissipation by decomposing resistors according to the Caldeira-Leggett model [102, 130].
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Figure 3.3 | Jaynes-Cummings energy spectrum. a We depict the energy levels for a coupled
qubit-cavity system that follows from the Jaynes-Cummings model. The vertical axis shows the
cavity Fock states (|n〉) and the horizontal axis shows the qubit states ({|g〉 , |e〉}). The frequency
of the cavity transition when the qubit is in |g〉 is ωc, and the frequency of the qubit transition
when there are zero photons in the cavity is ωq. According to the Jaynes-Cummings interaction,
the transition frequencies of one mode shifts linearly, by −χqc, depending on the number of
excitations in the other mode. b We illustrate the frequency spectrum of the coupled qubit-
cavity system. On the left, we illustrate the qubit transition spectrum when there are photons
in the cavity. The transition frequency (that is, the energy di�erence between |e〉 and |g〉) of
the qubit shifts by −χqc for each photon in the cavity. The spectrum shown here, simulates the
spectrum when the cavity is populated with a coherent state, which results in Poisson-weighted
photon number populations. On the right, we show the cavity spectrum when the qubit is in
either |g〉 or |e〉. Similar to the qubit spectrum, the cavity transition frequency is shifted by −χqc
when the qubit is in |e〉.

However, the challenge is that its not always clear how to decompose a complex electromagnetic

structure into inductors, capacitors, and resistors. The story becomes even more complex when

we add Josephson junctions into the mix. Fortunately, there are several approaches to model such

systems [131, 132] using what is called black-box quantization (BBQ). The key insight is that

any general circuit network can be re-synthesized in a well-described circuit with an equivalent
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impedance function, Z(ω), that unambiguously exposes the normal modes of the circuit. Such a

decomposition makes it straightforward to quantize linear circuit networks while also accounting

for classical coupling between di�erent modes in a black box. For systems with only weak

anharmonicity, like transmon qubits, the e�ect of the Josephson junction nonlinearity can be

then added perturbatively. The two main circuit decompositions discussed in the literature are

the Foster-equivalent [133] and Brune-equivalent [134] circuits. When designing experimental

devices, we have typically utilized the Foster approach based on the work of [131]. Indeed, for

our highly coherent transmons and cavities, we have found remarkably good agreement between

our model and experiment. The Brune-equivalent circuit is especially useful when considering

lossy circuit networks, improving upon some shortcomings of the �lossy Foster� approach. More

recently, an approach based on energy participation ratios between the modes of a given circuit

is yet another promising approach for quantizing an arbitrary circuit network (Minev 2018, in

prep).

Black-box quantization

In the following, we summarize the main results of the black-box quantization theory [131]. We

start with an arbitrary circuit network composed of purely-reactive elements: inductors, capaci-

tors, and Josephson junctions. We will �rst consider a system with a single junction. We split

the Josephson junction into two parallel circuit components: �rst, a linear component, charac-

terized by the Josephson inductance LJ and capacitance CJ ; second, and nonlinear component,

where we take all higher orders of the Josephson potential. We call this strictly nonlinear com-

ponent, the �spider element�. According to BBQ, we �rst begin our analysis by computing the

normal modes of the linear circuit. We assign a port across the spider element and extract

the impedance of the linear part of the black-box circuit (including the linear component of the

Josephson junction, but excluding the nonlinear part). According to Foster's reactance theorem

[133], any passive network (one without any current or voltage sources) the impedance of any
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given network can be compactly described as

Z(ω) =
∑

m

(
jωCm +

1

jωLm
+

1

Rm

)−1

(3.28)

−→
∑

m

jω/Cm
ω2
m − ω2

(3.29)

where M is the number of modes and j = −
√
−1. When the dissipation is small, Rm � Zm =

√
Lm/Cm, the resonance frequencies are de�ned as ωm = 1/

√
LmCm corresponding to a pole

(e.g. Z(ωm)→∞) in the impedance function. Equivalently, when considering a circuit network

with a single port we can extract the zeros of the admittance function, Y (ωm) = Z(ωm)−1 = 0.

When performing BBQ, it is also important to calculate the derivative of the admittance at each

resonance frequency: Y ′(ωm) = j2Cm.

Given the impedance or admittance function of a given network, we can quantize the electrical

circuit. The Foster equivalent circuit neatly casts the circuit as a series of independent LC

oscillators, which we quantized back in subsection 3.1.1. In terms of the normal coordinates Φ̂m

and Q̂m for each individual LC circuit, the Hamiltonian can be written as

Hlin =
∑

m

(
Q̂2
m

2Cm
+

Φ̂2
m

2Lm

)
=
∑

m

~ωmâ†mâm (3.30)

with

Φ̂m = Φ(ZPF )
m

(
â†m + âm

)
Q̂m = − j~

2Φ
(ZPF )
m

(
â†m − âm

)
(3.31)

Φ(ZPF )
m =

√
~

ωmImY ′(ωm)
. (3.32)

Now that we can produce the linear spectrum of a given black-box circuit, we can now append

the nonlinearity provided by the Josephson junction. First, consider a single junction attached to

a linear circuit for which we have determined the linear modes. The junction adds a potential to

the Hamiltonian

HJJ = −EJ cos (ϕ̂) (3.33)
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Figure 3.4 | Black-box quantization circuits. a, In the Black-box formalism, a Josephson
junction connected to a generic linear circuit can be recast so that the nonlinear component
of the Josephson junction, represented by a �spider� element, is connected a completely linear
impedance environment that consists of the linear component of the junction as well as the rest
of the linear circuit. When we perform black box quantization, we �rst solve the linear circuit
to extract the normal modes of the system before adding the e�ect of the nonlinear component.
b, Any lossless linear circuit can be decomposed according to Foster's theorem, expressed as
a series combination of parallel LC circuits. Each individual LC circuit represents one normal
mode of the system, and by extracting the slope of Y (ω) at its resonance frequency, we can
determine the e�ective zero-point �uctuations (or voltage) that each linear mode drives across
the junction. c, Schematically the generalization of one-port black box quantization to N-ports
merely adds additional ports for additional Josephson junctions. Here, the quantization requires
extracting the full N × N impedance matrix, Z(ω). Note that each junction will observe a
di�erent impedance looking into the black-box.
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From the second Josephson relation Equation 3.16, we can relate the phase di�erence across the

junction to the total node �ux. We will also use Kircho�'s voltage law the node �ux across the

junction spider element should equal the sum of the (complex) �uxes across each linear mode up

to an arbitrary reference phase that we will set to zero.

ϕ̂ =
M∑

m=1

Φ̂m −→ ϕ̂ =
∑

m

Φ(ZPF )
m

(
â†m + âm

)
(3.34)

Then we can write the argument for the Josephson junction potential in terms of each of the

individual mode �uxes, leading to the black-box Hamiltonian

HBBQ = Hlin. −Hnl (3.35)

Hlin =
∑

m

~ωmâ†mâm (3.36)

Hnl = EJ

[
cos (ϕ̂)−

(
1− 1

2
ϕ̂2

)]
= EJ

[
ϕ̂4

4!
− ϕ̂6

6!
+O

(
ϕ̂8
)]

(3.37)

where the last two terms in the EJ term correspond to the linear part of the Hamiltonian that

we have already included with the �rst part of the Hamiltonian.

We note a few important conclusions from this analysis. The e�ect of adding the cosine

Josephson junction potential �rst is to induce some anharmonicity in the otherwise harmonic po-

tential, shifting higher energy levels down in frequency. Second, any e�ect from charge dispersion

as discussed in subsection 3.1.3 is neglected in this analysis; it will be necessary to separately

verify that this ignoring the e�ect of o�set-charges is valid. These are valid assumptions to make

for the case of transmons coupled to linear oscillators.

Multiple junctions

The single-junction BBQ process can be generalized for multiple junctions. Similar to the single-

junction analysis, we hook up each junction to a black-box circuit. Each junction represents a

port, and we now consider a multi-port circuit with p junctions/ports. For such a network, we

can generate an impedance matrix Z(ω), a complex-valued, frequency-dependent matrix that
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relates the current ~I and voltage ~V at each port.

Zij(ω) =
Vi(ω)

Ij(ω)

∣∣∣∣
Ik=0,k 6=j

(3.38)

Note that the self-admittances that are important for single-port BBQ are calculated slightly

di�erently for the multi-port case: Yp = Z−1
pp . These quantities are no longer simply the inverse of

the impedance matrix. As such, if we choose to stick with the impedance matrix, the resonances

are found by the poles of Z in the lossless case. The procedure for multi-junction BBQ is

detailed in the original paper [131] as well as Jacob Blumo�'s thesis [15]; so here, we will provide

a summary.

For multi-port BBQ, we want to determine the node �ux ϕp for each port p. Even though the

eigenfrequencies of the black-box is the same (independent) of the choice of port, the impedances

(or eigenmodes) that are seen from each port can di�er dramatically. We �rst select a port to

serve as a reference; the choice is not important. We will label this port r. From this reference

port and knowing the frequency-dependent impedance matrix Z(ω), we can determine the �ux

across any other port p 6= r. These calculated by �rst noting that the ratio of voltages is

equivalent to the ratio of trans-impedance and self-impedance, Vp/Vr = Zpr/Zrr. Then, the

node �uxes are de�ned as the derivative of the voltages, jωφp(ω) = Vp, we can determine the

relative node �ux for port p as

ϕp(ω) =
Zpr
Zrr

ϕr(ω) (3.39)

Then, the total �ux across port p,

ϕ̂(r)
p =

∑

m

Zpr(ωm)

Zrr(ωm)
Φ(ZPF )
rm

(
â†m + âm

)
Φ(ZPF )
rm =

√
~

ωmImY ′r (ωm)
(3.40)

Thus in order to calculate the port �ux, we need the mode frequencies ωm, the slope of the

admittance function ImY ′r at each resonance frequency. In addition, we require the �rst column

Zpr of the impedance function at each mode frequency.

While it is �ne in principle to calculate the ϕ̂(r)
p using this reference-port approach, it is not
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what we typically do in practice. It can be challenging to determine the node �uxes Zpr for

p 6= r. For example, if the junctions associated with port p and r are very weakly coupled, then

it will be numerically di�cult to accurately extract the impedance matrix. Instead, it turns out

that we can directly calculate each node �ux setting the reference port as the desired port, r = p.

In this case, the situation looks similar to that of single-port BBQ, where the node �ux

variable is given as ϕ̂p =
∑

m fpr(ωm)Φ
(ZPF )
pm

(
â†m + âm

)
. Here, to calculate Φ

(ZPF )
pm , we need

to only consider the diagonal components of Z(ω) to calculate Y ′k at each of mode frequencies.

Additionally, there is a slight modi�cation we have to make using this multi-port approach. We

have to correctly choose the �sign� of the zero-point �ux relative to a global reference port r,

mathematically given by fpr(ωm) = sgn [Zpr(ωm)]. Basically, we need to establish a global phase

convention dictating whether an excitation in mode m leads to a voltage that is in phase or out

of phase on port p that is consistent across all ports/junctions in the network. We typically

set the standard so that all phases are positive for junction p = 1, and we take the signs for

each other junction from the �rst column of Z(ω). See [15], Figure 3.7 for a particularly useful

illustration of this phase convention.

With the junction phases in hand, we can calculate the entire multi-junction Hamiltonian. As

before, the Hamiltonian includes the linear componentHlin; now, we include a cosine contribution

for each for each junction in the circuit. For a circuit with m normal modes and p junctions

H = Hlin −
∑

p

Hp, nl (3.41)

Hp, nl = EJ,p

[
cos (ϕ̂p) +

1

2
ϕ̂p

2

]
(3.42)

As in the single-junction case, we ignore charge dispersion in this analysis and make an

assumption that we are working in the low excitation regime where the argument in each cosine

term is much smaller than π. According to [131], mathematically we require

π

Φ0

√〈
(ϕ̂)2

〉
{np}
� π −→

∑

p

(
Φ

(ZPF )
p

Φ0

)2

(2np + 1)� 1 (3.43)
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where np =
〈
â†pâp

〉
, which is the photon occupation number of the p-th mode.

Lossy quantum circuits

So far, we have focused on extracting the quantum dynamics of these cQED systems. A full

treatment will requires analyzing inevitable energy dissipation associated with any physical im-

plementation. Indeed, as our demands for quantum systems increase, so does our need to accu-

rately model and predict these losses; otherwise, any attempt to construct a large-scale quantum

computer will likely fail. These losses can be broadly classi�ed in two categories, one that is

intentionally introduced into the quantum system for the purpose of manipulating and measuring

the quantum system. The second type of loss is unexpected, corresponding to nonidealities in

the physical implementation of the system and can be related to imperfections in materials or in

packaging. A discussion of the latter requires focusing on the physical implementation, and will

be treated in some more detail in the following chapter.

When we attach input and output ports to our device for control and measurement, we couple

each mode to the outside environment. This has two related, but separate, e�ects: First, this

coupling to a continuum can directly limit the lifetime of a particular mode (e.g. an over-coupled

resonator); Second, the lifetime of a mode may be limited (or enhanced) through spontaneous

emission through its coupling to a separate lossy mode, a phenomenon known as the Purcell

e�ect [124]. Indeed, when we label a mode �Purcell-limited�, this indicates that the lifetime of

an excitation in this mode is limited by this rate of spontaneous emission. This is an important

quantity to calculate as we ideally want to be operating in a regime far from the Purcell limit to

faithfully preserve quantum information within our transmons and memory cavities.

Previous work [135] in understanding this e�ect has led to two important considerations.

First, our resonators support multiple modes and in some cases it is necessary to consider the

combined e�ect in what is now called the �multi-mode� Purcell e�ect. Second, the location of

loss sources can have a signi�cant impact on the Purcell limit. The work in [135] is a particularly

illustrative example. In this experiment, two transmons were placed at the opposite ends of a

λ/2 transmission line resonator. The resonator was asymmetrically coupled to the outside world
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with a strongly coupled output port and a weakly coupled input port. Naïvely one might expect

that the transmon physically closer to the strongly coupled port would have a lower Purcell limit

and exhibit a lower lifetime; however the opposite situation was experimentally observed. Indeed,

a circuit model where the resonator is modeled as an LCR resonator fails to predict this behavior.

Instead to accurately model the transmon lifetimes, it was necessary to include the full model of

the transmisson line resonator, transmons, and input-output ports. From this experiment, it is

clear that one should consider the actual complex impedance environment of the coupled system.

Currently, our approach to estimate Purcell limits for our experiments rely on the use of 3D

electromagnetic simulation tools. This approach can accurately handle the complex renormaliza-

tion of the (now lossy) modes, provided that we correctly identify the dominant loss mechanisms

of a particular implementation. There have been several approaches to treat the e�ect of loss

from a circuit quantization approach [130, 132, 136]; determining an accurate underlying circuit

model of a complex impedance matrix is in general a challenging task.

3.2.3 Common cQED Hamiltonians

In this section, we will explore some common transmon-cavity systems that will be important

in this thesis. Illustrated in Figure 3.5, these serve as useful primitives from which we will build

more complex coupled systems.

Transmon coupled to cavity

Consider a transmon coupled to a cavity, the simplest Hamiltonian that has been widely used in

cQED experiments. here we label the transmon mode q̂ and the cavity mode ĉ. The black-box

Hamiltonian is given as

H1T,1C/~ =
∑

m=q,c

ωmm̂
†m̂−Hnl

ϕ̂ = Φq

(
q̂† + q̂

)
+ Φc

(
ĉ† + ĉ

)
,

(3.44)
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a b c

Figure 3.5 | Common cavity-transmon primitives. We depict several standard 3D cavity-
transmon subsystems common in many modern experiments. For illustrative purposes, we depict
the cavities using a cartoon of the now popular coaxial λ/4 3D cavities, to be discussed in
further detail in the next chapter. The transmon qubit is depicted as a Josephson junction that
is attached to two superconducting pads that serve as an antenna to couple to the �eld of the
cavity mode. In a, we show the simplest system, a cavity coupled to a single transmon. In b, a
transmon qubit is coupled to two cavity modes. We typically see this device architecture used in
two situations: �rst, one cavity maybe used as a quantum memory and one as a readout for the
transmon qubit; second, the two cavities are both quantum memories and the transmon qubit
serves as an element to couple the two cavity modes. In c, we can couple multiple transmons to
a single cavity mode. The cavity mode can be used to mediate interactions between the two (or
more) transmon qubits via the dispersive interaction.

where Hnl is de�ned in Equation 3.37. It is �rst useful to expand the cosine to fourth order in

ϕ. Taking the rotating wave approximation to ϕ4, we arrive at the dispersive Hamiltonian,

H1T,1C/~ = ωq q̂
†q̂ + ωcĉ

†ĉ

−Kq

2
q̂†q̂†q̂q̂ − Kc

2
ĉ†ĉ†ĉĉ

−χqcq̂†q̂ĉ†ĉ.




H(4)

1T,1C

(3.45)

The �rst line speci�es frequencies of the transmon and cavity, the second line speci�es the

anharmonicity, or �self-Kerr� of each mode, and the third line describes the dispersive coupling,

or �cross-Kerr�, between the transmon and cavity. In the literature we will often see the self-Kerr

of the transmon labeled as anharmonicity, αq. We can relate each Hamiltonian term to the
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underlying circuit parameters,

Km =
EJ
2
|Φm|4 (3.46)

χqc = EJ |Φq|2|Φc|2 (3.47)

From here, we can see that χqc can be written in terms of the self-Kerrs: χqc =
√

2KqKc.

In some cases it is necessary to consider higher-order terms of the dispersive Hamiltonian. In

particular, one important sixth-order term is the the nonlinearity of χ, which can take two forms

H(6)
1T,1C =

χqqc
2
q̂†q̂†q̂q̂ĉ†ĉ+

χqcc
2
q̂†q̂ĉ†ĉ†ĉĉ (3.48)

The �rst term χqqc is the nonlinearity of the dispersive shift as we add excitations to the qubit

mode, and the second term χqcc is the nonlinearity of the dispersive shift as we add excitations

to the cavity mode. As we generally operate the transmon in the lowest two energy levels, we

only consider the second term for experiments in this thesis. This term is more commonly called

χ′qc, and we will follow this convention for the remainder of this thesis. The e�ect of χ′qc can be

clearly write the transmon-cavity coupling term to sixth order as
(
χqc + χ′qcĉ

†ĉ
)
q̂†q̂ĉ†ĉ. In this

form, the e�ective dispersive shift is a linear function of the number of photons in the cavity.

We use a additive approach to build these Hamiltonians, where we normal order each term

and construct the Hamiltonian with successively higher number of raising and lower operators

pairs, e.g. we prefer a term like ĉ†ĉ†ĉĉ as opposed to
(
ĉ†ĉ
)2
. In this way, higher order terms will

not modify the lower-order Hamiltonian terms, e.g. normal ordering
(
ĉ†ĉ
)2

will add a ĉ†ĉ term.

Additionally, the dispersive Hamiltonian is written such that it only contains diagonal terms in

the static case, where we have transitions that are directly extracted from experiment. This

convention also explains why certain terms have a prefactor, e.g. 1/2 for the self-Kerr terms.

We de�ne the anharmonicity as K = ω12−ω01; and in our convention, the relevant Hamiltonian

term −K
2 ĉ
†ĉ†ĉĉ shifts the energy of the |2〉 level down by K.
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Transmon coupled to two cavity

For many of our experiments, we couple a single transmon qubit to two cavity modes. There are

two separate scenarios when this subsystem is used: �rst, one cavity serves as a memory mode

while the other serves as a readout mode to measure the transmon; second, both cavities serve

as memories and the transmon is used to mediate interactions between the two. Whatever the

purpose, the underlying Hamiltonian has the same structure. Using our one-transmon, one-cavity

Hamiltonian as a primitive, we can write the combined Hamiltonian and highlight the relevant

new terms in such a system. We write down the fourth order terms using q̂, ĉ1, and ĉ2 to

represent the transmon, cavity 1, and cavity 2:

H(4)
1T,2C/~ = H(4)

1T,1C(q̂, ĉ1) +H(4)
1T,1C(q̂, ĉ2) + χc1c2ĉ

†
1ĉ1ĉ

†
2ĉ2 (3.49)

The �nal term, χc1c2, is the cross-Kerr between the two cavities,

χc1c2 = EJ |Φc1|2|Φc2|2. (3.50)

From this expression, we can write the cross-Kerr in terms of other Hamiltonian parameters,

χc1c2 = χqc1χqc2/(2Kq). In the case where one cavity mode serves as a readout of the transmon,

χc1c2 is a undesirable term as it causes the readout mode to be dependent on the number of

photons in the memory cavity mode. In other cases, this coupling can enable useful operations

between the two cavities. In recent years, this term has enabled faithful conversion of the cavity

mode to the readout mode, either for rapid reset of the cavity mode or for transmission of the

cavity mode into a propogating mode for remote state transfer [137, 138]. In other cases, this

term can enable operations between two cavity modes.

Two transmons coupled to a cavity

One �nal primitive system is the case when two transmons are coupled to a single cavity. The

presence of two junctions that may couple with one another introduces additional complexity,
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but the broad Hamiltonian terms are no di�erent than in the previous examples. Critical in such

a system is the coupling between the two transmon qubits. Physically, this interaction consists

of two contributions: �rst, a direct dipole coupling arising from overlaps in the electric �eld

from each transmon mode; second, a cavity-mediated coupling from virtual interaction with the

common cavity mode. The cavity-mediated contribution can be determined via perturbation

theory in the large detuning, weak interaction limit (carefully treated in [139] among other

sources4).

From the expansion of the multi-junction Hamiltonian Equation 3.41 we can determine the

value of this coupling

H(4)
2J,1C/~ = −EJ1 cos(ϕ̂J1)− EJ2 cos(ϕ̂J2) (3.51)

ϕJi = Φ̃
(i)
J1 ,̂ q

†
1 + Φ̃

(i)
J2q̂
†
2 + Φ̃(i)

c ĉ
† + h.c., (3.52)

What is important to note here that we should treat the contributions from both junctions, noting

that we may have dramatically di�erent magnitudes for each Φ̃
(i)
Jm term. Expanding this term to

fourth order and taking the rotating-wave approximation, we �nd terms that are proportional to

q̂†1q̂1q̂
†
2q̂2. We de�ne the coe�cient to this term, ζ12, as the dispersive interaction between the

two transmon qubit modes, and has the form

ζ12 ≈ EJ1|Φ(1)
J1 |2|Φ

(1)
J2 |2 + EJ2|Φ(2)

J1 |2|Φ
(2)
J2 |2 (3.53)

From this term, we see that there are contributions to this coupling term from each junction,

making it generally a trickier term to estimate. However if the two junctions are identical and

each contribute constructively to ζ12, then we can treat this coupling term approximately like

a �cross-Kerr� between the two transmon qubits. In this case, we can estimate this coupling in

terms of the single junction interaction terms: ζ12 ≈ χ1χ2/(2Kc).

4. The magnitude of the virtual interaction is given as ζ12,med. ∝ χ1χ2

(
1

∆1
+ 1

∆2

)
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3.3 Quantum control

Performing quantum computation will also require means to perform quantum operations and

measurements on these quantum systems. The customary method to do this is to couple our

transmons and cavities to input and output ports, performing manipulations by applying classical

control tones on the input ports and recording the �eld that leaks into the output ports. In this

�nal section, we �rst discuss how we apply classical tones to our cQED system to e�ect quantum

control over our transmons and cavities. Second, we also describe how we extract information

from our quantum system, namely through dispersive measurement of the transmon via a readout

cavity.

3.3.1 Applying a classical drive

In this section, we will provide an overview of how we apply a drive to our quantum system,

based on an input-output approach. Speci�cally we consider cavity connected to a port through

which energy can be delivered to the cavity and lost by the cavity. Many details of this analysis

can be found in other pedagogical references, including [106, 140]. These treatments model a

transmission line that couples to a cavity mode as a continuum of bath modes that weakly couple

to the cavity mode. Taken together, these bath modes form the input and output modes for the

quantum system. For a drive, we consider the input mode as a displaced harmonic oscillator that

can exchange excitations with the cavity mode. The equation of motion for a single cavity (â)

coupled to a single input mode b̂in is given as

˙̂a =
i

~
[Hsys, â]− κ

2
â−√κb̂in(t)

˙̂a = −i
(
ωc +

κ

2

)
â−√κb̂in(t)

(3.54)

In the second line we took the speci�c case where the cavity mode is a linear oscillator, described

by Hsys/~ = ωcâ
†â. Following [106, 140], we consider the incoming �eld, b̂in, as a classical �eld

based on the average value of the incoming �eld with b̄in → εin, where εin is a parameter that
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describes the strength of the drive. We can write the drive Hamiltonian as

HD = εin(t)â† + ε∗in(t)â (3.55)

Generally, we choose to drive our system with a control tone with slowly-varying5 envelope

centered at a frequency ωd. In this case we can write the drive amplitude as εin(t) = ε0(t)e−iωdt.

When only considering a drive on a harmonic oscillator, this drive Hamiltonian generates the

displacement operator, Equation 3.15.

We can use this formalism to describe the e�ect of a drive on the transmon. For this

discussion, we consider a drive that displaces the cavity mode only. We start by writing down

the combined driven cosine Hamiltonian using Equation 3.44 and Equation 3.55. We will also

move into the rotating frame to remove the frequency terms

H = −EJ cos
(

Φq

(
q̂† + q̂

)
+ Φc

(
ĉ† + ĉ

))
+ ε0(t)e−i∆tĉ† + ε∗0(t)ei∆tĉ, (3.56)

with ∆ = ωd − ωc. To see how the transmon drive arises, we can move to a displaced frame

where we e�ectively de�ne new raising and lowering operators that separate out the classical

displacement amplitude from the quantum operator: ĉ → ĉnew + ξ. One can think of ξ as a

classical value (e.g. a number) that represents the amplitude of the displacement on the cavity.

From the Langevin equations of motion, at steady state, this average displacement is given as

ξ =
√
κε0/(κ/2− i∆).

After performing this displacement transformation (see [137, 140]), we arrive at the driven,

dispersive Hamiltonian

H = −EJ cos
[
Φq

(
q̂† + q̂

)
+ Φc

(
ĉ† + ĉ+ ξei∆t + ξ∗e−i∆t

)]
. (3.57)

This Hamiltonian is similar to the undriven case and contains all of the same self-Kerr and cross-

Kerr terms discussed previously. Additionally, we can extract the following displacement-like

5. The pulse envelope is slowly varying relative to the frequency.
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terms

HD,c =
(
ξei∆tĉ† + ξ∗e−i∆tĉ

)
HD,q =

(
ξei∆tq̂† + ξ∗e−i∆tq̂

)
(3.58)

corresponding to a drive on the cavity mode and on the transmon mode, respectively. Because

we have control over ξ and ∆, we can perform operations on either the cavity and transmon

mode.

In the case of the transmon, the presence of the anharmonicity αq causes the higher transition

levels to become detuned from the drive. Then, the dynamics are limited to the {|g〉 , |e〉} of the

transmon, thus de�ning our control over our two level system. Applying a drive to the qubit will

then induce Rabi oscillations between the two basis states. By tuning the amplitude and phase

of this drive, we can perform arbitrary rotations about the Bloch sphere of transmon e�ective

two-level system. In general, this two-level approximation of the transmon is su�cient to extract

the relevant physics, but in some cases�particularly when using short, high-bandwidth pulses to

perform rotations�the higher levels of the transmon can in�uence the dynamics of the lowest

two levels [141].

3.3.2 O�-resonant drives

Resonant interactions are but a limited subset of processes that can be enabled by a classical

drive. For example, applying a detuned drive can induce AC Stark shifts that modify the (drive)

frequency of our modes. For example, if we consider applying a detuned drive on the cavity, we

can �nd terms in the expansion of the cosine from Equation 3.57

Hss/~ ≈ ∆c(ξ)ĉ
†ĉ+ ∆q(ξ)q̂

†q̂, (3.59)

∆c(ξ) = Kc|ξ|2 ∆q(ξ) = χqc|ξ|2, (3.60)

the magnitude of the frequency shift is set by the amplitude of the drive, |ξ|2 ∝ (∆2 + κ2/4)−1.

We will mention only in passing that applying these o�-resonant pumps can enable certain

multi-photon processes that are normally far detuned. In such situations, we treat the Josephson
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junction circuit as a mode mixing element. For example, if we apply two tones separated by

∆, then we will enable a mode conversion (or �beam splitter�) Hamiltonian, H ∝ g
(
q̂†ĉ+ q̂ĉ†

)
,

transferring an excitation of the transmon into the cavity and vice versa. The strength of this

interaction can be adjusted by modifying the amplitude of each drive as well as the global

detuning of the two drives from the quantum modes: g ∝ χqcξ1ξ2. Alternatively, we can enable

a �two-mode squeezing� Hamiltonian, Hsqueeze ∝ g
(
q̂†ĉ† + q̂ĉ

)
, if we apply a drive at the sum

of the two modes. We have used the former interaction to reset our system, rapidly transferring

energy from one more (transmon or high-Q cavity) to a low-Q readout resonator [138, 142].

More recently, this interaction has been used to implement interactions between cavity states for

multi-cavity operations [143].

3.3.3 Dispersive qubit measurement

In addition to absorbing an excitation from the incoming drive �eld, the cavity can also emit

into a propagating mode of the transmission line, b̂out. For a one port cavity, the outgoing �eld

consists of a contribution from the re�ected incoming �eld and the emitted �eld from the cavity:

b̂out(t) = b̂in(t) +
√
κâ(t) (3.61)

In many of our experiments, we choose instead to drive the cavity through a weakly coupled port

and extract the cavity �eld through a strongly coupled port, where κin � κout. In this case, we

only need to consider the outgoing �eld from the cavity, and as such: b̂out(t) =
√
κâ(t).

Through the dispersive interaction between a transmon and cavity, the outgoing �eld can be

used to infer the state of the transmon qubit. The main insight for what is called �dispersive

measurements� is that the cavity frequency is shifted by χ depending on the state of the transmon.

The Hamiltonian describing this is

H =
(
ωc − χq̂†q̂

)
ĉ†ĉ+HD (3.62)

In the absence of energy relaxation of the transmon qubit, we can simplify the problem and
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consider the Hamiltonian of the cavity degree of freedom only. There are two di�erent responses

dependent on the state of the transmon (here we consider the transmon being in either |g〉 or

|e〉, but the analysis is very similar if we choose to climb the transmon excitation ladder and go

to higher level states). Following Equation 3.54, the cavity response when a classical drive is

applied is given as

α̇g = −
(
iωc +

κ

2

)
αg −

√
κξ

α̇e = −
(
i(ωc − χ) +

κ

2

)
αe −

√
κξ

(3.63)

where αg,e represents the amplitude of the cavity coherent state. Using the language introduced

in Chapter 1, the cavity state becomes a �pointer variable� to the state of the transmon and is

entangled with the transmon. In the case where the cavity decay is dominated by energy leakage

through the input-output port (e.g. κ dominates over other forms of dissipation in the system),

the outgoing �eld is related to the �eld inside of the cavity according to Equation 3.61. This

outgoing �eld is then typically ampli�ed and digitized, resulting in a measurement trajectory that

we analyze to determine the state of the transmon.

Performing accurate quantum computation requires high �delity, quantum non-demolition

measurements to faithfully extract classical information from our quantum systems. What makes

this problem challenging is that our transmon qubits do su�er from energy relaxation during

the measurement process 6. Other than improvements to our transmon lifetimes, there have

been several advances in the �eld that have allowed measurement �delities in this thesis to

exceed 99%. On the hardware side, the development of low noise, nearly quantum-limited

ampli�cation [144] (here, we use Josephson Parametric Converters [145]) that acts as a pre-

ampli�er to the small output �eld emitted from the cavity. The choice of system parameters can

also in�uence measurement �delity, in particular the ratio χ/κ is key parameter to consider when

optimizing measurement. This ratio can be understood as how e�ciently information about the

transmon state is �rst transfered to intra-cavity photons (via χ) and then to propagating output

photons (via κ). In addition, the shape, frequency, and power of the measurement drive are also

6. It has been also observed that the presence of the measurement drive can enhance the relaxation rate of the
transmon, a behavior called �T1 vs. n̄�. Its origins are under current theoretical and experimental investigation.
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critical parameters when tuning up transmon readout, which have been extensively discussed in

the literature [144] and in various theses [146]. Finally, the digitized measurement trajectories

result in a vector of numbers corresponding to the continuous-time nature of our measurement.

Our classical processing performs quantum state estimation and assigns �g� or �e� to a given

measurement trajectory. This is accomplished through integrating the measurement trajectory

according to some �lter function that maximizes the signal to noise ratio for each individual

record. Typically the �lter is simply the vector di�erence between the �g� and �e� trajectories:

β(t) = |αe(t) − αg(t)|, though there exist optimal nonlinear �lters that take into consideration

T1 of the transmon qubit.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented the foundations for quantum information processing using supercon-

ducting qubits, providing a physical link to the concepts discussed in chapter 2. We started from

a discussion of how to think about electrical circuits from a quantum mechanical perspective and

added the Josephson junction as the crucial nonlinear circuit element for our cQED experiments.

The transmon qubit is the fundamental nonlinear circuit element that is used in this thesis, and

we described this particular quantum circuit as a weakly anharmonic oscillator with su�cient

nonlinearity to isolate the lowest energy levels to build a basic qubit. We described a general

black-box prescription for quantizing weakly non-linear quantum circuits. This process is critical

to convert a physical implementation into a well-understood and controllable Hamiltonian. It

may be possible in the future to reverse the process: from a target Hamiltonian, construct a

physical device that can be easily and accurately constructed. By coupling transmon qubits to

linear harmonic oscillators, we enter the realm of circuit QED. Historically, these oscillators are

used to protect transmon qubits from the Purcell e�ect and to measure the state of the transmon

qubit. Recent advances that have lead to long-lived 3D cavities have shown that harmonic os-

cillators themselves can be harnessed to perform quantum information processing. This concept

is fundamental to the approach taken at Yale. Finally, we discussed how as experimentalists we
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may manipulate and measure these delicate quantum systems using simple classical drives.
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Figure 3.6 | Dispersive cQED measurement. a, The frequency response of a resonator
dispersively coupled to a qubit. The resonance frequency of the resonator is strongly qubit-state
dependent, shifting by χ when the qubit is in the excited state. Ideally, the linewidth of the cavity
is dominated by the coupling to an output port that is connected to the measurement chain. As
an example, the dispersive shift χ is equal to the linewidth of the cavity mode, κ = χ, a regime
typically used to help optimize measurement �delity. In other cases, it may be advantageous
to operate in other regimes, such as when χ > κ, where the qubit-state dependent resonances
are separated by many linewidths. To e�ect a qubit measurement, a microwave pulse is applied
to the cavity at a frequency near the cavity resonance. As an example (denoted with the blue
arrow), we can apply a drive pulse at a frequency halfway between the two cavity resonances.
b, The cavity response to a simple �square� drive envelope applied at a symmetric detuning
to the qubit-state dependent cavity frequencies. The cavity initially rings up to a steady state
population until the drive shuts o� and the remaining population in the cavity leaks out of the
cavity at a rate κ. Here, due to the symmetric drive detuning, information about the qubit
state is encoded in the phase of the cavity response, illustrated in the real-component of the
cavity response. c, The cavity response plotted in IQ-space, illustrating the complex trajectory
phase-space response for each qubit state. In this case, the cavity responses only di�er by a
phase. d, When the signal from b is integrated, the two cavity responses separate over time with
a corresponding increase in signal-to-noise, with the characteristic gaussian noise depicted with
the blur in the �nal histograms.



4
Experimental hardware

With a theoretical basis for quantum information processing and cQED, in this chapter, we turn

our attention to the physical realization of our cQED experiments. The experiments described

in this thesis represents the culmination of several distinct advances in the �eld of cQED.

4.1 3D cQED device design and implementation

The experimental hardware in this thesis and common for many cQED experiments are transmon

qubits and superconducting microwave cavities. While there have been a handful of devices

developed toward this thesis, we will focus on the device used for the teleported gate experiment,

described in chapter 6. This particular device is the culmination of several important advances in

hardware design and serves as an example of the complex designs that are possible with the 3D

cQED architecture. To motivate the design process for the experimental hardware used for the

teleported gate, we will separately describe some of the various implementations of transmons

and cavities, o�ering some general principles that should be considered when constructing new

experimental hardware. When necessary, we will introduce hardware designs from other projects

performed for this thesis.

The design process of any experiment begins with a target system Hamiltonian for our sys-

tem of transmon qubits and cavities. For many of our experiments, this system Hamiltonian

is speci�ed by several simple parameters: mode frequencies (ω), mode anharmonicities (K) ,

and dispersive couplings between transmons and cavities (χ). Due to the nature of the cosine

93
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Josephson junction potential, however, there also exist higher-order coupling terms that should

be accounted for during the design of the experiment, including self-Kerr of cavity modes and

other inter-mode couplings. In some cases, these unwanted terms can be eliminated through

careful device design (such as taking advantage of geometrical properties to eliminate transmon-

transmon coupling [147, 148]). When it is not possible to eliminate such nonideal terms, it

is crucial to understand how to suppress them to a tolerable degree and to understand their

in�uence on the experiment at hand. Developing a realistic estimate of a particular physical im-

plementation is at the heart of the black-box quantization procedure subsection 3.2.2 described

in the previous chapter and in several other resources [15, 131]. With this technique we are able

to predict the Hamiltonian parameters of a given physical implementation with great accuracy;

for example, we can predict mode frequencies with accuracy better than 1% and inter-mode

couplings < 10%, limited by the precision of device assembly. In the following we will describe

the typical implementation for our transmon qubits and microwave cavities used as a part of this

thesis. Along the way, we will provide considerations and parameters that are important in the

device design process.

4.1.1 3D cavities

We physically de�ne quantum harmonic oscillators as particular EM modes of a microwave res-

onator or cavity. Our microwave cavities are typically constructed as enclosed superconducting

structures1 that host an series of standing modes with frequencies and �eld shapes set by ge-

ometry. Our cavities serve one of two functions in our experiments, acting either as quantum

memories or as readout resonators for measuring the state of a coupled transmon qubit. The phys-

ical implementation of microwave harmonic oscillators for cQED experiments has gone through

a signi�cant evolution, see Figure 4.1 for a survey of common 3D cavity implementations.

Early designs of these oscillators were realized as λ/2 co-planar waveguide transmission-line

resonators and lead to many of the seminal results toward the strong dispersive regime of cQED

1. We sometimes construct cavities out of copper, typically when it is necessary to thread magnetic �elds into
the cavity. For example, in some early 3D cQED experiments we used copper rectangular cavities to be able to
vary the frequency of a frequency-tunable transmon.
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Figure 4.1 | Survey of 3D cavity implementations. a, A typical rectangular 3D cavity, used
for early experiments exploring �ux-tunable 3D transmon qubits in this thesis. Here, one-half
of the cavity is depicted; the other half is a similarly designed component. The trenches that
intersect the cavity are used to install sapphire chips on which transmon qubits are de�ned. The
trenches that are perpendicular to the qubit trenches are for �ux bias lines (FBL). The printed
circuit board (PCB) on the ends of the device provide a DC interface for the FBLs. b, The
current variety of high-Q 3D cavity that is used for the experiments in this thesis. This design
is called a coaxial λ/4 3D cavity. This design is realized as a machined implementation of a
coaxial transmission line where one end of the center conductor is short-circuited to the outer
conductor and open-circuited at the other end. These boundary conditions along with the length
of the center conductor de�ne the frequency of the resonator. This design is also notable as the
spatial extent of the mode can be separated from a potentially lossy seam. The mode energy is
exponentially attenuated through a natural waveguide with a cuto� frequency that is above the
frequency of the cavity. Reprinted from [149], with the permission of American Physical Society.
c, The coax-line architecture is characterized by: a patterned sapphire ship (blue) housed within
a tubular enclosure. The chip is clamped at one or both ends (here, on both ends, in brown).
The microwave resonator is de�ned by a patterned section of superconductor on the sapphire
chip that acts as the center conductor of a coaxial λ/2 transmission line resonator, and the
electric �eld is represented with the small red arrows. We use standard input and output ports to
perform experiments on the device. Reprinted from [150], with the permission of AIP Publishing.
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where we design our experiments nowadays [96, 97, 151, 152, 153]. In recent years, the research

e�ort at Yale has focused on cQED using a 3D cavity architecture. The shift from 2D to 3D has

resulted in dramatic improvements in transmon coherences, with the original experiment [154]

demonstrating over an order of magnitude improvement in qubit lifetimes over typical coherences

found in planar devices at that time. Though more mature fabrication technologies have allowed

impressive increases in planar transmon qubit lifetimes, as of this writing, 3D transmon qubit

designs are still dominant in both record and average coherences times. There are several reasons

why a 3D architecture has resulted in improved qubit coherences [154], which we will brie�y

mention here. First, the 3D cavities that house the transmon qubits have a much larger mode

volume (roughly 105 larger) and have a lower sensitivity to surface dielectric and conductor

losses that are believed to limit planar device coherences [155, 156]. Second, a 3D architecture

presents a much more well-controlled microwave environment for the transmon qubit with fewer

non-ideal �box modes� and other packaging imperfections that are typically associated with planar

implementations. Importantly, these bene�ts do not come at the cost of reduced controllability of

the transmon qubit as it is routine nowadays to reach the strong coupling between the transmon

and its associated cavity mode(s). Further advances in the design of microwave cavities have

opened the door to new possibilities for 3D cavities to serve as carriers of quantum information,

which we will also explore further in this section. For these reasons, we will argue that the 3D

architecture, therefore, is a powerful platform to build highly coherent quantum machines.

There are three common cavity geometries that can be found in the lab today: the rectangular

3D cavity, the co-axial λ/4 3D cavity, and the quasi-planar λ/2 stripline resonator.

Rectangular 3D cavities. The rectangular cavity was the �rst implementation of 3D resonators

applied to cQED experiments. The modes and frequencies are set by the cavity dimensions, with

each mode indexed by the three axis of the cavity. We typically use the TE101 mode to serve as

the cavity in these designs. Rectangular cavities are physically realized by machining out a trench

that represents half of the cavity on two separate blocks of superconductor. The two halves are

then closed to form the cavity. Using the rectangular 3D cavity has enabled a host of early cQED
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experiments that collectively demonstrate the high level of control and coherence achievable in

the 3D cQED architecture [21, 157, 158, 159].

It was found that the lifetime of this particular cavity implementation limited in large part

by the seam that is formed by the two halves of the cavity [149, 155, 160]. The impact of the

seam on cavity loss is exacerbated when also considering realistic imperfections such as machine

tolerance and the presence of a sapphire chip for transmon qubit integration [155]. Rectangular

cavities have been measured with internal quality factors (Q) greater than 50 million (equivalent

to single-photon lifetimes of around 1 ms) [161]. When integrating transmons�which introduces

sapphire chips into the cavity�we typically achieve Q ∼ 5 million, or a single-photon lifetime

around the 100 µs regime.

Co-axial λ/4 3D cavity. To address these shortcomings, a new type of cavity was developed

[149] that has lead to record cavity lifetimes in a package that also incorporates transmon qubits.

This modern variety of high-Q cavity is a machined-out block of aluminum to form a 3D λ/4

section co-axial transmission line. The mode is formed via a short-circuit boundary condition

on one end and an open-circuit boundary condition on the other. The mode fundamental mode

is determined by the length of this center pin, f0 = c/(4λ). Critical in this design is that the

position of the seam (which is necessary for the practical reason that the cavity is physically

machined and requires an external entry point) can be separated arbitrarily far from the location

of the cavity mode used for quantum experiments. This is easily achieved as open-circuit end of

the transmission line transitions into a section of circular waveguide. This waveguide is designed

to have a cuto� frequency that is much higher than the frequency of the fundamental cavity

mode, which causes the cavity �eld pro�le to exponentially decay into the waveguide section.

This cavity design allows con�nement of the fundamental mode energy density away from the

potentially lossy seam at the far end of the circular waveguide. Cavities of these types can reliably

achieve Q's approaching 50 million, or a single-photon lifetime in the ms regime. We will provide

additional manufacturing details of this cavity design in our description of our teleported gate

device.
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Co-axial λ/2 transmission line resonator. The �nal type of cavity is a λ/2 stripline resonator,

or coax-line resonator [150]. This device realizes a quasi-planar architecture in an exceedingly

simple manner: the center-pin of the transmission line resonator is formed patterning the λ/2

stripline onto a sapphire substrate. The substrate is enclosed in a seamless superconducting

enclosure, typically a narrow circular waveguide that acts as a ground plane. The chip is me-

chanically held in place by clamping on one or both ends of the sapphire chip. To �rst order,

the frequency of the resonator is primarily de�ned by the length of the resonator, but can be

in�uenced by details in the chip placement within the 3D enclosure. These devices have been

shown to have among the highest internal quality factor (Qi ∼ 5 × 106) for planar microwave

circuit elements. Because of their ease of fabrication and lithographic precision, these planar

resonators often serve as readout resonators for transmon qubits. It may also be possible to

utilize these planar circuits for more complex signal routing within a 3D cQED architecture.

4.1.2 3D transmon qubits

As we described in subsection 3.1.3, transmon qubits consist of a Josephson junction shunted

by a large capacitor. The implementation of a transmon qubit is also quite simple: it is a

Josephson junction that is connected to two superconducting electrodes. These electrodes serve

as antennas that are used to couple the transmon to neighboring cavity modes. In the 3D cQED

architecture, the transmon qubits are lithographically fabricated on a sapphire chip, typically mm

in scale. In most experiments, one transmon qubit is printed on a given chip (though there is

nothing preventing fabricating multiple transmon qubits on a single chip).

Transmon design considerations. Transmon qubit design requires consideration of frequen-

cies (ω), anharmonicities (α), and coupling strengths χ to other cavity and transmons. While

�ne-tuning these parameters for a design typically requires a full EM simulation and black-box

quantization; here we give some general guidelines for adjusting these parameters during the

design process.

We can modify two physical parameters of the transmon qubit: the Josephson inductance,
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LJ and the geometry of the antenna pads. The former modi�es EJ and the latter modi�es EC .

The resonance frequency between the lowest two energy levels is given as ωge ≈
√

8EJEC/~ ∼

1/
√
LJCΣ and the anharmonicity of the transmon qubit is set by the charging energy α ≈

EC/h̄ ∝ 1/CΣ [120].

In addition, one should verify that the chosen parameters (frequency and anharmonicity)

place the transmon well within the charge-insensitive regime, typically where EJ/EC & 50. In

the high EJ/EC regime, the transmon becomes exponentially insensitive to charge �uctuations

on either side of the Jospheson junction. This is the primary feature of the transmon. As an

example, for a 5 GHz qubit, decreasing the qubit anharmonicity (equivalently EC) from 400 MHz

to 200 MHz will increase the charge dispersion limit on Tφ by almost 105. When using some

approximations following a 1/f noise model for charge dispersion [120], for a 5 GHz transmon

with EJ/EC ≈ 50, we estimate a Tφ ∼ 40 ms, far above the typical T1 ≈ 100 µs. Therefore,

with some care we can design transmon qubits that eliminate charge noise as a relevant noise

mechanism.

Moving deeper into the charge noise insensitive regime, however, comes at a cost of decreased

transmon anharmonicity. Fortunately, the charge noise sensitivity decreases exponentially as the

anharmonicity decreases polynomially, so we can �nd regimes that balance these two competing

considerations. The practical concern for decreased anharmonicity is that we will be required

to use longer, more frequency selective transmon pulses to faithfully address only the desired

qubit transition. In other words, the two-level approximation becomes less valid as the transmon

becomes more harmonic (and less charge-sensitive). We choose relative anharmonicities around

5% of the frequency�around 100 − 300 MHz�which is su�cient to perform fast (∼10 ns)

manipulations on the transmon qubit 2.

2. Our qubit operations are typically shaped with a Gaussian envelope, parameterized by the time-domain pulse
width σt. In frequency space, the bandwidth of the pulse is given by σf = 1/(2πσt). Therefore, we see that
as the pulse duration becomes shorter, then the frequency bandwidth increases. When this frequency bandwidth
becomes an appreciable fraction of the anharmonicity, the two-level approximation is no longer valid as the pulse
can directly drive the |e〉 ↔ |f〉 transition, causing leakage out of the |g〉 ↔ |e〉 manifold. In addition to these
state leakage errors, the presence of higher excited levels of the transmon can also induce phase errors within the
{|g〉 , |e〉} subspace. Fortunately, we can mitigate such errors using more complex pulse shaping techniques, such
as Derivative Removal by Adiabatic Gate, or DRAG [141].
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Physical Implementation Designing a transmon with a particular frequency and anharmonicity

(or a particular EJ and EC) relies on modifying either the Josephson junction or the geometry

of the antenna pads. We typically modify the LJ by changing the area of the junction3, with

achievable LJ = 1−10 nH. Designing the physical geometry of the antenna pads is a dramatically

under-contrained problem, and there are a number of possible geometries that result in the same

Hamiltonian parameters. Not all designs are created equal, however, as certain geometries

can increase or suppress the sensitivity to other loss mechanisms such as surface dielectric loss,

conductor loss (induced by quasiparticles), and bulk dielectric loss, with a detailed study described

in [156]. Though still an outstanding area of research, it is believed that our transmon qubits are

limited by a combination of these loss mechanisms with some evidence that surface dielectric loss

is dominant in our 3D devices [156]. There are some general guidelines that can be followed that

has resulted in some of the best 3D transmon qubit coherence times to date (T1, T2 > 100µs).

We use well-separated, large-area capacitors to limit the impact of surface dielectric loss. A typical

device may have antenna pads with length dimensions on the order of 100µm and separation

between the two superconducting antenna of around 200 µm. At this separation we seem to

balance the loss associated with closely space antenna pads with loss associated with having

long leads from the antenna pad to the junction [156]. In general, achieving typical performance

(T1, T2 > 50µs) for 3D transmons has become quite commonplace, enabling the development

of more complex devices and experiments.

4.1.3 Constructing cQED devices

Designing the geometry of the transmon qubit often occurs in concert with the design of its

embedded electromagnetic environment: the cavity mode(s) that couples to the transmon qubit

and to input/output coupling ports. Here, we will describe the general designs we use for coupling

cavities and transmon qubits.

3. The Josephson inductance is also a function of the critical current Ic. Varying this parameter physically
amounts to varying the thickness of the insulating barrier, which changes the Cooper pair tunneling probability.
In most transmon qubit fabrication, this thickness is �xed and we modify the area of the junction to tune LJ .
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Figure 4.2 | Examples of transmon and 3D cavity integration. a, Typical design for a 3D
transmon coupled to a rectangular cavity. In this photograph, we show one half of the rectangular
cavity; on the right is a zoom-in of the 3D transmon, which is realized as Josephson junction
connected to two large antenna pads. Reprinted from [162] by permission from Springer Nature.
b, Schematic of a coaxial λ/4 3D cavity with the transmon qubit integrated, shown in green. c,
Device used in [50] that incorporates the current state-of-the-art device structures. This device
consists of a coaxial λ/4 3D cavity coupled four 3D transmons. The transmon qubits also couple
to individual λ/2 quasi-planar resonators, one of which is used as a readout resonator.
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Integrating transmons and cavities

Integrating a transmon qubit with a cavity relies on aligning the electric dipole of the transmon

mode with the electric �eld of the cavity mode [154], see Figure 4.2 for several examples. This

coupling can be thought of as a capacitance between the two; diagonalizing such a system

results in mode hybridization ∝ (g/∆)2: the new �transmon mode� inherits some component of

the original cavity mode and the new �cavity mode� has a component of the original transmon

mode. This coupling also gives rise to the critical nonlinear coupling parameter that is central to

all of our cQED experiments: the dispersive interaction, χ. Engineering a particular interaction

strength between a transmon and a cavity is dependent on two physical mechanisms: the size of

the linear coupling g and the detuning ∆, and we can approximate χ ≈ g2/∆.

We can modify the size of the linear coupling by either changing the geometry of the transmon

antenna pads or by altering the relative position of the transmon and cavity. For example,

increasing the length of the antenna pads increases the transmon dipole moment and will increase

the linear coupling between the transmon and cavity. Alternatively, it is also fairly common

to physically adjust the position of the transmon qubit relative to the cavity. This can be

accomplished either by shifting the transmon qubit further in or out of the cavity mode or by

varying the location of the transmon in relation to the electric �eld pro�le of the cavity mode.

For example, for the fundamental mode of a λ/2 resonator, the electric �eld is maximized on the

ends and minimized in the middle of the resonator; as the transmon location is shifted from the

end of the resonator to the center, holding all else constant, the coupling strength will decrease

proportionally to the size of the electric �eld.

Transmon qubit designs can be roughly split into two categories based on how they couple to

a cavity mode. In the �rst, the transmon qubit is completely embedded in the cavity mode such

that the cavity itself forms the mechanical packaging that houses the transmon in addition to a

�lter to protect the transmon from spontaneous emission. This variety of transmon qubit along

with rectangular cavities formed the initial platform for the 3D cQED architectures, resulting in

the early record in transmon qubit coherence times [154, 163]. One signi�cant limitation this
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embedded platform is that the transmon qubit is not able to easily couple to other physical cavity

modes (other than the higher-order modes of the original cavity). This has motivated alternative

transmon designs that are partially-embedded to allow for the transmon to couple to distinct

cavity modes. The original designs, dubbed the �vertical transmon�, coupled a transmon qubit

to two rectangular cavities [157, 158, 159]. Similar designs have been developed for the more

modern λ/4 co-axial cavities and quasi-planar λ/2 stripline resonators. In the device used for

the teleported gate experiment, we utilize a design from [164] to realize a transmon qubit that

couples individually to three cavities: two 3D cavities and one stripline resonator.

Input and output ports

So far, our discussion has focused on guidelines for translating a set of Hamiltonian parameters

into a physical device. Actually controlling and measuring these devices in any real experiment

requires the capability to exercise external control on the device. In order to achieve this, we add

input and output ports to send to and extract signals from the system, respectively. These ports

are physically realized as a coaxial coupler with a pin that capacitively couples a particular mode

(or modes) of the system to a 50 Ω transmission line. The addition of these I/O ports introduces

one of the fundamental trade-o�s in quantum information processing: while we want our quantum

systems to be well isolated from the outside world to preserve its quantum information, we must

connect the system to the outside world in order to control and measure it. By introducing a way

to control the quantum system we also allow the quantum system to interact with the outside

world. If this interaction is too strong, then the quantum system will su�er from unwanted

losses; if this interaction is too weak, then we will have trouble manipulating the quantum

system. Speci�cally the losses that we may consider include energy relaxation either due to being

overcoupled to the port or due to the Purcell e�ect and decoherence induced by noise that enters

the system through the port (in particular photon shot noise dephasing [165]). These losses must

be balanced with our requirements for fast and e�cient manipulation and measurement of the

system.

This balance motivates several considerations for achieving external control. These include
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the number and location of the ports and the magnitude of the coupling of each port to the

individual modes of the system. For our devices we design each transmon and high-Q cavity to

have individual input ports; readout resonators often share an input port with its coupled transmon

qubit. We quantify the strength of coupling to the external environment via its coupling-Q or

external Q, de�ned as Qc = ω/κc. These input ports are generally designed to be undercoupled

so they do not limit the lifetime of our qubits and cavities. For input ports to a transmon, we

target Qc,in > 106 and for high-Q cavities Qc,in > 107. In some cases, however, it may be

advantageous to over-couple to a particular mode to increase the maximum drive strength to

that mode. In the teleported gate experiment, one particular mode (the bus) was intentionally

overcoupled to implement faster operations.

While input ports are generally undercoupled, output ports are intentionally overcoupled to

a readout resonator to e�ciently extract energy from that resonator to the output port. For

experiments that incorporate a parametric ampli�er, we typically choose Qc,out ∼ 1000, which

sets the resonator κ/2π∼1−5 MHz so that κ ≈ χ. In this regime, we match the rate of mapping

information of the state of the transmon onto a readout photon (χ) with the rate at which a

readout photon is emitted into the the output port for detection (κ) [144, 146]. Such a balance

maximizes the information content per emitted photon.

An additional design choice in positioning I/O ports is to determine the relative addressabil-

ity of a port to each quantum mode. There are two primary concerns related to this choice.

First, as a port introduces a new loss channel, its e�ect on other modes should be quanti�ed4.

Our current approach for quantifying this indirect coupling loss is to determine a coupling-Q

ratio. For example, when computing the Purcell e�ect for a transmon qubit coupled to a low-Q

readout resonator, we can report the ratio Qtransmon/Qreadout as a useful �gure of merit. For

this transmon-readout resonator scenario, we typically �nd coupling-Q ratios on the order of

4. The indirect loss has been observed in some surprising situations. For the device used in [50], there is a
central high-Q cavity to which we individually couple four 3D transmons. Each transmon is further coupled to
an individual λ/4 co-axial quasi-planar resonator. One of these resonators is used as a readout resonator and
is strongly coupled to an output port, with Qc ∼ 103. It was found in this device that the readout resonator
actually Purcell-limited all three other �blind� resonators (which were observed to have Qc ∼ 105) despite being
separated by two transmon modes and a cavity mode. From simulations we determined that the small detunings
between the resonators (∆ ∼ 100MHz) contributed to the low �blind� resonator Q.
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103; when using a Purcell �lter [150], we have found coupling-Q ratios on the order of 104.

Second, we can look at this same situation from the opposite perspective. If a particular port is

intended to couple to mode a, then any residual coupling to a di�erent mode b results introduces

unwanted classical control crosstalk, which can be a signi�cant concern for large, complex de-

vices. Fortunately, keeping this unwanted crosstalk to a minimum is fairly straightforward due to

the coupler mode con�nement in our 3D architectures. For example, in [166] we characterized

the measurement crosstalk, which we de�ne to be the ratio of the measurement contrast of

measuring a qubit through its directly coupled readout resonator/port to that of measuring the

qubit through a notionally decoupled readout resonator/port. In that experiment we bounded

the measurement crosstalk to be less than 10−4. We can quantify other forms of crosstalk in

our devices. For example, in [50] we performed simultaneous randomized benchmarking [167]

to quantify direct classical crosstalk in the drives and quantum crosstalk due to residual direct

coupling between two transmons.

Residual population and dephasing

So far we have discussed the choice of coupling strength in the context of energy relaxation. It

is also important to consider how the choice of our external coupling can have other physical

consequences, speci�cally residual population that leads to qubit dephasing [168, 169]. The same

mechanism that enables quantum control over our system also can allow noise to populate certain

modes. Here we focus on the e�ect of any residual photon population in our cavity modes that

potentially that arises from additional noise from the external ports. If not properly thermalized

and �ltered, these ports can induce an elevated thermal population that can dephase our qubits

[169]. To explore this additional loss mechanism, we need to explore two related questions. First,

how does noise couple into our quantum system through input and output ports? Second, given

a residual population in our cavities, how does this result in qubit dephasing?

First, we want to see how signals can be coupled into our system. Consider a cavity with

internal loss κint and a single port with coupling strength κc (so that κtot = κint+κc). Using the

same formalism in subsection 3.3.3, we can also relate the steady state average photon number
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in the cavity n̄cav to an incident power Pin

n̄cav =
4κc
κ2
tot

Pin
h̄ωc

(4.1)

We can de�ne an e�ective number of incident photons n̄in over a cavity linewidth by noting that

the input power Pin = h̄ωcn̄inκtot.

n̄cav =
4κc
κtot

n̄in (4.2)

From this result we can consider a few regimes. First, if our cavity is undercoupled such that

κtot ≈ κint > κc, then n̄cav = 4κc
κint

n̄in. The number of photons in the cavity is suppressed by

the ratio of the coupling rate to the internal loss rate, κc
κtot

. In this regime, we can think of the

coupler as a �nal (re�ective) attenuator before a signal reaches the cavity. On the other hand,

when we have an overcoupled cavity κtot ≈ κc > κint, then we see that n̄cav ∼ n̄in. From this

result, we see that an overcoupled cavity thermalizes to its strongly coupled port. This suggests

that to achieve a low n̄cav, then it is crucial to minimize the incident noise power Pin.

The mechanism for describing qubit dephasing due to a population of photons in a coupled

mode is well described by the theory of measurement induced dephasing [146, 168]. We can

understand how a residual photon population can a�ect the coherence of a qubit by considering

the following situation [169]. A �uctuating population of of photons in a cavity induces a random

frequency shift on the qubit state to the dispersive interaction as photons jump in and out of

the cavity. This frequency shift manifests as a random phase shift of the transmon state thus

resulting in decoherence. Equivalently, we can consider this situation from the perspective of a

cavity photon: a photon that transits the cavity will perform a complete, unintended measurement

of the transmon qubit; this measurement causes mixing of the state of the transmon. We can

quantify the e�ect of a residual thermal photon population n̄ on the dephasing rate γφ of a
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transmon following an analysis performed in Ref. [163]5

Γφ =
κtot
2

Re



√√√√
(

1 + i
χ

κtot

)2

+ i

(
4χne�th
κtot

)
− 1


 (4.3)

where κtot is the total photon loss rate of the cavity (for the purposes of qubit dephasing, it

does not matter how the photon is lost), χ is the (full) dispersive shift, and ne�th is the e�ective

number of thermal photons in the cavity.

In the regime where χ > κ, then we can approximate the dephasing rate Γφ ≈ n̄κ. We are

in this regime for our high-Q cavities. For our longest-lived cavities, with Tcav = 1/κ ≈ 1 ms,

and with typical residual cavity populations of n̄ < 0.01, the measurement induced dephasing

bound is roughly Tφ = 1/Γφ > 1 ms. Therefore we can conclude that our high-Q cavities

contribute very little to measurement induced dephasing. Next, we consider the dephasing

limit for low-Q, readout resonators, where typically κ ≈ χ. In this regime, the dephasing rate

scales as Γφ ≈ n̄χ2/κ. This approximation is derived from from Ref. [168] where the cavity

is coherently driven (as it would be for a dispersive measurement). Given typical parameters,

χ/2π ≈ κ/2π = 1 MHz, for a n̄ = 0.01, then we expect a limit to our transmon coherence

to be Tφ = 16 µs. This rough calculation illustrates that the photon number population of our

readout resonators can play a signi�cant role in the limiting the coherence of our transmon qubits.

Further investigations are still required to fully explore the limitations to transmon coherence.

4.1.4 Building modular hardware

We have seen that our devices typically consist of two distinct types of components. First, we

have a 3D enclosure, typically machined out of high purity Aluminum, that de�nes high-Q cavities

and also provides housing for our transmon qubits and input-output couplers. Second, we have

sapphire chips on which we fabricate our transmon qubits and any quasi-planar resonators. We

have designed our system such that each sapphire chip can be modi�ed without a�ecting other

5. From Ref. [168], the dephasing rate of a transmon subject to a coherent drive populating the cavity with n̄

photons is given by Γφ = n̄κχ2

κ2+χ2 .
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chips in the package. This architecture allows us to carefully optimize individual components

of our experiment without a�ecting other aspects of the device. It is, in fact, common in our

experiments to swap out transmon qubits as a normal exercise in experimental optimization;

because we can fabricate these transmon qubit chips quite readily, this becomes a powerful tool

in the early stages of a new experiment. The ability to build our devices in a LEGO-like fashion is

a key principle of our approach and the 3D architecture naturally lends itself to a modular design

architecture.

This �exibility will likely become increasingly important as devices become increasingly com-

plex and demanding. Our design architecture allows us to optimize individual device parameters

while preserving other components of the experiment. This independent optimization is espe-

cially useful for prototyping during the development phase of a particular experiment. Therefore,

by pursing a modular design we can carefully assess the critical parameters for a given architec-

ture before devoting additional resources for integrating them together. A modular approach also

lends itself to the systematic construction of large-scale devices. Consider a complex devices with

N components, each of which has an average failure rate ε. If we use a modular approach, then

the probability to construct a device where all N components are functional is ∼N(1− ε). On

the other hand, if we use an integrated approach, for a fully functional device, all N components

much simultaneously function; the probability of this simultaneous success is ∼(1−ε)N . This ex-

ponential can become quite daunting as N increases. Eventually, for the purposes of scaling, we

will have to look toward integrating modular subsystems together. Our approach for integrating

our 3D cQED devices is called the multilayer microwave integrated quantum circuit (MMIQC)

architecture [160, 170], which retains many of the advantages of the 3D cQED platform while

providing a path to building large quantum devices.

4.2 Experimental control hardware

In this section, we detail some of the hardware components necessary to perform quantum

information experiments on a chosen cQED device. Some of the techniques used in this thesis
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are modi�ed (if at all) from standard techniques described in detail in other sources, such as

[99, 139, 151, 155]. As such, we will focus on describing the novel features of our control

setup and brie�y describe some additional modi�cations that may be necessary for future cQED

experiments. Using the teleported gate experiments as a template, we will describe both the

cryogenic and room-temperature hardware used to control and measure our devices as well as

the controller that is used to program and design experiments.

4.2.1 Device preparation: thermalization and shielding

We operate our experiments at the base stage of a dilution refrigerator with a base temperature

of 10 − 20 mK. This low temperature is critical for two reasons. First, to ensure that the

superconductors that form our quantum circuits are cooled below the superconducting transition

temperature (Tc = 1 K for aluminum); and second, that thermal �uctuations are suppressed so

that our quantum systems can (notionally) be cooled to the ground state (for a ω/2π = 5 GHz

qubit mode, we require cooling our devices below h̄ω/kB < 200 mK).

Thermalization of our experimental device to the base stage of the dilution refrigerator,

therefore, is crucial to our experimental e�orts. Our superconducting devices are anchored to

the dilution refrigerator via brackets constructed from Oxygen-Free High Conductivity copper,

chosen for its high conductivity at cryogenic temperatures.

Our devices are also sensitive to stray magnetic �elds and electromagnetic radiation. We

employ several techniques to shield our devices from external magnetic �elds as it has been

observed that magnetic �elds can impact device properties and performance [171]. We house

our devices inside of a Ammuneal 4K magnetic shield, which is a high permeability material at

cryogenic temperatures. Inside of this shield we have eliminated as many magnetic components

as possible, replacing couplers, screws, co-axial cables with non-magnetic versions.

We typically consider two ranges of electromagnetic radiation when considering its detrimental

e�ect on our devices. First, radiation around the same microwave frequencies as our devices can

lead to residual population and dephasing. On the other hand, high-frequency (infrared) radiation

can break Cooper pairs, generating quasiparticles in our superconducting circuits that increase the
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rate of energy relaxation [171]. If designed appropriately, our package designs provide a natural

�rst level protection against stray photons6. We seal any joint in our devices with indium wire

to provide a more light-tight enclosure. In our experiments we also include a infrared absorbing

material made from Stycast 2850 and Carbon Black coated on a thermalized copper sheet to

absorb any remaining stray radiation.

4.2.2 Microwave control lines

Input control lines

Next, to perform our experiments it is imperative to design input lines properly to ensure that

signals can be delivered and extracted from the experimental device cleanly and e�ciently, with-

out introducing additional noise or spurious tones. The challenge is accomplishing this task over

a large temperature di�erential: our input signals begin at 300 K and travel down several tem-

perature stages of the dilution refrigerator through coxial cables to our experiment at 20 mK.

We �rst describe the wiring for our input lines that carry microwave signals to our experimental

system.

Perhaps the most signi�cant concern is ensuring that our device is su�ciently protected from

thermal noise generated from higher temperature stages. As is standard nowadays, we accomplish

this by using wideband microwave attenuators that thermalize the signal at various stages of the

dilution refrigerator. This �ltering must be done while ensuring that we can achieve su�ciently

fast manipulation of our system. We can quantify the noise seen at the plane of the experimental

device by estimating the thermal photon number, nth. We consider each attenuator as a black-

body source that both attenuates the incoming signal by a factor A and adding to the output

thermal noise corresponding to its physical temperature. The thermal noise for a black-body at

frequency ω and temperature T is given by

n(T ) =
1

exp (~ω/kBT )− 1
(4.4)

6. Of course, the converse is also true and in some device designs we do observe abnormally high qubit and
cavity population and reduced coherence as a result of improper shielding from electromagnetic radiation
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. The resulting noise given an input thermal photon number nin

nout(T ) = Anin + n(T ) (4.5)

A standard set of input lines (to drive a qubit, cavity, or readout resonator), typically has the

following set of attenuators: (1) 20 dB at 4 K stage; (2) roughly 10 dB from coaxial cable losses

from 4 K to 20 mK7; and (3) between 20-50 dB at 20 mK. In some more recent input line

con�gurations, an additional 10 dB attenuator is added to the 1 K stage of the fridge (in our

experiments, this additional attenuator is not used).

If we consider 300 K noise at ω/2π = 5 GHz (for an input thermal photon number nth(300 K) =

1250), then at the base stage of the fridge we expect nth(20 mK) = 6×10−3. While this estimate

serves as a good starting point, it also neglects many important details of an actual experiment

where we should include any added noise associated with the generation of our pulses, additional

noise from ampli�cation, and wiring losses from coaxial cables and other components that route

the signal into the dilution refrigerator. The level of required �ltering at the base stage depends

on the function of input line. For instance, the input line to a transmon and readout resonator

is usually connected to a weakly coupled input port (where Qc,in � Qtot); in this situation, the

input port acts provides an additional attenuation factor Qc,in/Qtot and we may choose to trade-

o� physical attenuation for Qc,in. We use 30 dB attenuation for this type of input line. On the

other hand, input lines connected to the strongly coupled port (e.g. if we measure in re�ection

or for the JPC diagnostic line), we may require additional physical attenuation; typically 50 dB

is used for these input lines. In practice, we try to design our input lines so that the thermal

photon population is kept below 10−3 to limit the potential for measurement induced dephasing.

To further clean up the spectrum of our input lines we also include a number of �lters. As

our experimental devices operate in the 4-10 GHz range, we include re�ective low-pass �lters

(K&L Microwave 6L250) to remove any high-frequency microwaves that may excite higher-order

modes of our system. Additionally, we use absorptive, infrared Eccosorb®�lters to reduce high-

7. To simplify our estimates of thermal noise, we make an assumption that all of the cable loss is thermalized
at 1K instead of distributing it across the temperature gradient.
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frequency radiation and noise on each control microwave input line.

Output control lines

Output signals emitted from the device back to room temperature contain precious information

about our qubits. These signals are typically very fragile, making it crucial to minimize the loss

throughout the output chain. It is also important to limit the noise that will propagate from

higher temperature stages to the device. To address this, we cannot use attenuators, and instead

use directional components such as circulators and isolators. These components provide a low-

insertion loss path for signals from the sample to travel to room temperature while absorbing

thermal noise traveling in the opposite direction. Additionally, we use low-loss superconducting

coaxial cables to carry the signal from the base stage of the fridge to the 4 K stage of the fridge.

Here we describe a typical example of an output line. Quantum limited parametric ampli�ers

have become a mainstay in our measurement apparatuses. These are used as ultra-low noise

pre-ampli�ers that immediately follow (apart from microwave cables and two circulators) from

the output port of the experiment and before the isolators and superconducting coaxial cables.

Signals emitted from a readout resonator will travel through a pair of cryogenic circulators in its

way to a Josephson Parametric Converter (JPC) [145, 146? ]. These circulators ensure to ensure

one-way signal propagation from the device to the JPC and from the JPC to the output line.

The signal is ampli�ed by the JPC (with gain G = 20 dB), travels through one of the cyrogenic

circulators, and a set of low pass and infrared �lters. Then, the signal passes through a pair of

wideband cryogenic isolators (Quinstar CWJ1019-K414) that attenuate the unwanted signal from

higher temperature stages by around 36 dB in total. The signal the travels from 20 mK to 4 K

via superconducting coaxial cables before being ampli�ed by a high electron mobility transistor

(HEMT) amipli�er (from either Caltech or Low Noise Factory). After this, the signal travels to

room temperature to be further ampli�ed and processed. In Figure 4.3 we provide an example

wiring diagram for the teleported gate experiment that includes these components.
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Figure 4.3 | Experimental wiring diagram. Caption next page.
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Figure 4.3 | Experimental wiring diagram. Input control signals are generated at room
temperature using standard cQED microwave techniques and are attenuated and �ltered in the
refrigerator before reaching the device. At room temperature, each signal is generated using a
combination of an RF-microwave generator (data and communication qubits: Vaunix LabBrick
LMS-103-13, readout resonators and bus: Agilent/Keysight N5183A and E8275D) and IQ mixer
setup (Marki Microwave IQ-0307LXP). The bus drive line also includes an ampli�er (MiniCircuits
ZVA-183-S+) and fast microwave switch (Hittite HMC-C019) at room temperature. A custom
quantum control computer (Innovative Integration VPXI-ePC with four X6-1000M boards) cal-
culates and generates IF signals in real-time. Output signals eminate from the strongly coupled
port of a readout reasonator and travel through two circulators (Quinstar), are ampli�ed by a
Josephson parametric converter (JPC) that is continuously pumped by microwave generator (Ag-
ilent/Keysight N5183A). These signals then travel through superconducting transmission lines to
an additional cryogenic (Low Noise Factory LNF-LNC4_8C ) and room-temperature ampli�ers
(Miteq AFS3-00101200-35-ULN) before being mixed down (Marki Microwave IR-4509) to be
demodulated and analyzed by the control computer.

4.2.3 Experimental control hardware

Controlling the experiment

Any cQED quantum information experiment is performed by emitting a series of input pulses

that manipulate the quantum system and digitizing a series of output signals from the quantum

system to extract information about the quantum system. In this thesis, we have used two

di�erent control systems to perform our experiments. Initial experiments for this thesis were

performed with separate arbitrary waveform generators (AWG) using the Tektronix AWG 5014C

and digitizer/demodulator using the AlazarTech ATS9780. More recent experiments in the lab,

including the teleported gate experiment, use a more sophisticated FPGA-based controller hard-

ware consisting of several Innovative Integration X6-1000M installed in a VPXI-ePC chassis. The

FPGA-based controller [21, 172, 173] combines the independent functionality of the AWG and

the digitizer into a single piece of hardware and provides a framework for communication between

these two components. Using this new controller, it was also possible to implement a critical

functionality necessary for the teleported gate experiment: real-time, adaptive control of the

quantum system.

The result is an all-in-one quantum control architecture that combines three requirements
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necessary for performing quantum experiments into one control system: generate and output

pulses to manipulate the quantum system, sample input signals for quantum measurements,

and perform classical computation based on these input signals to determine the next output.

Ful�lling these three requirements opens the door to experiments that incorporate closed-loop

control for feedback as well as open-loop control for feedforward.

Generating control pulses

All modes in the system are controlled at room temperature using microwave-frequency pulses

generated through single-sideband modulation (SSB) of an IQ mixer [99]. For each input, a dedi-

cated microwave generator serves as a local oscillator (LO) that up-converts shaped intermediate-

frequency (IF) control pulses generated by our quantum controller subsection 4.2.3. Common

RF generators that serve as local oscillators are: Vaunix LabBricks (LMS-103 or LMS-802) or an

Agilent/Keysight RF generator (N5183A MXG or E8257D PSG). We rely on Marki Microwave

double-balanced IQ mixers (models IQ-0307 and IQ-0618 are commonly used).

Because these IQ mixers are so central to the quality of our experiments, it is important

to understand the physical characteristics of these components. First, these device have small

nonidealities that result in unwanted frequency and phase components. It is commonplace to

perform a tuneup procedure (implemented programmatically) to eliminate LO and opposite side-

band (OSB) leakage. We add attenuation to the IF inputs to increase the voltage resolution

of the IF pairs that improves our ability to tune away o�sets for the mixer. When using the

FPGA as a controller we use around 6 dB of attenuation, while for the Tektronix AWG 5014C

we use between 10 and 20 dB depending on the output voltage setting. Additionally when using

an FPGA the output IF signals are not �ltered and we can easily resolve the �nite DAC steps on

an oscilloscope. We remove any high-frequency components by adding a 270 MHz (Mini-circuits

BLP-300+). Additionally, the IQ mixers have a input (IF) +1 dB compression point of around 4

or 6 dBm after which the mixer behavior become nonlinear. We generally want to stay far from

this nonlinear regime to avoid higher-order e�ects of the mixer. As a rule of thumb, IF input

voltages should be kept less than 0.5 Vpp (by at least a factor of two). The attenuators described
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previously also increase the range of the IF DAC where the mixer is operated is in linear regime.

Now we consider the tone emitted from the IQ mixer. Before entering the dilution refrigerator,

this signal passes through a 10 or 12 GHz low-pass �lter (K&L Microwave 6L250) to remove any

high-frequency harmonics from the mixer (we sometimes see a component at twice the frequency

of the local oscillator). Bandpass �lters can also be used if additional �ltering is required. If

additional power is needed, we add in a microwave ampli�er (MiniCircuits ZVA-183-S+) followed

by a fast microwave switch (Analog/Hittite HMC-C019 or a home-built version). The added noise

by the combination of the ampli�er and the IQ signals (which has been seen to have a noise

temperature TN > 300 K) can result in reduced qubit coherence and increased qubit temperature.

The switch is used to limit the duration that the device is susceptible to this noise to only when

a pulse is required. While this has been su�cient to perform many experiments so far, it may be

necessary to address for future experiments either by addressing the noisy ampli�cation problem

or by increasing the output power of the IQ mixer.



5
Experimental techniques

Accurate and thorough characterization and tuneup of our cQED systems is a fundamental step

necessary before performing any quantum information experiment. Such characterization dictates

whether the experimental device is within the speci�cations of the experimental goal. In this

chapter we describe some essential techniques required to bring up any cQED experiment. The

goal for this chapter is to provide a fairly comprehensive guide for system characterization and

tuneup for any experimental cQED system, combining them into a single location. Since many

of these techniques have been described in other literature, we focus on a functional description

of each techniques, and provide sources for additional details when necessary.

We begin with a description of a basic system tuneup, which begins with �nding the frequen-

cies of all modes of the system, tuning up readout, and measuring coherences. The bulk of this

chapter is contained in the next section where we describe measurement techniques for charac-

terizing the system Hamiltonian. When appropriate we provide multiple protocols for extracting

each parameter, o�ering general guidelines for cases to prefer one technique over another. Next,

we describe our framework for tuning up transmon and cavity operations and detail a powerful

technique for developing complex cavity (and transmon) operations using optimal control the-

ory. We �nish this chapter by describing our process for implementing high-�delity ground state

preparation.

This chapter sets the stage for any subsequent experiment.

117
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5.1 Basic system tuneup

5.1.1 Finding the system modes

Any experiment must begin by determining the frequency of each mode. We perform two types of

spectroscopy experiments to determine the location of each mode, distinguished by the number

of microwave generators needed to e�ect the measurement.

Single-tone spectroscopy

The simplest version, a �single-tone� spectroscopy experiment, is typically used to determine the

frequency of readout resonator modes. In such an experiment we sweep the frequency of a probe

microwave tone around the frequency where we might expect to �nd the resonator and record the

outgoing �eld. Measuring a large signal indicates that we have found the resonance frequency of

the mode. Often times the characteristic of the resonance is dependent on the pulse power and

duration, and it is necessary to iterate the experiment at lower pulse amplitudes to determine

the resonance at few- or single-photon drive powers.

Two-tone spectroscopy

Determining the frequency of transmon qubits requires an indirect �two-tone� spectroscopy ex-

periment to determine the spectrum of the transmon. We sweep the frequency of a probe tone

around the region where we expect to �nd the transmon and monitor the frequency of a cou-

pled readout resonator through another static microwave tone (i.e. we perform a readout of the

transmon state). When initializing a new experiment, it is customary to perform this experiment

using a transmon probe tone using a long, τ > T2, weak pulse to saturate the transmon two

level system.

Cavity spectroscopy

The frequency of cavity modes that do not have a direct output port (which is the situation for

quantum memory cavities) can be accomplished through yet another indirect measurement, this
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time using the transmon qubit as the probe. Assuming the system is in the strong dispersive

regime, then it is possible to drive photon-number selective rotations, Ŷ n
θ on the transmon qubit.

We apply a spectroscopy tone in the region where we expect the cavity resonance. If the tone is

near the cavity resonance frequency, then we will populate the cavity with photons, otherwise, the

cavity is left in the vacuum state. The cavity photon number occupation will a�ect the transmon

frequency via the dispersive interaction. We apply a number-selective transmon rotation on the

n = 0 peak (an Ŷ 0
π rotation) to correlate the state of the transmon qubit with the state of the

cavity. When we apply the spectroscopy tone at the cavity resonance, then we can observe a

change the transmon state.

Cascaded indirect characterization

It is advantageous to limit the number of output ports in our experiments, both to simplify the

hardware necessary for individual readouts and to mitigate unwanted loss channels associated

with adding more output ports. Of course, the trade-o� is the additional challenge in reliability

controlling and measuring these �hidden� modes.

As a distinct example, in [50], we were required to utilize a �cascaded� measurement approach

to characterize a register of transmon qubits that did not have direct readout resonators. In this

experiment, the register of transmons and an ancillary transmon qubit were individuall coupled

to a common storage cavity. The ancilla qubit was independent coupled to a readout resonator

and provided the only means to measure the state of the system. Measurements on the register

transmon was accomplished in the following steps: �rst, the state of the register was mapped

onto the storage cavity via a qubit-state dependent displacement on the cavity; second, the state

of the cavity (now entangled with the state of the register qubit) was mapped onto the ancilla

transmon via a photon-number selective rotation; �nally, measurement of the ancilla transmon

provides an measurement of the state of the register qubit.

This method is a useful approach for characterizing modes that are otherwise unreachable by

conventional means and can be extended to other characterization experiments.
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Figure 5.1 | Spectroscopy experiments. a, Transmon spectroscopy consists of a spectroscopy
pulse followed by a measurement of the transmon qubit. The spectroscopy pulse can either be
a long, weak saturation tone, where τ > T2, or a selective π-pulse. b, Cavity spectroscopy
consists of a spectroscopy pulse on the cavity mode followed by a measurement of the photon
number population of the cavity state using the transmon. We apply a photon-number selective
π-pulse on the transmon (typically n = 0) and measure probability the transmon is excited.
The cavity spectroscopy pulse can either be a saturation tone or a selective displacement. c,
For spectroscopy of a transmon that does not directly couple to a readout mode, we can use
an indirect approach. After the spectroscopy pulse, we perform a series of selective operations
that �rst, conditionally maps the state of the transmon onto a cavity mode using a selective
cavity displacement De

α; and second, conditionally maps the state of the cavity (and therefore
the transmon) onto an ancilla qubit using a photon number selective π-pulse on the transmon,
Y 0
π . A version of this experiment was using in [50].
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5.1.2 Tuning up readout

Typically after determining the frequency of the readout resonator (using a Vector Network

Analyzer), we begin the process of tuning up our readout. In our experiments we tune up strong,

projective measurements and will focus on this particular regime of measurement strength. Here

we take an operational perspective to this question, describing some of the more practical steps

that are necessary to optimize the measurement of transmon and leaving the theoretical details

for other references, such as [144, 146, 174]. The process of tuning up readout requires some

bootstrapping to optimize: readout of the transmon requires rotations to manipulate the state

of the transmon; on the other hand, in order to calibrate these gates (and perform spectrocopy),

we require readout that is sensitive to the state of the transmon.

For a generic cQED system, there are a number of parameters to consider when determining

the readout protocol. We can split the readout protocol into two parts: �rst, the readout

resonator is used to interrogate the state of the transmon; the second, the signal emitted from

the readout resonator is digitized, integrated to extract a measurement result. The �rst considers

the design of the measurement pulse. One will have to choose a particular pulse shape, duration,

frequency, and amplitude. The selection of these parameters will depend on several physical

parameters of the system, including the transmon lifetime T1 and dispersive coupling χ to the

readout as well as the readout κ. We typically choose to set our readout κ ∼ χ to separate the

pointer states most e�ciently. In this regime, we �nd the optimal readout frequency is set to

halfway between the ωgro and ωero frequencies. In other cases, it can be advantageous to use a

κ < χ, which means that the readout resonator spectrum results in well-separated qubit-state

dependent resonances, ωgro and ωero. In such a situation, instead of measuring at a symmetric

detuning from both frequencies, it is better to use a measurement pulse with a frequency that

is near-resonant to one of the two frequencies. The optimal measurement frequency can directly

calculated from a model that includes χ and κ. We typically use either a constant amplitude

pulse for measurement or one with smoothed edges to reduce transients. Choosing the pulse

length and amplitude requires a balance between separation of the resonator pointer states and
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the T1 of the transmon qubit (and other modes in the system). As discussed in detail in [? ], the

�nite T1 results in readout distributions that will be non-Gaussian when preparing computational

states |g〉 or |e〉, with the �tails� of the distribution proportional to the probability that we observe

a T1 event during the measurement. To address this, it may be possible to compensate by using

a higher amplitude for the measurement pulse, but there are experimental limitations to the

drive strengths used in practice. First, increased drive amplitude will cause higher-order nonlinear

e�ects, like resonator self-Kerr, to become more relevant. Second, quantum-limited ampli�ers

that are used to enable single-shot measurement have a �nite dynamic range after which there

are diminishing returns (and perhaps nonideal ampli�er behavior) to increasing the drive strength.

Finally, we have observed a shortening of the transmon lifetime as a function of readout photons,

a phenomenon that has been called �T1 vs. n̄�.

The second step determines how the readout signal is processed. As the information content

for the measurement trajectory is not uniform, we typically apply a digital readout matched

�lter (or envelope) to appropriately weight the measured signal. Equivalently, this �lter accounts

for a time-varying SNR of the measurement response. For example, at the beginning of the

measurement, the cavity pointer state are not yet well separated and we should weight these

points less than the period when the cavity has rung up. We experimentally extract this �lter

function, and in our regime of T1 > 1/κ, it is close to the optimal linear �lter [175? ]. The

�lter also has the property that it will project (or rotate) the measurement histograms in such

a way that maximizes the information content along a particular axis, which will be useful when

selecting a threshold. Next, to e�ect a single-shot readout, the measurement result should be

compared to a threshold to assign whether we measured the transmon to be in the ground or

excited state (and higher transmon levels if desired).

In our experiment we perform the following steps to tune up readout, assuming that we have

already calibrated qubit π-pulses. For a given measurement pulse we perform the following process

to extract the �delity of the measurement. First, we extract the �pure� measurement trajectories

by performing two separate experiments, either preparing the qubit in |g〉 or |e〉. Though we will

focus on these two levels, this process can be generalized for measurement tuneup to include
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higher levels of the transmon (e.g. |f〉). From these two trajectories, we generate a linear �lter

by taking the di�erence between these two trajectories: k(t) = |αe(t) − αg(t)|. This �lter will

be applied by the digitizer to each measurement trajectory, resulting in the measurement signal

s for a given trajectory ψτ

s =

Tm∑

τ=0

k[τ ]ψ[τ ] (5.1)

In the last step, we determine a threshold from the two weighted histograms that maximizes the

assignment �delity [50], here de�ned as

Fassign = 1− 1

2
[P (“g”| |e〉)− P (“e”| |g〉)] (5.2)

The conditional probabilities should be read as: the probability of measuring �g� (�e�) when we

prepare |e〉 (|g〉). Pictorally, they correspond to the �tails� of the measurement distribution on the

wrong side of the threshold. The assignment �delity is the probability that a given measurement

will return the correct answer. For example, consider a completely random measurement where

the �g� and �e� distribution are exactly the same. In this case Fassign = 0.5 indicated that a

given measurement will return the �correct� answer half of the time. Of course, being a random

measurement, there is no useful information that can be extracted using this measurement. As

another example, consider the case where we have perfect distinguishability of the probability

distributions, but the assignment of �g� and �e� are completely �ipped, such that P (′g′| |e〉) =

P (′e′| |e〉) = 1. In this case we always assign the wrong state and as such Fassign = 0. There

are some alternate de�nitions of the assignment �delity (sometimes using other names), typically

di�ering in whether the factor of 1/2 is used (e.g. see [146, 174]).

5.1.3 Measuring coherences

The quality of any quantum information experiment relies on su�cient coherence. As such it is

customary to measure these properties early in the characterization of the device to determine

whether it will be a viable candidate for the experiment at hand. We apply a suite of coherence

measurements T1, TR
2 , and T

E
2 to determine the properties of our transmons and cavities. When
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performed on a transmon qubit, these experiments are fairly standard [99]. We often modify the

basic TR2 and TE2 experiment. In such an experiment, a static detuning between the drive pulse

frequency and the qubit frequency induces a precession in the evolution of the qubit state, where

(|g〉+ |e〉) /
√

2→
(
|g〉+ eiφ |e〉

)
/
√

2. The phase φ = δωt. For small detunings, this precession

can be di�cult to distinguish from decoherence. Normally, to deal with this complication, one

would apply a global detuning to the π/2-pulses, so that the qubit state performs several full

oscillations over the decay time. However, depending on the magnitude of the detuning, this can

a�ect the overall quality of the pulse rotations. Instead, by applying a delay-dependent digital,

or �virtual�, phase to the �nal pi/2-pulse to simulate the e�ect of a detuning. The e�ect is to

induce an oscillation in the measured signal which aids in extracting the real detuning.

Coherence measurements for cavities has become an increasingly important step toward char-

acterizing our cQED systems. The basic premise for a cavity T1 experiment is the same as for

a qubit: generate a non-equilibrium state and measure the rate at which the system returns to

thermal equilibrium. The multi-level structure of the cavity gives us several options to perform

such an experiment. First, generating the cavity Fock state |1〉 will allow us to treat the cavity

as an e�ective two-level system, and we measure a simple exponential decay as the state returns

to |0〉. As we will discuss in subsection 5.2.3, generating such non-classical states is possible

by using joint transmon-cavity control. An alternative method�and the experiment used more

frequently in experiments performed for this thesis�to measure the cavity lifetime is to measure

the decay of a coherent state |α〉. Given a model for cavity decay based on single photon loss

(i.e. the stochastic application of â) with rate κ, then the average photon number in a cavity will

decay as n̄(t) = |α|2e−κt. In these T1 experiments we measure the population of the n = 0 peak

to infer the state of the cavity. Given the Poisson-distribution of a coherent state, the probability

of measuring 0 photons in the cavity for a given average photon population of n̄ is given as

P0 = e−n̄. Therefore, the probability of measuring zero-photons in the cavity as function of time

is the exponential of an exponential, P0 = exp
[
−|α|2e−κt

]
. Similar functions can be generated

to measure the decay of higher photon numbers.

Similar to the �rst cavity T1 experiment, we can modify the standard T2 experiment for
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a qubit to be used for a cavity mode by using the cavity's {|0〉 , |1〉} subspace to represent an

e�ective qubit. Using techniques discussed in subsection 5.2.3, we can perform unitary operations

on the cavity within this subspace; in particular, we can implement cavity π/2- and π-pulses that

are necessary for Ramsey and Echo experiments. The detection used for this experiment requires

inferring the n = 0 photon number population of the cavity through the use of selective π-pulse

on the transmon qubit. It is also possible to extract the T2 of a cavity by measuring the rate that

a coherent state decoheres [176]. A coherent state should maintain a constant phase relation

between Fock states; the e�ect of decoherence will be to damp out this phase relation as the

state approaches a completely mixed state. In practice, however, the presence of cavity self-Kerr

can make extracting the pure dephasing of a coherent state di�cult. The self-Kerr is not relevant

to the dynamics when using only the {|0〉 , |1〉} subspace, and is one motivation for preferring

the Ramsey-style measurement.

5.2 Transmon and cavity operations

5.2.1 Qubit rotations

Having determined the frequency of the transmon qubit, we can proceed to implement universal

control over the transmon Bloch sphere de�ned by the |g〉 ↔ |e〉 subspace. The basic experiment

used to calibrate rotations about the Bloch sphere is to perform a Rabi experiment. Typically,

we initialize the qubit in the ground state and subsequently apply a Gaussian shaped pulse

resonant on the transmon frequency. By varying either the pulse amplitude (for a �power-Rabi�

experiment) or pulse duration (for a �time-Rabi� experiment), we drive rotations about the Bloch

sphere. We extract two speci�c amplitudes corresponding to the set of parameters required to

perform a π and π/2 rotation about the Bloch sphere.

To achieve high �delity qubit operations, it is not su�cient to rely on just a Rabi experiment.

In practice we supplement the transmon tuneup with several other experiments to �ne-tune our

qubit operations. One such experiment that further calibrates the pulse amplitude is called an

�amplitude train�. We perform a series of N π- or π/2-pulses while varying the global amplitude
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of these pulses. The result of such an experiment serves to amplify the rotation error δ of an

individual experiment by performing multiple pulses so that the total observed rotation error

is Nδ. We typically perform this experiment using N up to 40 pulses (though this is not a

physical limitation of any part of the system). It is imperative that qubit rotations are applied

on resonance with the frequency of the transmon. A detuning ∆ between the drive and the

resonance frequency will result in so-called �o�-resonant� Rabi oscillations. There are two main

e�ects in the detuned regime. First, the Rabi frequency is modi�ed from Ω →
√

∆2 + Ω2, and

we will select an incorrect amplitude to use for our qubit rotations. Second, a detuning modi�es

the axis of rotation in the Bloch sphere representation. The main consequence is that the rotation

will no longer allow full oscillations between |g〉 and |e〉, which will of course, adversely impact

the �delity of our qubit operations. To address this complication, we also perform Ramsey

experiments to extract the frequency of the qubit mode.

In our experiments, when we couple a transmon and a cavity, we generally calibrate two

pulse variants: an �unselective� version and a �selective� version. We use unselective rotations

to perform operations on the transmon independent of the cavity state, and selective pulses to

e�ect conditional operations between the transmon and the cavity. The dispersive interaction

strength χ sets the relevant timescale for these conditional operations. The �selectivity� of the

pulse is dictated by the frequency bandwidth of the pulse; since we typically use gaussian shaped

envelopes (ε(t) ∼ exp
(
−t2/(2σ2

t )
)
), the relevant parameter is σt. For these gaussian shaped

envelopes, the frequency bandwidth (in real frequency units) is σf = 1/(2πσt). To be selective,

the pulse bandwidth should be much smaller than the size of the dispersive interaction σf � χ.

Here, we de�ne selective as the probability to drive the |g ↔ e, n± 1〉 transition if we apply a

pulse on the |g ↔ e, n〉 transition. As a rule of thumb, a 99% selective pulse requires a σt > 3/χ.

For example, if we have a χ/2π = 1 MHz, then a σt > 500 ns will su�ce for 99% selectivity.

When we perform unselective pulses, we face two competing challenges. The point of an

unselective pulse to implement a transmon operation independent of cavity state, which intro-

duces frequency dispersion in the transmon frequency. To �rst order, this can be accomplished

by using a short, wide bandwidth qubit pulse. In our experiment, we use σt = 6 ns gaussian
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pulses, which have a bandwidth of around 26 MHz. For a χ/2π ∼ 1 MHz this pulse is su�ciently

unselective for low photon numbers (n̄ < 5). If the photon number distribution is known, then

the pulse �delity can be slightly improved by detuning the pulse to overlap with the average

photon number, ∆ = n̄χ. While the pulse unselectivity improves with a shorter pulse, the band-

width of the pulse can become an appreciable fraction of the anharmonicity. In such an extreme,

the qubit rotation can result in leakage into the |f〉 level. The presence of higher levels of the

transmon can also induce phase-type errors in qubit operations. In order to achieve high �delities

for our unselective operations, we employ DRAG [141] to eliminate (to �rst order) leakage and

phase errors due to higher levels of the transmon. The DRAG correction adds a scaled derivative

waveform to the out-of-phase component of the pulse, and we calibrate the amplitude of this

derivative component relative to the in-phase pulse. Our implementation and tuneup of DRAG

follows from the routine described in [99], Section 5.2.3.

Our current recipe for pulse tuneups requires several rounds (typically two rounds) of ampli-

tude (via Rabi and amplitude train) calibrations, frequency tuning, and DRAG corrections. We

employ multiple rounds as a bootstrap procedure to ensure that each parameter is simultaneously

optimized at the end of the tuneup procedure. We verify our tuneup using one of two experiments,

either AllXY [99] or randomized benchmarking [177, 178]. We generally use the former because

it provides visual feedback on the quality of our transmon operations and can use the results to

identify distinct gate errors, including pulse amplitude errors, phase errors, detunings, and correc-

tions due to higher transmon levels su�ciently calibrated. Randomized benchmarking provides

a measure of the average gate �delity (assuming a Markovian noise model) [179, 180, 181], and

related work has shown that this technique can be used as a metrology tool to determine certain

gate errors [182, 183, 184, 185].

5.2.2 Cavity displacements

Cavity displacements are calibrated through an experiment that sweeps the amplitude of a short

pulse on the cavity. In our experiments we either use a square pulse that is 10 ns in length or

a gaussian pulse with a σt = 6 ns. Immediately after the displacement, we probe the photon
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Figure 5.2 | Cavity displacement calibration. a, Pulse sequence for calibrating cavity dis-
placement amplitude. After a displacement of amplitude α we perform a photon-number selective
π-pulse on the transmon to measure the photon number distribution of the cavity state. b, We
perform this calibration experiment while sweeping α for several n. Each trace can be �t to a
Poisson distribution for a given n. We perform a global �t to extract the relative amplitude for
a cavity displacement.

number population in the cavity. Starting from the vacuum state |0〉 a displacement generates a

coherent state |α〉 in the cavity. This state is characterized by photon number population that

is Poisson distributed, with a occupation probability distribution given as pn(α) = e−|α|
2/2 |α|2n

n! .

We can measure the photon number population by applying photon-number selective qubit pi-

pulses conditioned on individual photon number peaks. Often it is su�cient for a quick calibration

to use only the n = 0 peak; for a more �ne-tuned calibration we can perform an experiment that

measures several photon number peaks and perform a global �t.

5.2.3 Complex transmon-cavity operations

Our shift to using cavities to store and process quantum information has increased the require-

ments for quantum control over the state of the oscillator. Our simple control of cavity dis-

placements provide only limited control over the cavity Hilbert space, allowing only access to the

space of coherent states when starting from the vacuum state. Enabling more complex control

over the cavity the use of an ancillary transmon qubit that is dispersively coupled to the cavity.

Previous work has shown that the dispersive coupling between the a qubit and cavity can be

utilized to generate arbitrary states in the cavity [186] and even implement universal control over
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the cavity [187]. Both of these approaches describe a constructive approach alternating cavity

displacements and qubit rotations to implement the target operation. While these techniques

have been used to generate high-�delity operations in the lab [176], here we will brie�y describe

an alternative technique using optimal control theory to generate transmon-cavity operations.

Implementation by optimal control

We utilize a numerical technique described in detail in Ref. [185] to design universal operations

between the two qubits in each module. In particular, we use the Gradient Ascent Pulse En-

gineering (GRAPE) algorithm [188] to �nd a set of time-dependent pulses that implements a

particular unitary operation or set of quantum state transfers. Our goal is to use GRAPE to �nd

an operation that acts on a subspace of the complete Hilbert space. We supply the algorithm

with a set of K initial and target states {
∣∣ψinitk

〉
→
∣∣∣φtargetk

〉
} for a given drift Hamiltonian H0

and set of M control Hamiltonians {Hm}. The GRAPE algorithm determines a set of M pulses

{εm(t)} with length T to de�ne an operation which maximizes the �delity over the set of state

transfers:

FOC =
1

K2

∣∣∣∣∣
K∑

k

〈
φtargetk

∣∣∣ÛOCψinitk

〉∣∣∣∣∣

2

, (5.3)

where the calculated operation, ÛOC , for a given set of control pulses is

ÛOC({εm}) =

∫ T

0
exp

[
−i(H0 +

M∑

m

εm(t′)Hm)/~

]
dt′. (5.4)

In our experiments, we implement optimal control pulses by specifying complex-valued driving

terms on the cavity and transmon qubits: εc(t)ĉ†+ε∗c(t)ĉ and εq(t)q̂
†+ε∗q(t)q̂ ≈ εq(t) (|g〉〈e|+ |e〉〈g|),

where we have taken a two-level approximation for the transmon qubit. In our numerical opti-

mization we discretize the pulses in 2 ns time steps, taking εm(t)→ εm(ti). In order to accurately

re�ect the dynamics of these complex pulses, it is important to use many levels of the cavity

mode; we generate all pulses using a Hilbert space of 23 levels for the cavity and 2 levels for the

transmon.

Practically, there are physical limitations to the pulses set by the control hardware; to take
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these e�ects into consideration we include three constraints to the optimization routine. First,

we apply an amplitude penalty to ensure that the pulse drive amplitude never exceeds a threshold

value. Second, we apply a derivative penalty that gives preference to smooth pulses and lower

bandwidth pulses. Finally, we include a �nal contraint to ensure that the pulse starts and ends

with an near-zero amplitude to eliminate the possibility of sharp transients generated by pulse

edges.

Calibration of optimal control pulses

Successful implementation of these optimal control pulses in experiment relies on two broad

requirements: �rst, an accurate knowledge of the drift Hamiltonian, H0; and second, a careful

characterization of the experiment control lines. Here, we focus on the second requirement and

detail our tune-up protocol for these optimal control pulses. We calibrate �ve parameters for

each module's optimal control pulses: drive amplitudes for the cavity and transmon drives, linear

frequency-dependent amplitude dispersion for both drives, and a relative timing between the two

drives. The method used here closely matches the approach in Ref. [185]; we perform randomized

benchmarking (RB) to extract an metric related to average gate �delity to optimize over the set of

�ve parameters. We have found most success optimizing optimal control pulses by bootstrapping

over single parameter optimization experiments, though we have experimented with some multi-

parameter optimizations. Having performed calibrations we proceed to extract experimental

optimal control pulse gate �delities. We utilize interleaved randomized benchmarking (iRB) and

quantum process tomography (QPT) to establish the performance of our operations (Figure 5.3).

In general, our experimental results are consistent with the simulated �delities and demonstrate

that this technique is a powerful tool to implement complex operations on a logical qubit encoded

in the levels of a cavity.

Limitations to optimal control

As such, a careful analysis of the speci�c types of errors that may occur during the local opera-

tions is important. Our simulations indicate that a large fraction of the errors result in codespace
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leakage (e.g. the �nal state is no longer in the logical subspace of the data qubit with the com-

munication qubit in the ground state, (α |0L〉c + β |1L〉c) |g〉q). The optimal control operation

takes the joint state through a complex trajectory in its Hilbert space; an error will induce a

new trajectory that will a�ect the �nal state, likely resulting in population outside of the logical

subspace [185]. From typical simulations we roughly quantify that ∼95% of the total in�delity

is due to this leakage; the �delity of the operation within the codespace is >99%. Though the

root case of this error may be due to a combination of factors (here the performance is limited by

transmon coherence), the result can be characterized by this single error syndrome. Therefore,

an outstanding question to further improve the performance of these optimal control operations

will be whether leakage detection circuits can be designed to e�ciently herald when these errors

occur.

5.3 System Hamiltonian characterization

Any cQED experiment will require a careful determination of the system Hamiltonian. In this

section, we describe experimental methods to extract two dominant families of Hamiltonian

parameters described in subsection 3.2.3: self-Kerr of a single-mode and cross-Kerr between

two-modes. The self-Kerr of a mode â gives rise to the Hamiltonian term:

HK =
K

2
â†â†ââ (5.5)

The cross-Kerr between modes â and b̂ leads to the interaction Hamiltonian, to fourth-order:

H(4)
ab = χabâ

†âb̂†b̂ (5.6)

Additionally, it can be important to include higher-order terms related to the dispersive interac-

tion. Two sixth-order terms are given as

H(6)
ab =

χabb
2
â†âb̂†b̂†b̂b̂+

χaab
2
â†â†ââb̂†b̂ (5.7)
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Figure 5.3 | Characterization experiments for optimal control pulses. a Pulse sequences
for randomized benchmarking (RB, top) and iterative randomized benchmarking (iRB, bottom).
For RB, a sequence of N operations (Ûi) are randomly applied to the qubit state and a �nal
correction unitary (ÛF ) ideally inverts the e�ect of the composite sequence. Measurement of the
resulting state is then compared to the expected state to establish the error per operation. Here,
to utilize RB for characterization of logical operations, the standard RB protocol is modi�ed with
an encode pulse before and a decode pulse after the RB sequence. For iRB, to characterize a
particular operation (here, UX), this operation is interleaved among the random operations. A
comparison with the standard RB sequence allows extraction of the single operation �delity. In
our implementation of RB, a new random sequence is generated for every experimental realization
(or shot) and for each length N , ÛF is chosen to ideally �ip the state to both |0〉L and |1〉L.
b Typical results for RB and iRB experiments. We plot data (dots) for a scaled probability
of measuring the correct result as a function of the number of random pulses, N , in the RB
sequence. These data are �t to the following model: pcorrect = 0.5 + Ae−τ/N . From this �t,
we estimate an error per gate to be: r = (1 − e−1/τ(RB))/2. From these �ts, we extract an
average gate error for an operation, U : r(U) = (1−e−1/τ(U)−1/τRB)/2. For the data shown, we
extract r(Xπ) = 2.5(2)% and r(Xπ/2) = 1.2(1)%. These experimental gate errors are consistent
with numerically simulated results that include the �nite coherence time of the transmon qubit
(T2 ≈ 15µs). c Characterization of optimal control operation Ui using process tomography.
To characterize this logical operation we perform communication qubit QPT for the operation
ÛencodeÛiÛencode. For communication qubit QPT, we perform a set of transmon rotations before
(R̂a) and after (R̂b) the operation under test. d Typical results for QPT experiments, here an
Xπ logical gate. We present the results in the Pauli transfer representation, with each bar AB
(with A,B ∈ {Î , X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ}) representing each element in the Pauli transfer matrix (PTM). The
experimentally reconstructed process is shown in blue; the ideal process is shown in hollow, black
outlined bars.
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Figure 5.4 | General techniques for extracting Hamiltonian parameters. Here we sketch
the three types of experiments that can be used to determine Hamiltonian parameters. In a, we
modify a standard spectroscopy experiment on mode b to determine the cross-Kerr by including an
initial operation (a rotation or displacement) on mode a. In b, we use a Ramsey-style experiment
to extract the frequency of mode b as a function of the state of mode a. In c, an o�-resonant
pump induces Stark shifts on all mode m; by calibrating the drive strength or by comparing the
magnitude of the Stark shifts we can extract individual Hamiltonian parameters.

Both of these terms modify the fourth-order dispersive shift χab, adding a contribution depends

nonlinearly with the number of photons in either mode. The e�ect of these sixth-order terms is

to add a photon-number dependence to the magnitude of the dispersive shift. When including

these sixth-order corrections, adding another photon to the â mode from |n,m〉 to |n+ 1,m〉 will

induce a dispersive shift of χab(n) = χab+nχaab (which normally would be χab and independent

of the number of photons in mode â.). Likewise, if we add another photon to mode b̂, moving

from |n,m〉 to |n,m+ 1〉, we will observe an energy shift of χab(nb) = χab +mχabb.

5.3.1 General methods

We will describe measurement techniques to extract several important Hamiltonian parameters

in the next few sections. Here, we will brie�y summarize the general strategies that we have

developed for characterizing the Hamiltonian, leaving speci�c details to be discussed in the

subsequent sections. Generally speaking, these parameters can be determined either through

spectroscopic techniques or through time-domain measurements. More recently, techniques that

rely on Stark shifts induced by o�-resonant pumps have become yet another method for system

characterization. In this section, we will survey some of these techniques used to characterize

the system Hamiltonian of any generic cQED experiment.
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Method 1: Frequency-domain spectroscopy

The most direct approach for extracting relevant Hamiltonian parameters is to directly measure

through spectroscopy. To see how this works, consider the following interaction Hamiltonian in

the lab frame

Hab = ωaâ
†â+ ωbb̂

†b̂+ χabâ
†âb̂†b̂ (5.8a)

=
(
ωa + χabb̂

†b̂
)
â†â+ ωbb̂

†b̂ (5.8b)

= ωaâ
†â+

(
ωb + χabâ

†â
)
b̂†b̂ (5.8c)

In Equation 5.8b and Equation 5.8c, we have grouped the interaction term with individual fre-

quency terms to highlight that the frequency of mode â (b̂) depends on the number of photons in

mode b̂ (â), respectively. Therefore, the standard way this experiment is performed by �rst excit-

ing one mode with some population and performing spectroscopy on the other mode to measure

its photon-dependent frequency spectrum. This type of experiment is often called �number-

splitting� [151, 168], calling out the fact that the spectrum is split based on the photon-number

distribution of another mode.

Method 2: Time-domain interferometry

While spectroscopy o�ers a frequency-domain approach to extract Hamiltonian terms, we can also

move to an equivalent time-domain approach that can in some cases o�er a simpler experiment

for measuring Hamiltonian parameters. The key insight for this type of experiment is to note that

the evolution of fourth-order Hamiltonian terms1 is periodic, and we will observe �revivals� in the

initial state at distinct times. For example, consider a general two-body interaction Hamiltonian

H(4)
ab = χabâ

†âb̂†b̂. The evolution under this interaction Hamiltonian is described by the process

|ψ(t = 0)〉 =
∑

m,n

cm,n |m,n〉 → |ψ(t)〉 =
∑

m,n

cm,ne
i(m+n)χabt |m,n〉 (5.9)

1. Certain sixth-order interactions will violate this working principle and we discuss this in a subsequent sections
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If |ψ〉 is a separable, superposition state at t = 0, the dispersive interaction will cause the two

modes to become entangled as each Fock state component will gain phase a rate dependent

on its photon number. However, at certain times χabtrev = 0mod (2π), we observe that all of

the phases will re-align. At these distinct times, we see that the quantum state returns to the

initial state at t = 0: |ψ(t = trev)〉 = |ψ(t = 0)〉. Our experiments are designed to extract the

frequency of these revival times to determine χab.

Method 3: Measurements of pump-induced Stark-shifts

The �nal method to extract dispersive Hamiltonian terms is to utilize o�-resonant drives, or

�pumps�, to induce Stark shifts on the spectrum of each mode. Recall from subsection 3.3.1

that applying a detuned drive on mode m with amplitude ξm will induce a Stark shift on mode

n [138? ]:

∆n = −χmn|ξm|2 (5.10)

The magnitude of each Stark shift is dependent on a particular Hamiltonian term and the strength

of the drive. By calibrating the drive strength we can extract various Hamiltonian terms. Alter-

natively, because the application of a single pump ξm induces Stark shifts on all coupled modes,

we can determine the relative stark shift between mode n and mode p:

∆n

∆p
=
χmn
χmp

(5.11)

Here we see that the dependence on the exact pump strength can be removed at the cost of

knowledge of χmp, which can be extracted by one of the other previously described methods.

With this knowledge we can thus extract χmn.

The challenge for this method is ensuring that the pump tone drives only a single mode

m; the dynamics become more challenging if this assumption is not met. Additionally, if the

interaction under study is small, then it may be required to use large pump powers to measure

an appreciable Stark shift. In the regime of large pump powers, the simple Stark shift model can

break down, and we have observed unexpected transitions come into e�ect. The limits of mode
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pumping is currently under active research.

5.3.2 self-Kerr of transmon and cavity

The fourth-order nonlinearity of a given mode â follows from a simple Kerr-Hamiltonian,

HK = −K
2
â†â†ââ (5.12)

We measure the self-Kerr of both transmon and cavity modes. Because the transmon anhar-

monicity is appreciably larger than the linewidth of the resonance (Kq ∼ 100 − 300 MHz), we

can extract this term through simple spectroscopic means. On the other hand, the self-Kerr of a

cavity (especially one that serves as a quantum memory) is generally engineered to be as small

as possible, often times Kc ∼ 1 kHz, making it more di�cult to extract through spectroscopic

means. To address this, we will describe a time domain method that takes advantage of bosonic

enhancement of the self-Kerr e�ect.

Measuring transmon anharmonicity through pulsed spectroscopy

The or anharmonicity of a transmon qubit is most directly found through a spectroscopy ex-

periment. For example, we can directly measure the frequency of the |e〉 ↔ |f〉 transition by

initializing the transmon in the |e〉 state via a π pulse and then sweeping the frequency of a second

spectroscopy tone to determine the resonance frequency, ωef , typically found 200 MHz below the

ωge resonance frequency. The transmon anharmonicity is then given simply as α = ωge − ωef .

We can also use a simpler pulse sequence that utilizes slightly more complex cQED physics to

extract the anharmonicity. Selection rules of the transmon Hamiltonian prevent direct excitation

from |g〉 ↔ |f〉 using a single photon. However, if we apply a strong spectroscopy tone halfway

between the ωge and ωef , then we can utilize a two-photon virtual process to e�ect coherent

operations in the |g〉 ↔ |f〉 manifold. For the purposes of determining the anharmonicity, it

is customary to increase the drive amplitude of the until we observe a second peak arise at

(ωge + ωef ) /2. Note that the detuning of this second peak to the fundamental frequency is
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actually half of the total anharmonicity.

Measuring cavity self-Kerr through rotating frame experiment

While a cavity self-Kerr can be directly found through a spectroscopy experiment, we generally

rely on a time-domain approach that determines both the cavity resonance frequency as well

as the self-Kerr. One can think of this approach as the continuous variable version of a qubit

Ramsey experiment, where we use cavity displacements instead of π/2-pulses. An example of this

experiment is shown in Figure 5.5. In this experiment we �rst displace the cavity to some state

|α〉. We allow the state to evolve for some time t according to the detuned Kerr Hamiltonian,

modi�ed from Equation 5.13 to include a static detuning ∆ (the transmon is in |g〉 and does not

contribute to the cavity dynamics),

H∆,K = ∆â†â+HK (5.13)

The unitary evolution under Kerr, to �rst order, where |α|2Kt � π, induces a photon-number

dependent rotation of the cavity state. After this evolution, the initial state |α〉 will evolve to a

new state
∣∣αeiφK

〉
, where φK(t) =

(
∆ + |α|2K2

)
t.

The rest of this experiment serves to measure the phase φK(t) of the cavity state. Currently

we do not have a method for directly measuring the cavity phase. Instead, we will encode the

information of the cavity phase into the cavity photon-number. This is the purpose of the second

displacement of amplitude α̃. One way to extract this phase is to perform a set of displacements

α̃ = −αeiφ. When φ = φK(t), then the �nal state will be the vacuum state. Measuring the

photon population, typically through a photon-number selective pi-pulse on the n = 0 peak, will

allow us to extract the phase of the cavity state. In practice we typically perform this experiment

while sweeping t, and we use a second displacement amplitude angle that rotates at some de�ned

frequency ω: α̃ = −αeiωt. This frequency is equivalent to the digital detuning that is used in

qubit Ramsey experiments.

The probability that the cavity in the vacuum state at the end of the experiment is calculated
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Figure 5.5 | Cavity frequency and self-Kerr. In this experiment, we describe the measurement
of the cavity frequency and cavity self-Kerr by extracting frequency of cavity state revivals. This
experiment is in many ways similar to a continuous-variable Ramsey experiment. a, The pulse
sequence describing the measurement of the frequency detuning ∆ of a cavity mode and the
self-Kerr K of the cavity. In b, illustrates cavity state evolution in IQ-space. The experiment
begins with a displacement of the cavity state to some state |α〉. A subsequent delay t will bring
the state to

∣∣αe−iφK
〉
, where φK(t) =

(
∆ + |α|2K2

)
t. The next displacement α̃ = −αeiωt,

attempts to displace the cavity state to the vacuum. This will occur at discrete revival times,
from which we can calculate ∆ and K. We the perform a n = 0 number-selective π-pulse on
the transmon and measure the transmon state. Because ∆ and K can be small compared to the
lifetime of the cavity mode, we typically apply a digital frequency detuning ω to induce faster
revival times to aid in the �t. This experiment is also performed for several initial displacements
α to separate the ∆ from K. c, We perform this experiment for several displacements, from
α = 0.5 (bottom) to α = 2 (top). Each trace shows characteristic revival times where the
transmon excitation probability peaks. The black line is a �t for each experiment according to
Equation 5.14, where we set ω/2π = 1.5 MHz. We extract the frequency of revivals. d, From the
�t, we plot the revival frequency as a function of the mean photon population in the cavity. We
perform a linear �t, where the y-intercept corresponds to the detuning ∆/2π = −0.7± 0.3KHz
and the slope corresponds to K/2π = 3.4 ± 0.2kHz. Note that the calculated slope is half of
the cavity self-Kerr in our de�nition, m = K/2.
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from the overlap:

P0 = | 〈0|Dα̃UKDα|0〉|2 =
∣∣∣
〈
−α̃
∣∣∣αeiφ

〉∣∣∣
2

= e−|−αeiωt−αeiφ|
2

= e−2|α|2[1−cos((ω+∆+|α|2K
2 )t)]

(5.14)

The evolution is clearly periodic, with revival times at integer multiples of trev = kπ/
(
ω + ∆ + |α|2K2

)
.

Distinguishing ∆ from K requires performing this experiment for several α. The cavity self-Kerr

will result in a photon-number dependent revival time.

Stark shift

An alternative method for extracting the self-Kerr of the cavity is to use o�-resonant drives, or

�pumps� to induce Stark shifts on the transmon and cavity mode. If we apply an o�-resonant

tone, or a �pump� on the cavity mode such that the detuning is larger than the intrinsic linewidth

∆ > κ, so that we only populate the cavity mode with �virtual photons� that decay at rate 1/∆.

We ramp the start and end of the pulse with a smoothly varying function�either a tanh-shape

or a gaussian-shape�to minimize the frequency response of any transients that may resonantly

excite the resonant mode. By performing spectroscopy as a function of the pump strength, we

can determine the mode detuning as a function of the drive strength. For the transmon and

cavity mode, the respective detunings are found to be

∆q = −χ|ξ|2 ∆c = −K|ξ|2 (5.15)

Then by comparing the relative magnitude of the Stark shift on the transmon and cavity and

knowing the strength of the dispersive shift, we can extract the self-Kerr of the cavity. This is

especially useful for extracting the self-Kerr of low-Q modes like readout resonators where the

occupation is rapidly damped via coupling to the output port.
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5.3.3 cross-Kerr between qubit and cavity

The dispersive shift between a transmon and cavity represents the fundamental interaction central

to our cavity-transmon quantum logic. The interaction Hamiltonian for a qubit mode q and cavity

mode c given given as:

Hint = χq̂†q̂ĉ†ĉ (5.16)

Additionally, it can be important to include higher-order terms related to the dispersive interac-

tion. Two sixth-order terms are given as

Hint =
χqcc

2
q̂†q̂ĉ†ĉ†ĉĉ+

χqqc
2
q̂†q̂†q̂q̂ĉ†ĉ (5.17)

The �rst term, also parameterized as χ′, can be thought of as a qubit-state dependent cavity

self-Kerr term. Equivalently, we can think of this term as adding a cavity-state dependent

contribution to the magnitude of the dispersive interaction, where the dispersive shift between

the n and n+ 1 level is photon-number dependent: χ(n) = χqc − nχqcc. This term is generally

opposite sign from χqc and we generally see the magnitude of the dispersive shift decrease with

increasing photon number. Though χqcc arises from a sixth-order interaction, in practice we

�nd that its magnitude is on the same order as the cavity self-Kerr, and its e�ect should not

be discounted especially when using multi-photon cavity states. The second term represents a

modi�cation on the dispersive shift when using higher levels of the transmon qubit. It has not

been used directly as a part of this thesis, but this term was crucial for the experiment performed

in [164], where the higher-level of a transmon was used to generate a two-cavity joint parity

measurement without matching χqc.

As with most Hamiltonian terms, there are several possible approaches to measure this term.

Here we detail two independent methods for extracting the magnitude of the dispersive interac-

tion. Crucially, we �nd that these two experiments give consistent results for the measurement

of the dispersive interaction. A third method, described in [176] measures the relative phase

evolution of neighboring Fock states |n〉 and |n+ 1〉 by using photon-number selective qubit
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rotations to implement a phase gate on the cavity state.

Number-splitting spectroscopy

In the strong-dispersive regime of cQED, it is possible to resolve individual photon-number de-

pendent qubit resonances, a phenomenon called �number-splitting� [151, 168]. Based on Equa-

tion 5.16, the frequency of the transmon mode is detuned by χ for each new photon in the

cavity. To measure this spectrum, we perform a displacement on a cavity state, initializing it to

a coherent state |α〉. Immediately after we perform spectroscopy to extract the spectrum of the

transmon qubit. We observe a series of peaks that correspond to the photon number distribution

of the cavity state (for a coherent state, this is Poisson-distributed). Because a saturation ex-

periment can require a long pulse that approaches the lifetime of the cavity mode, we generally

choose to perform π-pulse spectroscopy using a selective transmon pulse, such that σt > 1/χ,

or on the order of a few µs.

The number-splitting experiment can also resolve higher-order e�ects of the dispersive inter-

action. In particular, we can not only measure χqc, but also χqcc by extracting the location of

each number-splitting peak. The determination of the dispersive shift through number-splitting

spectroscopy is exceedingly simple, and requires no calibration other than tuning up a spectrally-

narrow π-pulse. In particular, unlike the next method, number-splitting does not require an exact

calibration of the displacement amplitude. All that is required is that the cavity displacement

does inject photons into the cavity. Of course, this experiment can be used to calibrate cavity

displacement amplitudes, though the quality of this calibration is dependent on quality of the

π-pulse as a function of detuning. For example, the spectroscopy pulse can be a function of the

frequency dependence of the transmission through the input drive lines. In the case of large χ

and large photon number, this detuning can give rise to an appreciable frequency-dependence in

π-pulse amplitude as a result of imperfections in the input chain.

The other higher-order term in Equation 5.17, χqqc requires at least two excitations in the

transmon qubit mode. We may probe this term by treating the |e〉 ↔ |f〉 transition of the

transmon qubit as an e�ective qubit and performing a number-splitting experiment within this
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manifold. By comparing the dispersive shift in this excited manifold, χef , with the shift in the

|g〉 ↔ |e〉 manifold, where χge = χqc, we calculate this sixth-order correction to be χqqc =

χef − χge. This �e-f number-splitting� experiment is important when the experiment results

manipulating the |f〉 transition of the transmon, for example, in [164].

This experiment is useful when the system is in the strong dispersive regime, where the

dispersive shift is much larger than the intrinsic linewidth of the transmon resonance, χ � Γq.

Additionally, because an exactly calibration of the photon number is not necessary for number-

splitting spectroscopy, this technique can be used to measure the dispersive shift for both high-Q

cavities as well as low-Q cavities. In the latter case, though the cavity state will experience

decay during the course of the spectroscopy experiment, this method can still be used provided

that the initial displacement is large enough so that the spectroscopy pulse can partially excite

the transmon. We expect a degradation in the signal due to decay during the pulse and the

unavoidable measurement-induced dephasing [168] that arises from the exact interaction we seek

to measure.

Qubit state revivals

We can also use a time-domain approach to extract the dispersive interaction through a Ramsey

interferometric experiment [158]. After initializing the cavity in a coherent state |α〉, we perform

a Ramsey experiment on the transmon qubit. The e�ect of the natural dispersive interaction is

to entangle the cavity state with the transmon state:

π/2-pulse :
1√
2
|α〉 (|g〉+ |e〉)

Ramsey delay, t : |g, α〉+
∣∣e, αe−iχt

〉

π/2-pulse :
1

2

[
|g〉
(
|α〉 −

∣∣αe−iχt
〉)

+ |e〉
(
|α〉+

∣∣αe−iχt
〉)]

(5.18)

At the end of the experiment, we measure the state of the transmon qubit. The e�ect of the

dispersive interaction is to entangle the qubit with the cavity; by projecting out the cavity state,

the transmon is left in an incoherent mixture, and we observe an apparent dephasing of the
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Figure 5.6 | Qubit number-splitting spectroscopy. a, The pulse sequence detailing the
measurement of the dispersive shift of the transmon frequency due to the dispersive interaction.
After a displacement that populates the cavity with a coherent state of |α〉, we sweep the
frequency of a spectrally narrow (compared to χ) π-pulse on the transmon to determine the
photon-number dependent transition frequency. A saturation pulse can also be used at the cost
of reduced transmon signal. b, Shown here is spectroscopy on the transmon for di�erent cavity
displacements, from α = 0.5 at the bottom to α = 2.5 at the top. As the displacement increases,
we populate successively higher photon numbers. Each solid line is a �t to a distinct peak, color
coded from yellow (n = 0) to dark purple (n = 11), from which we extract the frequency.
While a global �t is certainly possible, in this method, we do not require precise calibration of
the displacement amplitude. c, The frequency of the qubit transition is plotted as a function
of the photon number. We take an average of each frequency extracted from the spectroscopy
experiment in b. The error bars in the frequency is smaller than the size of the markers. The
line is a second-order polynomial �t to the data. From this we extract a linear dispersive shift of
χ/2π = −571± 1kHz and a nonlinear shift of χ′/2π = 0.3± 0.1kHz. d, We subtract the linear
component nχ from the data in c to better visualize the nonlinear component of the dispersive
shift. From here we see the data are well described by a quadratic.
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transmon qubit. Notice that at certain times t = 2π/χ, the qubit and cavity are disentangled

and we observe revivals in the qubit coherence. The probability to �nd the transmon in the

excited state is given as [158],

Pe =
1

2

(
1 + Re

[〈
α
∣∣αe−iχt

〉])

=
1

2

[
1 + e|α|

2(cos(χt)−1) cos
(
|α|2 sin (χt)

)] (5.19)

This model excludes several e�ects, including cavity decay and nonlinearity in the dispersive

interaction. Cavity decay, κ can be included by modifying the static photon number population

with a time dependent term: |α|2 → |α|2e−κt. The nonlinearity in the dispersive interaction,

χqcc, can be observed in this experiment as shift in the qubit revival times as a function of the

size of the initial displacement, t = 2π/
(
χ− |α|2χqcc

)
[158]. Larger nonlinearities (or larger

photon numbers) will result in imperfect qubit state revivals as the qubit and cavity are no longer

exactly disentangled due to the dispersion in the dispersive shift.

This method is particularly useful for measuring small χ which may be more di�cult to

extract from a spectroscopy measurement. Indeed, a version of this experiment was used in

[137] to extract both a photon number calibration as well as the χ for a transmon coupled to a

low-Q mode where the revival time due to χ is longer than the coherence time of the transmon,

TR2 < 2π/χ. However, it is important for the photon number in the cavity to be mostly constant

during the Ramsey measurement as photon decay will cause dephasing of the transmon and

destructively alter the rate of phase accumulation of the transmon state. As such, we typically

apply this approach for extracting the dispersive shift for long-lived cavity modes.

5.3.4 cross-Kerr between two qubits

The coupling between two qubits, often parameterized as ζ, results in the familiar cross-Kerr

Hamiltonian between qubit modes q1 and q2

Hζ = −ζq̂†1q̂1q̂
†
2q̂2 = −ζ |e1e2〉〈e1e2| (5.20)
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Figure 5.7 | Transmon-cavity Ramsey interferometry. a, The pulse sequence describing the
measurement of the dispersive interaction via Ramsey interferometry. The experiment begins
with a displacement of the cavity to a coherent state |α〉. We then perform a Ramsey experi-
ment on the transmon. The dispersive interaction causes the photon-number dependent qubit
components to acquire phase at di�erent rates. These phases will realign at periodic intervals at
periodic intervals, trev = 2π/χ. The dispersive coupling will induce periodic entanglement and
disentanglement between the transmon and cavity. Measuring the transmon qubit alone will re-
sult in apparent dephasing and revivals in the qubit coherence, which is our meter for the strength
of dispersive interaction. b, Shown here are transmon-cavity Ramsey experiments while varying
the initial displacement, from α = 0 (in yellow) to α = 2.5 (in dark purple). Each experiment is
�t to Equation 5.19 modi�ed to include a component for the dephasing time, T2. c, We extract
the revival frequency for each experiment, and plot them as a function of the initial mean photon
population. The data are �t to a line, where the y-intercept corresponds to the linear dispersive
shift and the slope corresponds to the nonlinear dispersive shift. From this we extract a linear
dispersive shift of χ/2π = −573± 1kHz and a nonlinear shift of χ′/2π = 0.6± 0.1kHz.
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We often take the two-level approximation q̂†q̂ → |e〉〈e| which results in the form shown in

the second equality. The contributions to the dispersive interaction between two transmons has

been discussed in [99, 148], and arise from two sources: direct dipole coupling between the two

transmons and a cavity-mediated coupling related to the detunings of the transmons to the cavity

and the individual χ of each transmon to the cavity.

We can measure ζ either through spectroscopy or via a Ramsey-style experiment. Both

methods rely on the fact that this coupling terms serves to shift the frequency of one qubit by ζ

conditioned if the other qubit is in the excited state.

Spectroscopic method

For the spectroscopic approach, we perform two spectroscopy experiments on the �rst qubit, one

when the second qubit is either initialized in |g〉 and one when the second qubit is initialized in

|e〉. The di�erence between the �rst qubit's resonance frequency for the pair of experiments is

ζ. We perform π-pulse spectroscopy instead of saturation spectroscopy to minimize the e�ect of

decay of the second qubit during the spectroscopy of the �rst qubit.

Time-domain method

For small ζ, it can be more e�ective to use a time-domain approach. We detail an example of

this experiment in Figure 5.8. We perform a Ramsey experiment on a target qubit when the

control qubit is either initialized in |g〉 or |e〉. By extracting and comparing the frequency of

Ramsey oscillations, we directly measure the additional detuning when the control qubit is in the

excited state as a frequency shift of the target qubit. In practice, we often perform a constant

delay variant of the Ramsey experiment, which we call a �Ramsey phase� experiment. We prefer

this Ramsey phase method as it avoids complications associated with decay of control transmon

during the course of a T2R experiment. We perform a Ramsey experiment at a �xed time, while

varying the phase, θ, of the second π/2-pulse (relative to the �rst pulse). We extract the phase

of the resulting sinusoidal oscillation, to determine the detuning: φ = δω ·t. Again, by comparing

the phase shift between a Ramsey phase experiment where the second qubit is initialized in either
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|g〉 or |e〉, the strength of the qubit-qubit coupling, ζ, can be extracted.

5.3.5 cross-Kerr between two cavities

The cross-Kerr between two cavities represents the coupling between two bosonic modes, quanti-

�ed through the interaction Hamiltonian between cavity modes t and c as Hab = χabâ
†âb̂†b̂. This

interaction can be used to perform direct cavity-cavity operations. For example, this term is used

(at least indirectly) to enable parametric interactions, such two-mode squeezing or beam-splitter

operations [137, 138, 143? ]. In other cases�such as the teleported gate experiment�we view

this coupling term as an unwanted residual interaction. As we continue to assemble more complex

multi-cavity devices, it is becoming increasingly important to quantify the cross-Kerr between

two cavities, especially if they are long-lived. In the case of the cross-Kerr between a storage

and readout cavity, this interaction term can lead to a skew in the readout signal of a transmon

qubit. The cavity-cavity cross-Kerr behaves in the same way as the transmon-cavity dispersive

interaction. For certain experiments [158], it was important to calibrate out the e�ect of this

cavity-cavity cross-Kerr on the measurement of the transmon qubit.

We can use slightly modi�ed techniques discussed in previous sections for a transmon and

cavity to measure the cavity-cavity cross-Kerr. There are two distinct cases that should be

considered: �rst, the cross-Kerr between a storage cavity and a readout cavity; second, the

cross-Kerr between two storage cavities. In both cases, we will utilize a transmon qubit coupled

to one or both modes as a meter for the state of one of the cavities. Here, we will survey some

of these techniques.

Measuring cross-Kerr via spectroscopy

As before, spectroscopy may be the most straightforward method to measure the cross-Kerr

between cavities. We �rst inject photons into the control cavity, either using a coherent state |α〉

or a Fock state |n〉, and then perform cavity spectroscopy on the target cavity. The measured

frequency shift of the target cavity resonance is proportional to the cross-Kerr: δωc = n̄χab.

We then perform cavity spectroscopy on the target cavity with an ancillary transmon qubit.
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Figure 5.8 | Transmon-Transmon cross-Kerr measurement via Ramsey interferometry.
a, The pulse sequence describing the measurement of the dispersive interaction via dual Ramsey
phase experiments. In this experiment, we exploit the fact that one transmon (i.e. control)
induces a qubit-state dependent frequency shift of ζ on the other transmon (i.e. target). We use
a Ramsey-style experiment to extract the frequency di�erence when the control transmon is in
|g〉 and |e〉. For each pair of Ramsey phase experiments, we �x the delay time and vary the phase,
θ, of the second π/2-pulse. b, Here we show several representative Ramsey-phase experiments
at di�erent delays, from t = 1 µs (bottom) to t = 5 µs (top). For each delay, we perform an
experiment when the control qubit is left in |g〉 (red) and an experiment when the control qubit is
initialized to be in |e〉 (blue). We �t the resulting oscillations, �xing the frequency and extracting
the phase. c, (Top) We plot the �t phases for control qubit in |g〉 (blue) and |e〉 (red) as a
function of delay time. When the control qubit is in |g〉, the phase shift is only dependent on the
drive detuning from the transmon transition frequency; here, we see a small detuning in the red
points. When the control qubit is in |e〉, the phase shift is equal to the sum of the detuning and
the transmon-transmon interaction term ζ. We extract the rate of phase shift (a frequency) from
the slope (black lines). (Bottom) We show the phase di�erence ∆φ = φe − φg as a function of
the delay time. From a linear �t, the slope corresponds to the transmon-transmon interaction
term, ζ/2π = 18± 1kHz.
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There will be an additional complication if the transmon qubit is coupled to both cavity modes as

the frequency of the transmon will be shifted by the dispersive interaction with the control cavity.

Since the initial displacement on the control cavity is known beforehand, the adjustment on the

transmon qubit can be pre-determined. If the control cavity is a low-Q mode, then it is also

possible to add a delay after the cavity spectroscopy pulse and before the transmon selective π-

pulse to allow for control cavity photons to decay. The resolution of this experiment is ultimately

set by the linewidth of the cavity resonance (as well as the bandwidth of the spectroscopy pulse

on the target cavity). As such, it is generally preferable to perform spectroscopy on the longer-

lived cavity mode to move further into the strong-dispersive regime. To be more precise, to

resolve χab in spectroscopy, one must use a cavity spectroscopy tone with duration τ > 1/χab.

For example, if χab/2π = 10 kHz, then we should choose a spectroscopy tone with τ > 100 mu.

With readout cavity lifetimes on the order of 100 − 1000 ns, the readout cavity will likely be

completely depleted of photons by the end of the cavity spectroscopy tone. If we are in the

number splitting regime, then the readout population is not necessary as we can directly extract

χab from the number-split peaks. If we are not resolved, then the average detuning as a function

of displacement amplitude can provide an upper bound to χab.

Measuring cross-Kerr via measuring cavity rotating frame

It is possible to measure the cross-Kerr through using time-domain methods. We will propose an

approach that closely follows the measurement of cavity self-Kerr described in subsection 5.3.2.

In this measurement, we rely on a linear frequency shift of the target cavity when the control

cavity is populated with photons. When the control cavity is initialized into a coherent state |α〉,

the frequency of the target cavity will be detuned by ∆ = |α|2χab. This detuning can be directly

measured using previously the previously-described measurement protocol. In order to isolate the

cross-Kerr χab from the self-Kerr and any other detuning, this experiment should be performed

as a function α.
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Figure 5.9 | Cavity-readout cross-Kerr measurement via Stark shifts. a and b, Experi-
mental protocol for performing Stark shift spectroscopy on the transmon (left) and cavity (right)
in the presence of an o�-resonant drive on the readout cavity (or any other cavity). c and d, For
a �xed pump detuning ∆pump = 21 MHz, we perform stark-shift spectroscopy on the transmon
(left) and cavity (right). Each trace and color is a di�erent pump power setting, with increasing
power from top to bottom. The data show that as the pump power increases, the detuning of
the mode increases. We �t each trace to extract the resonance frequency of the mode; the �t
is indicated in black. e and f, We plot the resonance frequencies as a function of pump power,
|ξr|2, (here, in DAC2 units). The Stark shift is linear in the pump power, with a �t indicated
in black. The Stark shift of the qubit scales as ∆q = χqr|ξr|2, and the cavity, the stark shift
scales as ∆c = χcr|ξr|2. The extracted slopes from the �t is proportional to χqr or χcr for
the qubit and cavity, respectively. We have repeated the experiment for several di�erent de-
tunings: 21 MHz (blue), 24 MHz (purple), and 29 MHz (red). g, We extract the cross-Kerr for
each series of pump detunings using the ratio of the Stark shifts and an independently measured
χrq/2π = 1.8 MHz. From the data, we infer the cross-Kerr between the cavity and readout to
be χcr/2π = 22.5(8) kHz. h, We show a schematic of the experimental system, consisting of
two cavities that are coupled by a transmon. We apply a pump (noted in grey) on the readout.
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Measuring cross-Kerr via Stark shift

There are a few options to measure the cross-Kerr between two cavities by measuring the relative

Stark shifts. We will take the case of measuring the cross-Kerr between a high-Q cavity (labeled

c) and a low-Q cavity (labeled r), both of which are coupled to a qubit (labeled q). The goal

is to extract χcr. An example of this experiment is detailed in Figure 5.9. In this experiment

we perform Stark shift spectroscopy on both the transmon and the high-coherence cavity. We

apply a detuned pump on the readout resonator and vary the applied power, |ξr|2, and detuning,

∆pump (we do note that the detuning also a�ects the pump power). For a given pump detuning,

the stark shift on the transmon and cavity will scale with the power linearly:

∆q = −χqr|ξr|2 ∆c = −χcr|ξr|2 (5.21)

For the same |ξr|2, we can write a simple relation

χcr =
∆c

∆q
× χqr. (5.22)

If we can extract χqr through an independent measurement, then we can directly compute the

cavity-readout cross-Kerr.

Performing the experiment in this manner is intentional. One can consider a variant where the

pump is applied to the high-coherence cavity. We would then be required to measure the stark

shift on the low-Q readout cavity. Given that χcr can be on the order of kHz, the detection of a

frequency shift that is several orders of magnitude smaller than the linewidth of the readout (which

is roughly MHz) is di�cult and noisy. A far better choice is to perform stark-Shift spectroscopy

on the high-Q mode where one can use selective pulses for high-resolution spectroscopy.

5.4 State preparation

The quality of any experiment is directly impacted by the the initial state preparation of the

system into a known state. We will focus on implementing a protocol for system-wide ground
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state preparation, leaving the preparation of other states to subsequent steps in a given protocol.

More speci�c to our cQED systems, there are two broad reasons why we may consider an active

approach for system preparation. First, the most straightforward approach to ground state prepa-

ration is to wait for a nominally cold system to thermalize to the ground state. As our coherence

times continue to increase, this thermalization time has also increased, limiting our experimental

repetition time to around 10 ms, an experimental cadence that has made some of our experiments

rather tedious to perform. Rapid system reset is an attractive capability that would allow us to

increase the experimental repetition rate. Second, the assumption that our system naturally

thermalizes to the ground state is phenomenologically not the case. Given that we thermalize

our quantum systems to roughly 20 mK, we would expect a negligible thermal excited-state pop-

ulation, Pexcited < 10−6. This is not the case in many cQED systems in the lab and across other

cQED labs. We observe anomolous equilibrium population of our transmon qubits that range

from 1− 10%. Currently the sources for this additional equilibrium population is unknown, but

several potential candidates include improper thermalization, additional input/output line noise,

or mechanical vibrations. Clearly, further investigation is needed to understand how to e�ectively

thermalize our devices to the mixing chamber of the dilution refrigerator.

Allowing the system to reach thermal equilibrium, therefore, is not a viable approach for

e�ective ground state preparation. Instead active, measurement-based protocols for state prepa-

ration are used in our experiments for initializing the system-wide ground state [172, 189, 190].

These measurement-based protocols can be split into two categories, depending whether real-

time feedback is available. If feedback is not available, then a postselected protocol can be used

to choose only the cases when the ground state is successfully prepared. This protocol was used

in [50]. On the other hand, if real-time feedback is available, then ground state preparation can

be achieved through measurement-based cooling protocols. These protocols allow us to keep

every experimental run as opposed to postselection which excises experimental runs where the

system is not in the ground state. Feedback protocols also have the advantage that the system

can be cooled using an adaptive protocol at a rate that is faster than the natural decay rate of

the each mode in the system. This is especially useful when initializing long-lived cavity states
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into the ground state, where we can achieve an experimental repetition time about an order of

magnitude faster than postselected routines. We will detail a fairly general protocol for prepar-

ing the ground state for a transmon and storage cavity that was used for the teleported gate

experiment.

Our feedback cooling protocol is diagrammed in Figure 5.10. It consists of three parts: (1)

reset the transmon qubits to |g〉, (2) empty the cavities to the vacuum state, (3) check that the

transmon qubits are still in the ground state. In Step 1, the transmon qubit is �rst measured;

if the result indicates that the qubit is in the excited state |e〉, then the controller dynamically

applies a π pulse to �ip the state down to |g〉. This process is repeated several times to build

con�dence that the transmon is in |g〉, continuing to the next step only if there have been

three consecutive �g� measurement results. In our experiment, we cool both transmon qubits

simultaneously, and so the signature for successful measurement is the joint ground state |gg〉. In

Step 2, to cool the cavities, we apply simultaneous π pulses on the two transmon qubits that �ips

the each qubit when and only when their respective data qubit cavities are in the vacuum state

|0〉. We use long σ = 1µs > 1/χ to ensure that we are selective on the transmon resonance

frequency when the cavity is in |0〉. This protocol also provides a check that the bus cavity

is in the vacuum state as well. These selective pulses have a duration that is an appreciable

fraction of transmon coherence times, and thus have a lower probability of correctly �ipping the

qubit (∼ 90%). To account for this diminished contrast, we repeat this process three times,

only continuing when we have three consecutive successful measurements. If a failure occurs

indicating that the data qubit cavities have some �nite population, then we apply a four-wave

mixing process (Q-switch) that rapidly evacuates population in the data qubit cavities into the

readout resonator with a time constant of τ ∼ 100 ns [138]. We then return to Step 1. When

we successfully complete Step 2, we then perform a feedback cooling check similar to Step 1 to

ensure that the transmon qubits are in the ground state. This last step typically takes less than

10 µs, which is far shorter compared to the estimated heating rate of the data qubit cavities of

10 − 100 ms. This cooling protocol is e�cient, enabling an experimental repetition period of

around 1 ms, though with a faster Q-switch, the cavity evacuation could be made faster. Using
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Figure 5.10 | Feedback cooling sequences. Measurement-based feedback sequences used for
system-wide ground state preparation. a Cooling sequence used to reset both of the transmon
(communication) qubits. To increase con�dence in the ground state preparation, we require
three consecutive measurements that both qubits are in the ground state before accepting the
reset has succeeded. b Cooling sequence used to reset the entire system. The transmon cooling
sequence is used as a subroutine for the full system reset. We apply a long selective π pulse on
each transmon that �ips the transmon qubit only when the data qubit and bus are both in the
vacuum state. An additional unselective π-pulse so that the successful measurement outcome
indicates that the transmon qubit is in the ground state.
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this feedback cooling protocol, we are able to initialize our transmon and cavities in the ground

state with > 99% state �delity.

5.5 Analysis methods

In this section, we discuss our methods for characterizing the states and processes that we produce

in experiment. We �rst describe the general process for quantum state reconstruction through

performing quantum state tomography (QST), casting it as a matrix inversion problem. This

protocol is general, and we specialize it for performing tomography on (multi-)qubit systems as

well as multi-level (e.g. cavity) systems. The result of this analysis is a procedure for state

reconstruction that can readily converted to an experimental recipe.

5.5.1 Quantum state tomography

Writing the tomography problem

Given a state that we create experimentally, how do we know what we have created? The

experimental reconstruction of an unknown quantum state ρ̂ is achieved by performing quantum

state tomography. The general idea is to perform a set of measurements on the state to extract

properties (or correlations) of that state through repeated preparations and measurements. Only

by performing such ensemble measurements can we determine the state that was experimentally

produced.

The �rst step is to determine the set of measurements that are su�cient to determine the

quantum state. One way to do this is to generate a set of measurement operators {M̂k} from

which we extract a set of probabilities πk = Tr
[
M̂k · ρ̂

]
. The set of measurement operators

must form a complete basis in order to gain su�cient information about the state. In practice,

we modify this approach. In most experimental platforms (including our cQED architecture), we

are limited to a few measurement operators and instead rely on unitary operations to give us

access to the necessary properties of the state. For this discussion, we de�ne a POVM with the

elements {Êm} a tomographically-complete set of operations {Ûr} to act on the unknown state.
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The probability of measuring outcome m when using operation r is then given by

πm,r = Tr
[
ÊmÛrρ̂Û

†
r

]
, (5.23)

The next step is to decompose the density matrix into a useful basis {ρ̂a}, generically written

as

ρ̂ =

Na∑

a

pa · ρ̂a (5.24)

We want to determine the coe�cients pa, which we can combine into a single column vector, ~P

for convenience.

Applying this decomposition to Equation 5.23 yields

πm,r =
∑

a

pa · Tr
[
ÊmÛrρ̂aÛ

†
r

]
−→ ~M = T · ~P , (5.25)

where ~Π measurement-outcome column-vector, and ~P is the vector representation of the density

operator, and T is the linear tomography matrix that relates the quantum state to measurement

outcomes. It is critical to note that the quantity Tr
[
ÊmÛrρ̂aÛ

†
r

]
is known and therefore the

whole T matrix can be immediately generated.

Then, in principle, the quantum state can be simply reconstructed by ~P = T−1 ~M . Note

that for Nm measurement settings and Nr tomography operations, the tomography matrix has

dimension [Nm ·Nr, Na], and is in general a non-square matrix. In the following, we describe how

we specify the measurements and tomography operations to generate the tomography matrix T

for various states on which we perform we perform state tomography. Given our formalism, this

amounts to (1) determining an appropriate basis for ρ̂, (2) choosing the tomography operators

{Ûr}, and (3) determining the POVM {Êm}. By specifying these three components of QST,

we can directly compute the expected T. After experimentally extracting the measurement

outcomes ~M , we can determine the density operator. Given this general formalism, we describe

how we de�ne these components for the particular cases of qubit state tomography and of cavity

Wigner tomography.
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Qubit state tomography

For tomography on qubits, it is convenient to decompose the state in the Pauli basis

ρ̂ =
∑

a

pa · σ̂a, (5.26)

where σ̂a ∈ {σ̂I , σ̂x, σ̂y, σ̂z}⊗Nq . are the generalized Pauli operators for an Nq-qubit quantum

state. This vector is often called the Pauli vector and encodes the same information as the

density operator.

Now for the set of tomography operations. While four operations (rotations) per qubit are

su�cient to perform tomography, we use an overcomplete set of rotations, with Nr = 6. For

each qubit, we perform the set of rotations including identity, π/2-pulses, and π-pulses:

{Î , R̂x(π), R̂x(±π
2

), R̂y(±
π

2
)}. (5.27)

This results in a total of NNq
r = 62 = 36 tomography operations.

Now we need to specify the measurement operators. One common choice to implement is

the joint projector, M̂joint =
∣∣0⊗Nq

〉〈
0⊗Nq

∣∣, which is the projector onto the ground state. This

joint measurement is useful for performing tomography on a multi-qubit register with using a

binary (two-valued) measurement apparatus (see examples, [50, 99]).

We will focus on another useful POVM, one that is used for performing tomography for the

teleported gate experiment described in chapter 6. We consider state tomography on a pair

of qubit (Nq = 2) where we have the capability to measure the Ẑ projection for each qubit

independently, thus extracting two bits of information for each experiment. The POVM for such

a measurement contains four elements, {P̂00, P̂01, P̂10, P̂11}, where each element is ideally the

two-qubit projector P̂jk = |jk〉〈jk|.

For this two-qubit example, the Pauli vector ~P has dimension
[
4Nq × 1

]
→ [16× 1]. We

de�ne ~Mjk as measurement outcomes when the jk POVM element is applied; this is a column

vector with dimension
[
N2
r × 1

]
→ [36× 1]. Finally for each POVM element, we de�ne the
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tomography matrix Tjk, which has dimension
[
N2
r × 4Nq

]
→ [36× 16]. Now we can assemble

the parts together to set up the matrix problem:




~M00

~M01

~M10

~M11




=




T00

T01

T10

T11







p0

p1

...

pn



. (5.28)

In practice, our experimentally realized measurement operators may deviate from the ideal

operator; such bias can in�uence the quality of the state reconstruction. To address this, we can

perform a calibration to directly extract the experimental measurement operator. We prepare each

computational state |jk〉, j, k ∈ {0, 1} and perform our two-bit measurement. The experimental

POVM elements {P̂jk} are then given as

P̂jk =




Pr(“00′′| |jk〉)

Pr(“01′′| |jk〉)

Pr(“10′′| |jk〉)

Pr(“11′′| |jk〉)



, (5.29)

where Pr(“ab′′| |jk〉) represents the probability that we measure outcome “ab′′ when preparing

the state |jk〉. This analysis assumes that the measurement operator is only sensitive to Ẑ

component of the qubit state, and from previous work performing quantum detector tomography

[50], we �nd this a reasonable assumption.

Cavity Wigner tomography

While our cavity states are naturally expressed in the Fock basis,

ρ̂ =
∑

mn

pmn |n〉〈m| , (5.30)
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we have found a more experimentally natural approach to perform cavity state tomography

by measuring the cavity Wigner function [71, 191] (for, more details in a cQED context, see

[158, 159]). The Wigner function is a tomographically-complete description of a cavity state,

and it is straightforward to measure in our cQED systems.

In this context, the most practical de�nition for the Wigner function is that it is a measurement

of the photon-number parity at a point in the oscillator phase space:

W (α) =
2

π
Tr
[
D̂†αρ̂D̂αΠ̂

]
, (5.31)

where the parity operator is de�ned as Π̂ = exp
[
−iπâ†â

]
.

The protocol for performing Wigner tomography is that we perform many displacements

D̂k ≡ D̂(βk), and for each displacement we measure the value of the Wigner function. What

remains is a prescription to relate the Wigner function to the density operator expressed in the

Fock basis. We follow the steps detailed in [191] and describe an e�cient algorithm to extract

the Wigner function for a given ρ̂. We decompose ρ̂ in the Fock-basis: ρ̂ =
∑Nc

m,n ρm,n |m〉〈n|,

truncating at a maximum photon number Nc, and applying to Equation 5.31:

Wk =
2

π

∑

m,n

ρm,n Tr
[
|m〉〈n| D̂kΠ̂D̂

†
k

]

=
2

π

∑

m,n

ρm,n 〈n| D̂†kΠD̂k |m〉

=
2

π

∑

m,n

ρm,nWm,n(βk)

(5.32)

The matrix elements Wm,n(β) can be e�ciently calculated using the relation [191]

Wm,n(β) ≡ 〈n| D̂(β)ΠD̂(β)† |m〉

= (−1)me−|β|
2
(2β)m−n

√
n

m
L(n−m)
n (|β|),

(5.33)

where L(m−n)
n is a generalized Laguerre polynomial. Thus, the tomography matrix elements has

elements T[k,mn] = Wm,n(βk).
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5.5.2 Quantum process tomography

In addition to characterizing quantum states, we will also be interested to analyze the quality of

quantum processes, for example, the unitary operations we perform on our qubits. Such analysis

is important to validate that an experimentally implemented operation is faithful to the intended

process. We aim to extract a process matrix that encodes how any input quantum state will be

transformed by the operation. This is described by de�ning a superoperator E(·) that acts on

the set of density operators ρ̂.

ρ̂out = E (ρ̂in) (5.34)

We can describe the quantum process via a Krauss decomposition

E (ρ̂in) =
∑

m

K̂mρ̂inK̂
†
m (5.35)

We can express these Krauss operators K̂m in a �xed basis of operators ˆ̃Ki, where K̂m =

∑
i ki

ˆ̃Ki. For example, one common basis is simply the �elemental basis�: ˆ̃Ki=m,n = |m〉〈n|.

For process tomography on qubits, the generalized Nq-qubit Pauli basis, {σ̂m} is also a common

choice. Using this basis, we can write describe the quantum process according to the �χ-matrix

representation�:

E (ρ̂in) =
∑

mn

χmnσ̂mρ̂inσ̂n, (5.36)

Another common process matrix representation is the Pauli-transfer representation [62], which

describes a quantum process rather elegantly and intuitively. Given an input and output quantum

state described in the Pauli basis, ρ̂in,out → ~Pin,out, we de�ne a superoperator R that transforms

the input quantum state into the output quantum state

~Pout = R~Pin. (5.37)

The Pauli transfer matrix R describes how the elements of the Pauli vector are changed under

the action of this quantum process.
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We can extract the Pauli transfer matrix quite easily. We prepare a tomographically complete

set of input states (which we assume are perfect), enact the process, and perform quantum state

tomography for each. Now we have a set of input states and output states. We assemble each

state tomography setting as an additional column in 5.37 to generate an input and output matrix,

P =
(
~P0 . . . ~Pk

)
. Then extracting R = Pout · P−1

in .

The key idea here is that quantum process tomography requires measuring quantum state

tomography for many di�erent states. Because quantum processes are linear (CPTP) maps, we

can these set of input states to predict what happens when we put them in superposition.

5.5.3 Reconstruction techniques

Though it is possible to directly calculate the density operator from inverting T, noise and other

experimental imperfections can result in unphysical reconstructed ρ̂, possibly violating one or

more of the requirements of non-negative eigenvalues, Hermeticity, or unit trace. We address

this issue by utilizing a Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) �t to the data. Given gaussian

statistics, the probability to observe the experimental measurement outcomes {fm} for a given

ρ is given by

L ({fm}|ρ) =
1

N
∏

m

exp

[
− [πm(ρ)− fm]2

2σ2
m

]
, (5.38)

where πm is the expected value for a given experimental setting (given generally in Equation 5.23).

We are interested in maximizing this probability by performing a search over all physical ρ.

To simplify this problem, we consider the logarithm of Equation 5.38 and assume the data

are sampled from independent and identical distributions, σmr → σ. Given these we have the

following residual sum-of-squares equation

lnL ({fm}|ρ) =
∑

m

[πm(ρ)− fm]2 , (5.39)

where we have dropped the negative sign to emphasize that this function is strictly non-negative

and convex. Our reconstruction minimizes the log-likelihood function, Equation 5.39. In order

to specify a physical ρ, we specify this problem as a constrained semi-de�nite program, using
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CVXPY [192, 193] to solve the convex optimization problem

ρMLE = argmin
ρ

lnL ({fm}|ρ)

subject to ρ ≥ 0, ρ† = ρ,Tr ρ = 1

(5.40)



6
Teleportation of a quantum gate

In this chapter we present the experimental implementation of a CNOT gate between two logical

qubits using a protocol known as gate teleportation. The original proposal for the teleported

gate was described in 1999 [44], and we implement a modi�ed version of the protocol from

[55]. In contrast to more conventional approaches for implementing two-qubit gates, the tele-

ported operation relies on shared entanglement and local operations and classical communication

(LOCC), and our implementation utilizes real-time adaptive control to implement a gate that is

deterministic.

We begin this chapter by describing a promising approach for constructing a quantum com-

puter, the quantum modular architecture, for which the teleported gate is a critical component.

We then introduce the teleported gate protocol in section 6.2. The next three sections, sec-

tion 6.4, section 6.3, and section 6.5, describe the details of our implementation of the tele-

ported gate; in particular, how we perform this gate between logical qubits encoded in the states

of high-coherence superconducting cavities. In section 6.6, we demonstrate all of the necessary

components for the gate, and in section 6.7, we describe the process for putting these components

together for the teleported gate. Next, section 6.8 provides the main experimental results that

prove that we have implemented a teleported CNOT gate. We then provide a thorough analysis

of the performance of the gate in section 6.9 and section 6.10, showing that for the most part,

the teleported gate performs as we expect based on its constituent parts. Finally, in section 6.11

we discuss reasonable modi�cations to our experiment to further its performance.

163
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6.1 Modular quantum systems

The remarkable progress in quantum control and coherence across numerous physical implemen-

tations, including superconducting qubits, has lead to exploration into the speci�c requirements

and construction of a scalable quantum computer [86, 194]. The challenges of building a func-

tional quantum computer abound. The �rst challenge in addressing the errors and imperfections

in our physical qubits necessitate the implementation of quantum error correction. Several phys-

ical qubits will be composed to form a logical qubit, a two-dimensional subspace that takes

advantage of symmetry properties and redundancy to allow the detection and correction of the

dominant errors on physical qubits. Then we must demonstrate adequate quantum control

over the logical qubits to achieve universal quantum computation by implementing both single

qubit and multi-qubit operations on the encoded quantum information. In order to demonstrate

fault-tolerant quantum computation, we will eventually have to ensure that the logical gates are

compatible with the error-correction protocol and do not introduce new (uncorrectable) types of

errors.

Alongside this development, one must consider how these qubits will be connected together.

There are several distinct challenges that must be addressed in determining an appropriate quan-

tum architecture. Residual interactions and crosstalk across the quantum device can introduce

additional errors that will be di�cult to mitigate. Achieving target design parameters (e.g. co-

herences and Hamiltonian terms) to a given speci�cation across a large-scale device require a

level of precision and reproducibility that become ever more demanding [86]. There are also

additional practical questions of physically connecting the necessary input and outputs to phys-

ically control and measure the device [170]. Finally, once the device is constructed, validating

and benchmarking this quantum device will require new, scalable techniques. These and other

challenges motivate a careful approach that can manage the complexity of building a quantum

computer.

One common theme that emerges in the development of almost any large-scale, complex

system, both in nature and man-made, is the idea of modularity [195]. Such an approach relies on
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splitting a system into more managable subsystems, specialized to perform a single task. These

subsystems are composed of individual controllable elements that can be separately designed

and optimized. These subsystems are combined to perform more complex tasks, themselves

becoming subsystems for ever more complex operations. Thus a modular approach lends itself as

a hierarchical strategy to manage complex systems. Modularity as a design principle is pervasive.

In nature, we can �nd examples of in biology [196, 197]; e.g. organelles that perform distinct

functions in a cell or even organs that compose a human body. Starting from the early days of the

digital computing era [198], modular design in�uenced nearly every stage of development1; today,

nearly every computer system, from the personal computer to a supercomputer, is constructed

according to some modular architecture.

6.1.1 The quantum modular architecture

We can apply this paradigm to the construction of a quantum computer, an compelling ap-

proach that we call the quantum modular architecture. The backbone of this architecture is the

development of a quantum network [37] (Figure 6.1a). We envision a distributed network of

modules, which are small quantum processors that can be well-controlled, execute quantum error

correction, and easily produced. Each module is a small quantum processor that is composed of

two separately optimized subsystems (Figure 6.1b): �rst, data qubits that function as quantum

memories and are logically encoded to be error correctable; and second, communication qubits

that mediate interactions between di�erent modules through distributed entanglement. These

modules are linked together through communication channels that are used to distribute en-

tanglement throughout the network. This architecture uses distributed entanglement as a vital

quantum resource for performing multi-qubit operations between qubits in di�erent modules.

Crucial to this architecture�and the topic of this experimental work�is the technique for per-

forming these multi-qubit operations. These operations are enabled through teleportation and

allow the data qubits to be well-isolated, o�ering a systematic path for minimizing crosstalk and

1. Indeed, von Neumann took great inspiration from biological systems when developing the formalism for
fault-tolerant (classical) computing, noting that reliability of whole biological systems despite the unreliability of
individual components [198]
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Module 1

Module 2

Data 
qubits (D)

Communication 
channel

Communication
qubits (C)

a b

Figure 6.1 | Constructing a quantum modular architecture. a, In this network overview
of the modular quantum architecture, modules are represented as nodes of a quantum network
and are composed of: data qubit(s) (magenta) and communication qubit(s) (cyan). Coupling
between modules is generated through potentially recon�gurable communication channels that
may be enabled (dark purple line) or disabled (light purple line). b, Each module houses a small
quantum processor capable of high �delity operations among data qubits and communication
qubits.

residual interactions across the entire network even while scaling the system. So far, elementary

quantum networks have demonstrated the transmission of quantum information and the genera-

tion of entanglement between communication qubits [94, 142, 199, 200, 201]. It will be necessary

to implement entangling operations between logical data qubits to perform universal quantum

computation using these networks.

In the context of quantum computation, there are a number of distinct advantages when

considering a quantum modular architecture.

1. It presents a hierarchical approach to assemble individual components of the quantum

computer together.

2. Each module within the network will individually testable, which allows for very precise

system-wide optimization and lowers the requirements for simultaneous optimization.

3. In principle, the modular architecture allows for all-to-all connectivity, which can have
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signi�cant bene�ts in reducing overhead for designing fault-tolerant quantum protocols.

4. The modular architecture results in a general purpose quantum device that can be recon-

�gured as necessary.

5. The modular architecture improves isolation among components within di�erent modules

and reduces crosstalk throughout the network even while scaling the size of the system.

The architecture as is currently envisioned takes advantage of many of the speci�c advantages

of the 3D cQED platform. In our work, we demonstrate a teleported CNOT gate that is both

deterministic and operates on logically-encoded data qubits. We implement two modules that

each consist of a superconducting microwave cavity as the data qubit and a transmon as the

communication qubit. Here, we generate entanglement between communication qubits via a local

quantum bus that individually couples to each communication qubit. Our implementation can be

adapted in the future to incorporate schemes for generating remote entanglement [142, 201, 202,

203], necessary for a scalable quantum modular architecture. Here, we use a hardware-e�cient

approach [21, 204] to logically encode each data qubit within the states of a long-lived cavity

mode. Importantly, despite the added complexity of our logical encoding, we implement high-

�delity control over both data and communication qubit within each module. We use real-time

adaptive control enabled by the use of our FPGA-based controller to implement a deterministic

CNOT operation between to logical qubits.

6.2 Basics of gate teleportation

In this section, we walk through the basics of the teleported gate protocol. In contrast to

conventional approaches that use direct interactions, the modular quantum architecture will

require quantum teleportation to enact entangling operations [35, 44]. Teleportation has been

used in a variety of platforms to transfer a quantum state between two remote systems [38, 39, 41,

205, 206, 207, 208, 209]. The teleportation of a two-qubit quantum gate expands on quantum

state teleportation and describes the protocol for a unitary operation between two unknown
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Figure 6.2 | Quantum modules and the teleported CNOT circuit. a, A module, at min-
imum, consists of a data qubit (D) and communication qubit (C). Gates between data qubits
in di�erent modules are accomplished through the implementation of a teleported gate. b, The
teleported CNOT circuit requires (1) entanglement between C1 and C2 (purple meander), (2)
local operations, (3) measurement of C1 and C2, and (4) classical communication (double lines)
and feedforward operations.

states with a protocol that circumvents the necessity for direct interaction between the two data

qubits [44, 55] (Figure 6.2). Instead, these teleportation-based protocols utilize a previously

prepared entangled state of the communication qubits, local operations within each module,

and classical communication between modules [44, 55, 210]. Previously, similar protocols have

been demonstrated between two physical data qubits without real-time classical communication

[211, 212, 213], where the desired operation is extracted probabilistically through postselection.

6.2.1 Walkthrough of the teleported gate

Here we walk-through the teleported CNOT gate in Figure 6.2b. To better distinguish the data

from communication qubit, we will use numerical kets {|0〉 , |1〉} for the data qubit and energy-

level kets {|g〉 , |e〉} for the communication qubit.

1. We initialize the system in a general two-qubit state for the data qubit |ψ12〉 and the

anti-symmetric Bell state |Ψ+〉 = (|ge〉+ |eg〉) /
√

2 for the two communication qubits.

|ψ12〉
∣∣Ψ+

〉
= (a |00〉+ b |01〉+ c |10〉+ d |11〉)⊗ 1√

2
(|ge〉+ |eg〉) , (6.1)

where the data qubit state described by four complex probability amplitudes that obey the
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normalization constraint, |a|2 + |b|2 + |c|2 + |d|2 = 1. For the remainder of the discussion

we will incorporate the appropriate normalization into these coe�cients.

2. First, we perform the control-module local CNOT, a data-qubit controlled, communication-

qubit target gate:

|ψ〉
CNOTcontrol

= a |00ge〉+ a |00eg〉+ b |01ge〉+ b |01eg〉

+ c |10ee〉+ c |10gg〉+ d |11ee〉+ d |11gg〉
(6.2)

3. Second, we perform the target-module local CNOT, a communication-qubit controlled, data-

qubit target gate:

|ψ〉
CNOTtarget

= a |01ge〉+ a |00eg〉+ b |00ge〉+ b |01eg〉

+ c |11ee〉+ c |10gg〉+ d |10ee〉+ d |11gg〉
(6.3)

4. Next, in order to measure the X̂-basis on the target-module communication-qubit, we

perform a π/2-rotation on the target-module communication-qubit that takes |g〉 → |g〉+

|e〉 and |e〉 → |g〉 − |e〉.

|ψ〉
CNOT

= a (+ |01gg〉 − |01ge〉+ |00eg〉+ |00ee〉)

+b (+ |00gg〉 − |00ge〉+ |01eg〉+ |01ee〉)

+c (+ |10gg〉+ |10ge〉+ |11eg〉 − |11ee〉)

+d (+ |11gg〉+ |11ge〉+ |10eg〉 − |10ee〉)

(6.4)

Now we measure the communication qubits, and we write the outcomes |g〉 → “0” and
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|e〉 → “1”.

“00” : |ψ00〉 = a |01〉+ b |00〉+ c |10〉+ d |11〉

“01” : |ψ01〉 = −a |01〉+ b |00〉+ c |10〉+ d |11〉

“10” : |ψ10〉 = a |00〉+ b |01〉+ c |11〉+ d |10〉

“11” : |ψ11〉 = a |00〉+ b |01〉 − c |11〉 − d |10〉

(6.5)

And the feedforward single-qubit operations bring the states to

“00” : ˆIX |ψ00〉 = a |00〉+ b |01〉+ c |11〉+ d |10〉 = ÛCNOT |ψ〉

“01” : ˆZX |ψ01〉 = ÛCNOT |ψ〉

“10” : ÎI |ψ10〉 = ÛCNOT |ψ〉

“11” : ẐI |ψ11〉 = ÛCNOT |ψ〉

(6.6)

And each of these implements a CNOT operation.

6.3 Logical qubits

Executing quantum operations on error-protected logical qubits is a critical milestone in the devel-

opment of fault-tolerant quantum computation [86]. Logical qubits have been used to experimen-

tally demonstrate quantum error detection and correction [21, 88, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219]

as well as single logical-qubit operations [185, 220, 221]; however, the extension to multi-qubit

operations remains a much-needed capability for universal quantum computation. The cen-

tral challenge in implementing these operations�and also for scaling up quantum systems�is

introducing the couplings necessary for the desired operation while minimizing the unwanted

interactions to preserve individual coherence and control.

Implementing operations on logical qubits is more demanding and complex than the equiv-

alent operation using physical qubits and places additional requirements on all aspects of these

systems. This added complexity stems from the redundant encoding that is a prerequisite for

quantum error correction, and �rst adds an overhead in logical qubit error rate. Logical qubits
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are typically composed of multiple physical qubits (or multiple levels of an oscillator, in our case),

and there will be additional challenges to suppress classical and quantum crosstalk su�ciently

to perform accurate manipulations within an encoded subspace. Furthermore, logical qubit op-

erations are typically constructed from several distinct elements; while each may individually be

faithful to its intended operation, it will be necessary to experimentally verify that the compiled

operation does not introduce unexpected errors. These considerations motivate e�orts�such

as our teleported gate�to construct and validate logical quantum systems both to advance

computational capabilities and to reveal experimental nonidealities.

6.3.1 Binomial logical encoding

The high-dimensional cavity modes that de�ne our data qubits allow for a wide range of encod-

ings. For our demonstration of the teleported CNOT, we have chosen to logically-encode each of

the data qubits as one of the recently-developed bosonic binomial quantum codes [204],

|0L〉 = |2〉 , |1L〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉+ |4〉) , (6.7)

speci�ed in the photon-number basis of the cavity. The two basis states have even photon-

number parity. When this logical qubit functions as a quantum memory, the dominant error

channel for this system is single-photon loss, an error channel that transforms the basis states

into states of odd photon-number parity. Importantly, in this encoding the quantum information is

still preserved in this error subspace, such that photon-number parity measurements�which can

implemented with high �delity in our system [21]�can be used in an error-correction protocol

to detect and correct single-photon loss events in the cavity. To illustrate the logical Bloch

sphere, we prepared the six cardinal states and characterized each state by measuring the Wigner

function of the data qubit (Figure 6.3). The Wigner function provides not only a strikingly visual

representation of the logical qubit state, but also completely speci�es the underlying cavity state,

a capability analogous to full state tomography of the constituent physical qubits that compose

a logical qubit.
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|−ZL〉

|+ZL〉

|−XL〉

|+XL〉

|−YL〉
|+YL〉

Figure 6.3 | Logical Bloch sphere for the binomial code encoding. The data qubit is
logically encoded in the binomial code basis and the Wigner function for each of the six cardinal
states {±ẐL,±X̂L,±ŶL} is shown.

6.3.2 Fock encoding

We also demonstrate the teleported gate using a simple Fock encoding, with basis states |0〉 and

|1〉, utilizing the lowest two energy levels of the cavity to specify the data qubit. We note that

this basis is not a logical-encoding according to our de�nition as it does not allow for quantum

error correction; however, by specifying the data qubits in this simple basis, we can extract an

upper-bound to the performance of the teleported gate using our current device.

6.4 Physical implementation

6.4.1 Device implementation

Here we describe the design of the device used for the teleported gate experiment. Our system

consists of three 3D cavities, two Y-shaped transmon superconducting qubits, and two Purcell-

�ltered readout resonator. Our device (Figure 6.4) is constructed from a single machined block

of high-purity (4N) Aluminum that physically forms the three 3D cavities as well as the package

that houses sapphire chips on which the transmon qubits and quasi-planar readout resonators are
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de�ned. Each cavity is constructed as a 3D λ/4-transmission line resonator, with a cylindrical

outer conductor of diameter 9.5 mm and stub with inner conductor of diameter 3.2 mm. The bot-

tom of the stub transitions into the Al block, thus electrically connecting to the outer conductor

and establishing a ground termination. The other end is terminated as an open connection and

transforms into a vacuum cylindrical waveguide. These two boundary conditions establish the

λ/4 resonant structure for the cavity mode. The stub lengths dictate the resonance frequency,

and the two data qubit cavities have center pin lengths of 12.7 mm and 13.2 mm, while the bus

cavity has a stub length of 11.7 mm. The far-end of all three cylindrical waveguides are closed

o� with a separate Al cap. This waveguide, physically necessary for machining the cavity stub,

also serves to isolate the cavity electromagnetic mode from a potentially lossy seam formed by

the opening at the top of the waveguide. Based on the cuto� frequency of 20 GHz, the seam

energy participation in the cavity mode is < 10−8. For the transmon qubits to gain access to the

cavities, tunnels are opened up in the Al block perpendicular to the axial axis of the cavities. We

position two such tunnels so that each individually intersects with one data qubit cavity and the

bus cavity. The tunnels are located at a height near the top of the stubs to maximize the electric

�eld coupling between the cavity and transmon qubit. Into these tunnels, we insert a sapphire

chip onto which we have lithographically printed the transmon qubit and readout resonator. The

entire machined Al package is chemically etched around 100 µm to improve the surface quality

by removing machining damage [161].

On the sapphire chip, the transmon qubit is designed with Y-shaped antenna pads [164] to

couple to three distinct modes: the cavity that encodes the data qubit, the bus, and the readout

resonator. When the chip is inserted in the tunnel, the two arms of the antenna protrude into

the space of data qubit and bus cavity. This enables capacitive coupling between each cavity

and the transmon qubit (and to a lesser degree, mode mixing between the two 3D cavities). On

the opposite side of these antenna pads, we print two strips of Al that form the centerpin of

quasi-planar λ/2 stripline resonators. One functions as the readout resonator mode and the other

functions as a Purcell �lter [150] to protect the transmon qubit and 3D cavities from spontaneous

emission into the readout resonator. The striplines are constructed with meanders to decrease the
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module mode Energy relaxation time, Ramsey dephasing time, Echo dephasing time,
τ1ph or T1 (µs) TR

2 (µs) TE
2 (µs)

1 data 1150 390 �
communication 65− 69 11− 14 18− 20

readout 0.1 � �
2 data 1100 390 �

communication 67− 77 18− 22 22− 24
readout 0.1 � �
bus 230 � �

Table 6.1 | System coherences.

physical footprint of each resonator while maintaining a particular mode frequency. The readout

resonator (and �lter mode) is strongly coupled to a 50Ω transmission line for fast readout of the

transmon qubit state. We use a standard electron-beam lithography process to simultaneously

de�ne the transmon qubits and stripline resonators. Our transmon qubit Josephson junctions

are de�ned with the Bridge-free shadow mask process [111]. Each chip is diced from a wafer of

430 µm c-plane sapphire to dimensions of 5.5 mm× 27.5 mm.

6.4.2 System characterization

The system of nine modes can be split up into two categories: nearly-linear harmonic oscillator

modes (describing the cavities, resonators, and �lters) and anharmonic bosonic modes (describing

the transmon qubits). In this work we utilize the lowest two levels of the transmon qubits. A

detailed table of coherences in our experiment is provided in Table 6.1.

To understand our system Hamiltonian we �rst de�ne a few primitives. We have removed

the factor of ~ in the Hamiltonian for clarity.

� Kerr oscillator Hamiltonian, which describes an anharmonic oscillator

HO(â) = ωaâ
†â− Ka

2
â†â†ââ, (6.8)

where ωa represents the resonance frequency and Ka is the self-Kerr, or anharmonicity, for

mode â.
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10 mm

a b

c

Figure 6.4 | Overview of teleported gate device. a Photograph of full device assembly. The
machined Al package contains four coaxial λ/4 3D cavities, three of which are used in this work.
The cavities that serve as data qubits and bus are outlined in pink and black, respectively. A
detailed photograph of the cavities is shown in b. Two clamps anchor each sapphire chip, one is
highlighted in blue and is detailed in c. The visible connectors are input ports for each cavity; the
input/output ports for the transmon and readout resonators are on the underside of the device
and thus not visible. b Top-down photograph of cavities. We illustrate the three cavities using
the same color scheme in a; the inner circle represents the inner conductor the de�nes the cavity
mode. The orange outline shows the sapphire chip inserted into the device package. Also visible
are the antenna pads of the transmon that enable coupling to each cavity. c Photograph of
sapphire chip on which the transmon and readout resonators are fabricated. The sapphire chip
is outlined in orange and contains several elements: from the top of the �gure moving down, the
Y-shaped transmon qubit, the readout resonator, and the Purcell �lter.
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Readout
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Coupler bus

Figure 6.5 | Experimental realization of the teleported gate. Each module consists of
a data qubit de�ned as a coaxial λ/4 3D cavity (magenta), a communication qubit de�ned as
a Y-shaped transmon qubit (cyan), and a Purcell-�ltered, quasi-planar, λ/2 stripline readout
resonator (black). In this experiment, the two modules are linked by an additional mode realized
as a coaxial λ/4 3D cavity (purple) that serves as a bus mode.

� Dispersive coupling Hamiltonian, which describes the dispersive interaction between two

modes â and b̂:

Hdisp(â, b̂) = −χabâ†âb̂†b̂︸ ︷︷ ︸
H(0)

disp
(â,b̂)

+χ′ab(â
†)2(â)2b̂†b̂︸ ︷︷ ︸

H(1)
disp

(â,b̂)

, (6.9)

where χab is the dispersive interaction between modes a and b and χ′ab is the nonlinear

dispersive interaction (i.e. an interaction dependent on the number of photons in each

mode). Typically we take b̂ as the transmon mode, and since we will operate in the two-

level subspace, we can safely ignore the other nonlinear term, â†â(b̂†)2(b̂)2, can be ignored.

Otherwise, we will be explicit if we only consider one of the dispersive terms.

We can then write the Hamiltonian for each module, which includes one 3D cavity with

operator, ĉ; one transmon qubit, q̂; and one readout resonator, r̂ (the �lter resonator is not

included as it is never directly populated and thus, does not participate in the Hamiltonian

dynamics of the system).

Hmodule(ĉ, q̂, r̂) = HO(ĉ) +HO(q̂) +HO(r̂) +Hdisp(ĉ, q̂) +Hdisp(r̂, q̂) +H(0)
disp(ĉ, r̂). (6.10)
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The relevant parameters includes the mode frequencies (ωc, ωq, ωr); the self-Kerrs (Kc, Kq, Kr);

the dispersive interaction between the readout resonator and transmon (χrq and χ′rq); and �nally,

the cross-Kerr between the cavity and readout resonator (χcr). In practice, we neglect a few

terms: �rst, the self-Kerr of readout resonator, Kr, which typically causes a small perturbation

on the readout resonator response during transmon measurement; and second, the nonlinear

interaction term between cavity and readout resonator, χ′cr, is small as both modes are nearly-

linear harmonic oscillators and can be ignored. Hamiltonian parameters for each module are

tabulated in Table 6.2.

Next, we group the main terms that participate in the dynamics for entangling the two

transmon (communication) qubits: the two transmon qubits (q̂1 and q̂2) and bus cavity (b̂).

This Hamiltonian is described as follows:

Hcoupling(q̂1, q̂2, b̂) = HO(q̂1) +HO(q̂2) +HO(b̂) +Hdisp(b̂, q̂1) +Hdisp(b̂, q̂2) +Hdisp(q̂1, q̂2),

(6.11)

The relevant parameters includes the mode frequencies (ωq1 , ωq2 , ωb) and the self-Kerrs (Kq1 ,

Kq2 , Kr) as well as the interaction terms between the bus and each qubit, χbq1,2 and χ′bq1,2 .

Importantly, we also include the direct interaction between the two transmon qubits, χq1q2 . This

term, as we will see, is the dominant residual coupling between the two modules. As we operate

in the two-level subspace of both transmon qubits, the nonlinear interaction terms, χ′q1,2q2,1 , do

not play a role in the dynamics of our experiment. Hamiltonian parameters for this subsystem

are tabulated in Table 6.2.

6.4.3 Assessing independence of the modules

A de�ning characteristic of modular architectures�which makes it advantageous for scaling

quantum systems�is that data qubits are housed in separate modules to ensure that residual

interactions can be made vanishingly small. Here, the modules in our experiment are coupled via

local means, and we assess the validity of treating them separately by discussing the magnitude of

residual interactions in our system. Our implementation requires purely local (capacitive) coupling
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Mode coupling, χij/(2π) (MHz)
Subsystem and mode Mode frequency Data Comm. Readout

1 - data 5123.6 1.1× 10−3 0.573 + 0.00061n̂ ≤ 10−3

2 - comm. 4387.7 � 131.2 2.7
1 - readout 7720.0 � � �

2 - data 5275.0 1.8× 10−3 0.843 + 0.0014n̂ ≤ 10−3

2 - comm. 4559.2 � 123.2 2.8
2 - readout 7735.4 � � �

Subsystem and mode Mode frequency Bus 1 - comm. 2 - comm.
Coupler - bus cavity 5692.8 3× 10−4 0.319 + 0.001n̂ 0.455 + 0.001n̂

1 - comm. 4387.7 � � 0.019
2 - comm. 4559.2 � � �

Table 6.2 | Measured Hamiltonian parameters.

to build the Hamiltonians discussed above and, if uncontrolled, some of these interactions can

extend to disparate parts of the system.

The dominant residual interaction in our system is χq1q2 , the direct coupling between the two

transmon qubits. This term arises from a combination of two contributions [148]: a direct dipole-

like coupling and a cavity-mediated interaction. In our system, this term arises primarily from the

mutual interaction with the cavity mode. This term remains a perturbation on our experiment

for three reasons: �rst, the magnitude of this interaction is over an order of magnitude smaller

than other relevant terms in the Hamiltonian; second, we choose the anti-symmetric, single-

excitation Bell pair for the communication (transmon) qubits where this term does not statically

participate; third, we design our local operations to be insensitive to a small frequency transmon

qubit frequency shift.

Next, we consider the cross-Kerr interactions between the data qubit and the bus: χcib.

Experimentally, we have bounded this term to be less than a few kHz via Stark shift measure-

ments, consistent with a fourth order approximation, where we estimate the interaction to be,

χcb ≈ χqbχqc/(2Kq) ≈ 1kHz, where mode q represents the transmon qubit that couples to both

data qubit and bus. This interaction term is never directly involved during the teleported gate

protocol. First, the bus cavity only is manipulated during the communication qubit Bell state

generation step and otherwise it is left in the vacuum state where this term does not contribute
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to any system dynamics. Even during the Bell state generation, the bus is driven o�-resonantly

and the bus is never directly populated.

The �nal residual interaction is the direct coupling between the two data qubits χc1c2 . This

term describes the rate at which the two cavities naturally entangle and is a metric with which

we compare the interaction time for our teleported gate. We have not extracted statistically

signi�cant measurements of this residual interaction term. Indeed, from the simulated Hamil-

tonian from black box quantization, we roughly expect couplings on the order of 1 − 10 Hz, an

immeasurably small quantity in our system compared to all other interaction strengths. Indeed,

this bound on the coupling rate is at least an order of magnitude smaller than the data qubit

decay rate, κ/2π ≈ 160 Hz. Given this analysis, we conclude that for the purpose of our work,

the two data qubits are non-interacting despite the local nature of our device package.

Though these simpli�cations are reasonable, we note that in a future implementation with

remote logical qubit modules, these residual interactions will be completely obviated.

6.5 Implementation of the teleported CNOT protocol

Here, we provide a more detailed description of our implementation of the teleported CNOT gate.

In Figure 6.6, we show a detailed circuit representation of the teleported CNOT protocol, and in

Figure 6.7, we illustrate the timing for the entire protocol.

Our experiment begins with a system-wide ground state preparation using a measurement-

based feedback protocol previously discussed in section 5.4. After all components of the system

are initialized in the ground state, a chosen initial state is encoded onto the data qubits (sec-

tion 6.3). This is accomplished by generating the initial state in the communication qubits and

then applying an encoding optimal control pulse that transfers this state onto the logical basis

of the data qubits (subsection 6.6.2). After this encoding step, the communication qubits end

in the ground state ready for further use. Next, we generate an entangled pair between the

communication qubits, and during this operation, the data qubits store the encoded quantum

information (subsection 6.6.1). Next, we perform the requisite local operations between the
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data and communication qubits by applying optimal control pulses within each module (sub-

section 6.7.2). Next, both communication qubits are measured in the appropriate basis (Ẑ and

X̂) and subsequently reset to the ground state for reuse (subsection 6.6.3). The measurement

outcomes are distributed and the appropriate feedforward operations are applied to implement a

deterministic operation, one that is independent of the measurement outcome. Finally, we an-

alyze the output state by performing Wigner tomography or logical quantum state tomography

(QST) on the data qubits (section 5.5). Our implementation of Wigner tomography matches

the sequences used in [158], requiring a Ramsey sequence that maps the photon number parity

of the cavity state onto the state of the communication qubit. Our implementation of logical

QST requires a decoding step, where we use an optimal control pulse to map the encoded data

qubit state onto the communication qubits. We then proceed with standard QST by performing

the required rotations and measurements directly on the communication qubit.

6.6 Assembling the teleported gate

6.6.1 Generating communication qubit Bell pair

The teleported CNOT starts with the generation of entanglement in the communication qubits

to create a communication channel between the two modules (Step 1 in Figure 6.2b). In our

implementation, we use the Bell state |Ψ+〉 = (|ge〉+ |eg〉) /
√

2, though any chosen maximally-

entangled state is acceptable, requiring only small modi�cations to later steps of the protocol.

The state is generated by performing a resonator-induced phase (RIP) gate [222] on the bus and

single-qubit rotations on the communication qubits. The Bell state generation occurs while the

data qubits store quantum information; the static dispersive interaction, if not accounted for,

will naturally entangle the data and communication qubits. Because it is necessary for the two

qubits within each module to be disentangled at the end of this step, we modify our Bell pair

generation protocol and implement a refocused RIP sequence [222] to echo away this unwanted

interaction independent of the data qubit encoding scheme. An important consequence of the

Bell state generation protocol is that the dispersive interaction induces a known, deterministic
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Figure 6.6 | Detailed circuit diagram for the teleported CNOT gate protocol. Top: Pulse
sequence for an example experiment. Bottom: Legend for speci�c circuit blocks. In the �rst
panel, we show our sequence for encoding quantum information onto the data qubit. In the
second panel, we illustrate our implementation of the teleported CNOT gate. We show the
pulse sequence used to implement the communication qubit Bell state generation. For the
communication qubit measurements, we apply a π/2 rotation on C2 in order to measure X̂.
After the measurement we also perform a measurement-based reset of both C1 and C2 before
performing feedforward operations on the data qubits. In the third panel, we detail two possible
sequences for extracting the data qubit state. For module 1, we perform logical tomography
on the data qubits by decoding the data qubit onto the communication qubit and performing
the appropriate tomography rotations on the communication qubit. For module 2, we perform
Wigner tomography by performing a parity mapping sequence on the communication qubit.
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Figure 6.7 | Teleported CNOT gate timing diagram. The teleported CNOT is illustrated taking
the relative timing of each element into account. The diagram is color-coded with the following
designations: single communication qubit rotations in black; encode and decode (optimal control)
operations in green; the teleported CNOT local operations (also optimal control) in blue; and
the measurements in orange. This presentation provides a visual representation of the relative
durations for each part of the protocol. The teleported CNOT takes in total around 4.6 µs.

reference frame shift on each of the data qubits; these are accounted for in subsequent steps

of the teleported gate protocol. Using this modi�ed sequence, we have generated a Bell pair

between the communication qubits in ∼680 ns with state �delity of (97± 1) % as determined

from quantum state tomography (subsection 6.6.1).

Additional details

The teleported CNOT protocol begins with the entanglement of the two communication qubits; in

this section, we provide additional details on our implementation of this sequence. As discussed in

the Main Text, we use a resonator induced phase (RIP) gate to generate a Bell pair between the

two communication qubits [222, 223]. We apply an o�-resonant, shaped drive ε(t) with a carrier

frequency detuned from the bus resonance frequency by ∆0 ≈ 20 MHz which induces a qubit-

state dependent Stark shift on the bus. This drive induces a displacement of the bus oscillator:

ξ∆ = − iεd
2(i∆+κ/2) . The size of this displacement is dependent on the detuning between the drive

frequency and the qubit-state dependent cavity frequency; within the two-transmon manifold |ij〉,

where i, j ∈ {g, e}, the corresponding detunings given as ∆ij = ∆0 +χij , where χij corresponds

to the total dispersive shift for state |ij〉. In our experiment, we operate in the low-loss regime
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where κ � ∆ so that ξ∆ ≈ − εd
2∆ . This bus displacement gives rise to a Stark shift of the

transmon frequency by an amount that is dependent nonlinearly with the total dispersive shift,

δij = χij |ξij |2. This Stark shift generates a transmon-state dependent phase: φij =
∫
δij(t)dt.

The quantity that describes the magnitude of entanglement is φent = φee−φeg−φge−φgg, which

extracts the non-separable two-qubit phase contribution from the single qubit phase contributions.

For approximately equal χ, we can simplify this expression φent = χ2

2∆3

∫
|εd(t)|2 dt. We detail

our tuneup protocol in Figure 6.8.

In our experiment, we utilize a RIP pulse of length T = 300 ns of the form: ε(t) =

A [cos (π cos (πt/T )) + 1] in order to minimize residual photon population left in the bus cavity

at the end of the pulse [222]. We implement a refocused-RIP sequence that includes two RIP

pulses that sandwich a π-pulse; this sequence is utilized to �echo� away the always-on dispersive

interaction between the communication-qubit (transmon) and its data-qubit (cavity). We are

able to achieve an entangling phase of φent = π in 672 ns, and combined with single commu-

nication qubit rotations, create the Bell state |Φ+〉 = (|ge〉+ |eg〉) /
√

2 with state �delity of

(97± 1) %. Our error bar is a average of several experiments and roughly accounts for system-

atic errors in our experiment; statistical errors are smaller in this experiment, <1%, as extracted

from a bootstrap analysis. In Figure 6.9a and Figure 6.9b, we show the experimentally measured

two qubit Bell state.

6.6.2 Implementing local operations

Next, local operations performed within each module entangle the data and communication

qubits (Step 2 in Figure 6.2b). Our local operations are implemented using optimal control

techniques which enable universal quantum control between the data and communication qubits

[185] (subsection 5.2.3). We generate all of our local operations with pulse lengths between

1 µs and 2 µs. Characterization of these logical operations yields single data qubit and two-qubit

(between the data and communication qubits) gate �delities of ∼97% and ∼94%, respectively.
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Figure 6.8 | RIP gate tune-up protocol. a A refocused RIP sequence is used to entangle
the two communication qubits, explicitly including the bus. This experiment to calibrate the
RIP pulse amplitude, detuning, and length are similar to a Ramsey phase-style experiment. To
measure the entangling phase, the target qubit (C1) is initialized either in |e〉 or |g〉 by performing
a π-pulse or identity, the RIP sequence is performed with varying angle (θπ/2) on C2 for the second
π/2-pulse, and �nally, C2 is measured. b Characteristic sinusoidal oscillations of the target qubit
state are observed while varying the angle θπ/2. The phase of the oscillations depend on the
communication qubit initialization (blue square for |g〉 and red diamonds for |e〉), and the phase
di�erence between the two experiments is a hallmark of an entangling phase. Here, the RIP
gate amplitude is set to achieve a π phase di�erence between the two RIP experiments. A
reference experiment where the RIP pulse amplitude is set to zero is shown (grey circles); we
observe only a small reduction in amplitude when the RIP pulses are included as compared to
this reference experiment. c The experiment in b is performed for several RIP gate amplitudes
and the extracted entangling phase is extracted (top) as well as the relative oscillation amplitude
as compared to the reference (bottom). The entangling phase is ideally proportional to the RIP
gate power (φ ∝ ε2), and a quadratic �t is shown indicating that the data is consistent with the
expected trend.
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De�ning local operations

We can group the pulses required for this work into three categories: single-qubit operations on

the encoded data (cavity) qubit, entangling data-communication (cavity-transmon) operations,

and cavity-transmon encoding/decoding pulses. For clarity we use the subscripts c and q to

denote the cavity and transmon state, respectively.

1. The single-qubit operations, Û s, are speci�ed with the following state transfers: |0L〉c |g〉q →

Û s |0L〉c |g〉q and |1L〉c |g〉q → Û s |1L〉c |g〉q. Here, we only specify that the transmon qubit

begins and ends in the ground state, an assumption we make in our experiment to allow

easier generation of pulses.

2. The teleported CNOT operation requires two di�erent entangling operations. First, the

entangling local operation for the module containing the control data qubit (D1) requires

a cavity-controlled, transmon-target local CNOT, requiring the state transfers

|0L〉c
(
α |g〉q + β |e〉q

)
→ |0L〉c

(
α |g〉q + β |e〉q

)

|1L〉c
(
α |g〉q + β |e〉q

)
→ |1L〉c

(
β |g〉q + α |e〉q

)
.

In practice, this operation closely matches a photon-number parity operation, requiring

only transmon pulses in a Ramsey-like operation that �ips the quantum amplitudes α and

β for the transmon qubit if the cavity is in |1L〉. Our numerically-de�ned does re�ect this

intuition, though generally the extracted pulses will be quite complex.

Second, the entangling local operation for the module containing the target data qubit

(D2) requires a transmon-controlled, cavity-target local CNOT, requiring the state transfers

(α |0L〉c + β |1L〉c) |g〉q → (α |0L〉c + β |1L〉c) |g〉q

(α |0L〉c + β |1L〉c) |e〉q → (β |0L〉c + α |1L〉c) |e〉q .

Here, the logical cavity state is �ipped (|0L〉c ↔ |1L〉c) when the transmon qubit is in the

excited state |e〉q, a more challenging operation due to the nontrival transitions among
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di�erent Fock states.

To aid the GRAPE algorithm in �nding an acceptable solution, we expand the search to

include those that perform the desired unitary up to single-qubit Ẑ-phase freedoms on both

the qubit and the cavity. This generalization can o�er, in some cases, dramatic speed-ups

in computation time, while only requiring simple modi�cations in the pulse sequence.

3. The start of every experiment requires preparation of the cavities into a given initial state.

We implement an encoding pulse takes an arbitrary transmon state and maps it onto the

encoded cavity state:

(
α |g〉q + β |e〉q

)
|0〉c → |g〉q (α |0L〉c + β |1L〉c) .

Thus, to prepare a general logical cavity state, we intialize the ground state in both the

transmon and cavity, perform a simple single-qubit transmon rotation for the desired initial

state, and apply the encoding pulse to load the state onto the cavity, also returning the

transmon to the ground state.

In order to perform logical tomography on the cavity states, we apply decoding pulses that

map the logical cavity state onto the transmon qubit, essentially reversing the decoding

pulse resulting in the following state transfer

(α |0L〉c + β |1L〉c) |g〉q → |0〉c
(
α |g〉q + β |e〉q

)
.

The simulated �delities for all of our optimal control operations are in excess of F > 99%.

Note that this optimization does not include the presence of loss and decoherence as we numer-

ically integrate the Schrodinger equation. After developing these pulses, we apply them in a full

Lindblad master equation simulation that accounts for these nonidealities to extract an expected

operation �delity; typically these �delities are measured to be 1 − 3% lower, depending on the

pulse length. We provide an exhaustive list in Table 6.3.
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In�delity (%)
Encoding Module Operation Pulse length Predicted Expt.

(Û) (µs) (1−Fsim) ∆F = (FE+D −Fexpt)
Binomial 1 ÛE+D 1.2 each 6.9 (1−FE+D) = 7.1

X̂π 1.4 3.7 2.4
X̂±π/2, Ŷ±π/2 1.4-1.5 3.5 3.2
ÛCNOT,1 0.6 � �

Binomial 2 ÛE+D 1.2 each 4.4 (1−FE+D) = 5.3

X̂π 1.0 2.4 2.1
X̂±π/2, Ŷ±π/2 1.0 - 1.5 2.3 2.6
ÛCNOT,2 2.0 5.4 �

Fock 1 ÛE+D 0.6 each 4.1 (1−FE+D) = 3.1

X̂π 0.7 1.6 1.4
X̂±π/2, Ŷ±π/2 0.7 1.8 1.3
ÛCNOT,1 0.9 � �

Fock 2 ÛE+D 0.6 each 2.3 (1−FE+D) = 2.5

X̂π 0.9 1.3 0.7
X̂±π/2, Ŷ±π/2 0.7 1.2 0.6
ÛCNOT,2 1.0 2.9 �

Table 6.3 | Local operation in�delities. Predicted and experimental results for optimal
control pulses encoded in the Binomial and Fock bases. The predicted in�delity (1 − Fsim) is
taken from a time-domain simulation that includes �nite coherences of the transmon and cavity.
The experimental in�delity is calculated from the di�erence of two separate QPT experiments.
We �rst perform process tomography on only the encode-decode process, ÛE+D = ÛdecUenc, to
extract FE+D for each module and encoding. Each experiment that involves the cavity requires an
encoding and decoding pulse. We then perform QPT on the process that includes the operation
under test, Û , and extract a process �delity Fexpt on the combined process ÛdecÛ Ûenc. Note
that this �delity includes the contribution of the encode and decode operations. We report
the di�erence of the two experiments to estimate the �delity of the target operation alone:
∆F = (FE+D −Fexpt).
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E�ect of leakage

As introduced in subsection 6.6.2, errors during the teleported CNOT operation generally man-

ifest themselves as codespace leakage errors (e.g. data qubit states outside of the subspace

{|2〉 , (|0〉+ |4〉) /
√

2}). Therefore, these are important errors to include. In our experiments,

when the data qubit states are decoded back onto the communication qubit, these leakage states

are also mapped onto the communication two-dimensional subspace. Importantly, we do not at-

tempt to postselect to remove these leakage cases. However, the behavior of our optimal control

operations are speci�ed only within the encoded subspace; the behavior of the operation outside

the codespace is unconstrained when they are numerically optimized. Thus, it is not immediately

clear how data qubit leakage errors are manifest within the communication qubit subspace. We

use time-domain simulations to gain insight into the e�ect of leakage errors on tomography and

�delity calculations. We act the decode operation on a set of data qubit input states that are

outside of the logical codespace (e.g. |1〉 or (|0〉 − |4〉) /
√

2) and analyze the resulting commu-

nication qubit state. We typically the �nal communication qubit state to be mixed with relative

populations between |g〉〈g| and |e〉〈e| dependent on the particular input state. If these populations

were equal, then leakage errors on the data qubit would be mapped to depolarizing-type errors

on the transmon. For a given state outside the codespace, one should not expect this behavior;

however, the ensemble behavior of errors in a particular protocol can approximate a depolarizing

channel. To gain insight into the amount of bias that data qubit state leakage will introduce into

our experimental tomography, we have performed time-domain simulations of the experimental

tomography protocol, comparing extracted �delities to the expected quantity. In general, we �nd

that the �delities extracted from a decode-style tomography experiment are only slightly di�erent

than the expected process �delity, typically higher by around 0.5%. This bias in the tomography

is a relatively small e�ect when we also include the decoherence induced by the decode process

itself, which introduces around 3% in�delity. As such, leakage errors have minimal e�ect on our

tomography, and we do not attempt to account for this bias in our �delity calculations.
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6.6.3 Measurement and feedback

After the entangling local operations, we perform measurements on the communication qubits

(Step 3 in Figure 6.2b), thereby e�ecting a unitary operation between only the two data qubits.

It is critical that the measurements do not reveal information about the state of the data qubits.

In our protocol, this is accomplished by individual measurements of the communication qubits

in the Ẑ and X̂ bases, which lead to four uniformly distributed outcomes. Each outcome

heralds a unitary operation between the two data qubits that is a CNOT gate up to single-qubit

operations. As a result, high-�delity measurements are necessary to correctly determine the

particular operation enacted on the data qubits. In our system, we achieve single-shot state

assignment �delities of the communication qubits around 99%.

Finally, ensuring that the protocol implements the desired CNOT operation independent of

measurement outcome requires classical communication and feedforward operations (Step 4 in

Figure 6.2b). Two classical bits of information are needed to communicate measurement results

between modules. This information is used to apply feedforward operations, transforming the

protocol into a deterministic operation and thus completing the teleportation. In our experiment,

it is required that the measurements be non-destructive to the communication qubits as they

are used for subsequent steps of our protocol. For our protocol, these measurements also induce

a conditional reference phase shift on the data qubits dependent on measurement outcome

(section 6.7). Tracking these phases accurately is critical for all subsequent operations on the data

qubits. To enable both the measurements and the feedforward, we employ a real-time controller

[21] to orchestrate quantum programs for our experiment, combining control, measurement,

state estimation, and feedfoward in a single integrated system. For every experimental run, this

controller handles the distribution of classical information between the two modules, dynamically

updating the reference phases and applying the appropriate feedforward operations, all within a

fraction of the lifetime (∼1%) of the communication qubits. We have independently analyzed

the measurement and feedforward process to have a combined �delity of ∼97%, excluding the

data qubit operations.
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Transmon measurement

In this experiment, each module is connected to a separate JPC for fast, high-�delity measurement

of the transmon qubit. We achieve single-shot assignment �delities around 99.4%, largely limited

by transmon decay during the measurement pulse of 600 ns. We de�ne assignment �delity as the

average of probabilities of correctly assigning the state when we prepare the transmon in |g〉 and

|e〉: Fassign = [Pr(�g�| |g〉) + Pr(�e�| |e〉)] /2. This high quality measurement, coupled with the

real-time capabilities of our quantum controller, enable classically conditional operations based

on an extracted measurement result. The length of time from the start of a measurement pulse

to the application of a conditioned operation is around 1000 ns, which includes measurement

pulse length (600 ns), cable delays (200 ns), integration and state estimation latencies (200 ns).

It is critical that the two communication qubit measurements be independent for the demon-

stration of the teleported gate. In order to assess the measurement crosstalk, we perform a

Rabi experiment and perform simultaneous measurements on both communication qubits (Fig-

ure 6.10a). Our results Figure 6.10b and Figure 6.10c indicate that the measurements are highly

selective to the qubit addressed. From our data, we estimate the measurement crosstalk�de�ned

to be the ratio of the measurement contrast of measuring the directly coupled qubit to that of

measuring the isolated qubit�to be < 10−4. In future implementations of this experiment where

the two modules are physically separate, the measurement crosstalk will be completely neglegible.

6.6.4 Analyzing transmon reset

The success of the teleported CNOT requires reliable measurements of each communication qubit.

As discussed previously our JPC-enabled single-qubit readout has assignment �delities in excess

of 99%. In our implementation of the teleported gate, the communication qubits serve dual roles:

both to store inter-module entanglement and also to enable complex data qubit operations via

optimal control pulses. Therefore, after the measurement of the communication qubits in our

protocol, we perform a feedback reset of both communication qubits to the ground state to recycle

them for the following single-qubit operations and tomography steps. These measurements are
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Figure 6.10 | Assessing independence of single qubit measurements. a Rabi experiment
pulse sequence to extract measurement crosstalk. After initializing both communication qubits
in the ground state, both qubits are rotated by X̂-rotations with independent angles θ1 and θ2

for C1 and C2, respectively. Subsequently, measurements are performed on modules 1 and 2 and
the result is recorded. b and c Measurement crosstalk experimental results. For b (c), C2 (C1)
is kept in the ground state, and a Rabi experiment is performed on C1 (C2). The measurement
results are shown for C1 (green circles) and C2 (orange squares). For clarity, we describe the
results focusing on b; the discussion is the same for c, save swapping C1 and C2. Top panel: the
C1 measurement results illustrate high contrast oscillations, while the C2 measurement results
remains close to zero, as expected when the communication qubit measurements are independent.
Bottom panel: Zoom in for measurement results on C2. The lack of structure in the data indicate
that the measurement of C2 does not infer any information about the state of C1. To estimate
the measurement crosstalk, we perform sinusoidal �ts the data by �xing the frequency and phase
of the oscillation and extracting an amplitude and o�set. Each point in this experiment consists
of 25, 000 experiments. For data in the top panels, error bars are much smaller than the marker;
for data in the bottom panels, we represent a typical error bar to be within the spread of the
points. The slightly reduced contrast in c is speci�c to this calibration experiment, potentially
due to drifts of transmon relaxation rate during the many hours of acquisition.
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required to be highly-quantum non-demolition to both the communication qubit as well as the

data qubits.

We perform the following experiment to test both the measurement as well as the reset. First,

we initialize the two communication qubits in an equal superposition of computational states:

|ψinit〉 = (|gg〉+ |ge〉+ |eg〉+ |ee〉) /4. Next, we perform measurements on each qubit allowing

the control computer to perform real-time state estimation. Conditioned on the measurement

results, we apply a π-pulse if the qubit was measured to be in the excited state. Finally, we

analyze the state via conditioned state tomography to assess the quality of the reset. The

resulting tomograms are shown in Figure 6.11. We extract state in�delities to the joint ground

state |gg〉 of <1% for the case when we measured both qubits in the ground state, outcome

�00�. We observe single-qubit in�delities of 2% and 4% when each qubit is measured to be in the

excited state. The result from outcome �11� indicates that these in�delities are additive and any

crosstalk in the measurement or control is negligible. From these results, we �nd an average reset

in�delity of ∼3%, primarily limited by decay during the measurement and subsequent controller

latency. From this experiment we establish that our system enjoys highly accurate and QND

single-qubit measurements.

6.7 Tuning up the teleported CNOT

6.7.1 Logical vs. Reference phases

When manipulating logical qubits, it is necessary to distinguish two types of phase shifts: logical

phase shifts and reference-frame phase shifts. A logical phase shift is a phase shift between the

two logical basis states, and is generated by the logical Ẑ operator, ẐL(φ) = diag
[
1, eiφ

]
:

α |0L〉+ β |1L〉 −→ α |0L〉+ βeiφ |1L〉 = α |2〉+
β√
2
eiφ (|0〉+ |4〉) , (6.12)

On the other hand, a reference-frame phase shift is generated by the phase-shift operator,
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Figure 6.11 | Communication qubit measurement and reset. a Pulse sequence for testing
communication qubit measurement and reset. The two communication qubits (transmons) are
initialized in the joint state (|gg〉+ |ge〉+ |eg〉+ |ee〉) /2. The two qubits are then measured
and if the measurement indicates that the state is projected to |e〉 a π-pulse is applied to �ip the
state to the ground state. Conditional QST is performed to analyze the quality of measurement
and reset. This measurement and reset protocol is used in the teleported gate. b Experimentally
measured Pauli vector components conditioned on the measurement outcome. We assign a �0�
(�1�) to indicate that the measurement projected the qubit to be in |g〉 (|e〉). For all outcomes,
we �nd high �delity to the two-qubit ground state, |gg〉 as expected with ground state �delities
{00 : 99.3%, 01 : 95.7%, 10 : 97.7%, 11 : 94.2%}. From these results, we establish that the
measurement and feedback processes for each qubit are independent; from the single-qubit reset
in�delities, we expect a measurement �delity of 1− (0.993− 0.957)− (0.993− 0.957) = 0.948,
which is consistent with the result for measurement outcome 11. c Experimentally measured state
after measurement-based reset. Measurement results from b are combined, and the compiled
results illustrate that the reset protocol is high-�delity and independent of measurement outcome.
The �delity of this reconstructed two-qubit state to |gg〉 is 96.9%.
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Ûref.(θ) = exp
[
−iθâ†â

]
, which acts on the physical levels of the state,

α |0L〉+β |1L〉 −→ Ûref.(θ) [α |0L〉+ β |1L〉] = ei2θ
[
α |2〉+

β√
2

(
e−i2θ |0〉+ ei2θ |4〉

)]
(6.13)

While Ẑ-phases and reference phases are equivalent for a single physical qubit (and this

equivalence has been previously utilized to implement Ẑ-gates through software reference phase

updates [224]), these phases have distinct e�ects on a logical qubit state. In particular, for

our cQED system, the dispersive interaction, HI = χâ†â |e〉〈e|, naturally generates a reference-

frame phase shift when the communication-qubit is in the |e〉 state; for a time t, the total phase

accumulation is given as θ = χt. Correct determination of these reference phases shifts are critical

to the successful application of our optimal control pulses; these pulses must be applied with the

correct phase relative to the logical Bloch sphere for the data-qubit. In the following sections,

we detail our tune-up protocol, establishing how we keep track of the reference phases necessary

for the implementation of the teleported CNOT gate. Crucially these phases are determined either

from direct measurements or from the Hamiltonian and pulse sequence timing, and are known

in advance.

6.7.2 Reference phases due to Bell state generation

We consider the reference-phase shift induced by the Bell state generation to determine the

phase-adjustment necessary for the local CNOT operations. This is necessary as the data-qubit

states encode quantum information prior to generation of the communication-qubit Bell pair as

would be typical in any algorithm that uses the teleported CNOT. During the Bell generation step,

each communication-qubit induces a reference frame shift on its respective data-qubit according

to their dispersive interaction. Our Bell generation is similar to a spin-echo sequence, and so

the length of time that the communication qubit is in the excited state half time for half of the

duration of the operation, or TBell/2 = 336 ns. This results in estimated phase shifts of the

control and target data-qubit of 1.21 rad and 1.78 rad, respectively.

For a more realistic measurement of this phase shift, we perform the following experiment
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that takes into consideration �nite pulse timings and other experimental details (Figure 6.12).

Here, we utilize a pulse sequence similar to the Bell generation protocol; in this case, we remove

the bus drives to keep the communication qubits in a separable state. We �rst displaced the data

qubit (cavity) to the coherent state |α〉 = 2. Then, we perform a sequence similar to the Bell

state generation, except we use a bus drive amplitude of zero to keep the two communication

qubits separable. Next, we either initialize the communication qubit in |g〉 or |e〉 as two separate

experimental variations. Then, we continue with the sequence, and at the end of the protocol,

perform a π pulse if the communication qubit was initialized in |e〉. In this way, for both results,

the communication qubit will be left in the excited state (the ground state could also be used).

These two experiments allow us to check that the refocusing π-pulse does indeed disentangle the

data qubits by the end of the sequence. At the end of the protocol, the data qubit state will have

evolved from |α〉 →
∣∣αeiφ

〉
where φ = χTBell/2, and we measure φ by performing a series of

data qubit displacements Dα = 2 with varying phases. We extract phase shifts of φ = 1.81 for

both communication qubit initial states, indicating that the data and communication qubit will

be left separable at the end of the Bell state generation protocol. We �nd that our experimentally

phase is in close agreement (∼ 1%) with the simple estimation.

6.7.3 Reference phases due to measurements

Next, we consider the references phases accumulated during the communication-qubit measure-

ments. These phases, in contrast to the previous section, are now conditioned on the measure-

ment outcome. When the communication-qubit is measured in |g〉, the data-qubit acquires no

additional reference phase; however, when the communication-qubit is measured in |e〉, then the

data-qubit acquires a total reference phase θM = χTM , where TM and is the duration of the

total measurement process, including measurement pulse, integration, and state estimation.

To experimentally extract the measurement-outcome dependent phases, we prepared the in-

put state |ψin〉 =
∣∣∣+X̂L

〉 ∣∣∣+X̂L

〉
, and applied the teleported CNOT. Here, the CNOT is invariant

to the input state; thus, the output state should remain as the separable state |ψin〉. We extract

the resulting state and perform Wigner tomography on each data-qubit. The e�ect of these ref-
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Figure 6.12 | Measurement reference phase due to Bell state generation. a Pulse se-
quence for measuring Bell state generation reference phase shift. Pulses Dβ indicate data qubit
displacements of β; Xπ indicate communication qubit X̂-rotations of angle θ; X0

π indicates a
communication qubit rotation of angle π that is selective on the data qubit having zero photons.
The block labeled TBell indicates a time delay during which the data qubit undergoes a communi-
cation qubit state-dependent phase shift. In this sequence we either initialize the communication
qubit in |g〉 or |e〉 by performing identity (I) or a π-pulse (X̂π). The shaded section indicates the
sequence that is similar to the Bell state generation protocol. For this experiment, the second
displacement is related to the initial displacement by β̃ = −βeiφ. b Experimental results indi-
cating the �nal phase of the data qubit coherent state as a function of phase angle. Data are
presented as dots; gaussian �ts to the data are shown as lines. The center of the gaussian peak
(or dip) represents the phase of the coherent state. We perform a reference experiment (Ref, in
black) that removes the shaded section of the pulse sequence, and we measure a peak at phase
angle 0, as expected. Results where we initalize the communication qubit state in |g〉 (g, in
red) or |e〉 (e, in blue) illustrate an average reference phase shift of φ = 1.831 rad. Importantly,
extracted phases for both experiments closely match, indicating that the �nal state of the data
qubit does not depend on initial state of the communication qubit.
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erence phase shifts will induce a rotation in the IQ-plane of the state and can be parameterized by

θ:
∣∣∣+X̂L(θ)

〉
=
(
|0〉+ ei2θ

√
2 |2〉+ ei4θ |4〉

)
/
√

2. The resulting Wigner functions (Figure 6.13)

are then used to extract a set of eight phases (one phase for each measurement outcome, for

each data-qubit) to account for the reference frame shift induced by the measurement.

Due to the probabilistic nature of the communication measurements, our controller performs

a critical task to store these phases in memory, selecting the correct phase depending on the

measurement outcome for each experimental shot. In Figure 6.13, we account for this reference

frame shift and note the extracted Wigner functions are all correctly aligned. The extracted phases

should be considered as a persistent reference frame update that is applied to all subsequent

operations on the data qubits; here, we apply these phases to both the feedforward operations

as well as the decoding operations. In our encoding, a logical ẐL phase-�ip where φ = π

is equivalent to a reference phase shift of θ = π/2. Therefore, we apply the feedforward Ẑ

operation in software by conditionally updating the phase of the cavity drive for the control

module.

6.7.4 Communication qubit measurement basis

In contrast to the reference phase shifts induced by the dispersive interaction as discussed in the

previous two sections, the choice of basis of the communication qubit measurements can induce

a logical phase and therefore plays an important role in determining the exact operation of the

teleported gate. In particular, we study the e�ect of changing the measurement basis on C2,

which notionally should be a X̂ measurement. In the following experiment (Figure 6.14), we run

the teleported gate while sweeping the phase of the π/2-pulse on C2 prior to the communicaton

qubit measurements (outlined in red in Figure 6.14a). The C2 measurement operator is given

generally as M̂(θ) = cos(θ)X̂ + sin(θ)Ŷ , where θ is the chosen angle of the π/2 pulse; that is,

we are rotating the measurement basis around the equator of the Bloch sphere of C2. Ideally,

θ = 0 to achieve the desired X̂ measurement; however, we expect an o�set in this measurement

angle due to single qubit phases acquired during the previous local operation (where the optimal

control pulse induces reference phase shifts on both the data and communication qubit).
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Figure 6.13 | Measurement-induced reference phase shift. For all data, we perform the
teleported CNOT on the maximal superposition state (|0L〉+ |1L〉)D1 ⊗ (|0L〉+ |1L〉)D2 /2. The
CNOT is invariant on this particular input state and so the output state is ideally separable, which
allows analysis of the output state via single qubit Wigner tomography. The ideal state for each
data qubit should be |+XL〉 = (|0L〉+ |1L〉) /

√
2, a horizontally-oriented kitten state. For both

a and b, the top row represents the result from data qubit 1 (the control qubit) and the bottom
row represents the result from data qubit 2 (the target qubit). Each column represents a di�erent
measurement outcome of the communication qubits. a One-dimensional phase-cut of the Wigner
function for the output state. In each panel, the top data (orange) represents case when the
reference phases are not accounted for, and we observe di�erent reference phase shifts for each
measurement outcome. The solid line represents a �t to the data for target |+XL〉 rotated in
the IQ space. Taking these reference phases into consideration, applying them in real-time, we
�nd the bottom data (purple), where we observe that all measurement outcomes have the same
reference phase. The data without accounting for reference phases (orange) is vertically o�set
for clarity. b Wigner function of the output state when accounting for reference phases. For all
outcomes, the target data qubit state, |+XL〉, is generated with the appropriate reference phase.
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In our experiment, we perform the teleported gate on the input state, |ψin〉 = (|0L〉+ |1L〉) |0L〉

while varying the measurement angle θ. For simplicity, we perform the experiment without feed-

forward operations and extract conditioned QST for each measurement angle. For the mea-

surement angle that corresponds to an X̂-measurement, we expect to generate the following

conditioned states: {
∣∣Ψ+

L

〉
,
∣∣Ψ−L

〉
,
∣∣Φ+

L

〉
,
∣∣Φ−L

〉
} (if we had added feedforward operations, then

we would ideally generate the even Bell state
∣∣Φ+

L

〉
). Our results are illustrated in Figure 6.14b,

where we plot selected Pauli operators. For each measurement outcome, we �nd that the two-

qubit parity 〈ZZ〉 is conserved over all measurement angles indicating that we generate a max-

imally entangled state independent of angle; however, we observe oscillations in the transversal

two qubit operators, 〈XX〉 , 〈XY 〉 , 〈Y X〉 , 〈Y Y 〉. These oscillations are expected and indicate

that the choice of measurement angle induces a logical phase on the output state. We also

observe that the contrast of the output state is constant over all measurement angles. From

this experiment, we extract the optimal measurement angle to implement the teleported CNOT

operation. The observations from this experiment suggests that the choice of measurement basis

may also allow for tuning of the particular teleported operation.

6.8 Demonstrating the teleported CNOT gate

Therefore, by consuming a shared entangled pair and communicating two classical bits of in-

formation, this procedure e�ects a CNOT operation between the data qubits without requiring a

unitary operation between the two modules after the generation of the shared entangled pair.

Having demonstrated all of the elements necessary for realizing the teleported CNOT gate, we

characterized the full two-qubit gate through a series of four separate analyses.

6.8.1 Generating the CNOT truth table

In the �rst analysis, we veri�ed the classical behavior of the gate by generating a truth table for

the set of computational states. We prepared the data qubits each of the four states {|0L0L〉,

|0L1L〉, |1L0L〉, |1L1L〉} and enacted the teleported CNOT on each, ideally leading to the
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Figure 6.14 | Communication qubit 2 measurement angle. a Pulse sequence for tuning up
C2 measurement angle. The experiment is similar to Figure 6.6, with two main modi�cations.
First, in this experiment, the π/2-pulse on C2 (outlined in red) is varied; second, the feedforward
operations are left out. For each measurement angle, we perform conditioned QST on the
output state. b Measured Pauli components as a function of C2 measurement angle, conditioned
on measurement outcome. The experiment described in b is performed on the input state
(|0L〉+ |1L〉) |0L〉 and the teleported operation is performed while varying angle θ. Results from
density matrix reconstruction is shown as dots, and a �t to the data is shown as lines. The
optimal measurement angle to implement the teleported CNOT operation is highlighted with the
dashed vertical line with uncertainty in its value as the shaded grey region.
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Figure 6.15 | Teleported CNOT truth table. Individual cavity Wigner functions illustrating the
action of the teleported CNOT on the logical compuational states. The left two columns show
experimental Wigner functions illustrating all four logical computational states as input states,
and the right two columns show the extracted Wigner functions after performing the teleported
CNOT operation, illustrating the correct classical behavior of the gate.

output states: {|0L0L〉, |0L1L〉, |1L1L〉, |0L1L〉}. We extracted both the input and output

states by measuring Wigner functions for each data qubit. Our results (Figure 6.15) provide

qualitative validation of the teleported CNOT on the computational basis states.

6.8.2 Generating a logical Bell state

In the second analysis, we have demonstrated that it is a distinctly quantum operation by using

the teleported CNOT to generate entanglement between two logical qubits. We prepared the

data qubits in the separable initial state |ψin〉 = (|0L〉+ |1L〉) |0L〉 /
√

2 and performed the gate.

The ideal output state is the Bell state
∣∣Φ+

L

〉
= (|0L0L〉+ |1L1L〉) /

√
2. We veri�ed that our

teleported CNOT generates this logical qubit Bell pair using two separate methods, which together

highlight our ability to characterize the data qubits both on a logical level (i.e. the encoded two-

dimensional subspace) as well as on a physical level (i.e. the multi-dimensional cavity state).
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Quantum correlations

In the �rst method, we performed a pair of experiments to show that the state exhibits quantum

correlations. Given the target state
∣∣Φ+

L

〉
, when we measure the control qubit in the logical ẐL

basis and �nd it in |0L〉 (|1L〉), we expect the target qubit to be |0L〉 (|1L〉). We enacted the

logical ẐL measurement and, conditioned on the result, performed physical-qubit tomography on

the target data qubit by measuring its Wigner function. Experimentally, the logical measurement

of the control data qubit is accomplished by �rst, decoding the state of the data qubit onto the

communication qubit and then, measuring the desired observable on the communication qubit

(Figure 6.16a). As expected, we observed strong Ẑ-correlations between the control and target

data qubits (Figure 6.16b, top). Next, we rotated the measurement basis and performed X̂L

measurements of the control data qubit. Conditioned on the control data qubit in |±XL〉 =

(|0L〉 ± |1L〉) /
√

2, we experimentally found the target data qubit to be in the expected state

|±XL〉 (Figure 6.16b, bottom), thus establishing X̂-correlations between the two data qubits.

These two complementary experiments con�rm the non-classical nature of the experimental

logical Bell state and indicate that our gate produced a non-separable two-qubit state.

6.8.3 Upper bound to logical Bell state �delity

From the quantum correlation experiment we want to estimate the logical Bell state �delity.

We closely follow the approach described in Refs [138, 199]. The ideal logical Bell state is

|Φ+〉 = (|00〉+ |11〉)D1D2 /
√

2. For the rest of this section we drop the subscripts. A general

two-qubit density operator ρ can be represented as the following, ρ =
∑3

i,j=0 ρij |i〉〈j|. The

�delity of ρ to the target Bell state |Φ+〉 is given as

FBell =
1

2
(ρ00 + ρ33 + Re (ρ30) + Re (ρ03)) =

1

2
(ρ00 + ρ33 + 2 Re (ρ30)) (6.14)

The �rst two terms can be computed from the fraction of counts where the measurement out-

comes are correlated. We discuss how we extract the measurement quantities below.

We can determine a strict lower bound for Re (ρ30) through the following analysis. First, we
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Figure 6.16 | Quantum correlations of a logical Bell state a, Bell state generation and
tomography circuit. The logical Bell state

∣∣Φ+
L

〉
is �rst created using the teleported CNOT gate

between D1 and D2. The subsequent state is analyzed by performing either physical tomography
by measuring the Wigner function or logical tomography by measuring the logical operators. b,
Quantum correlations of a logical Bell state. The logical Bell state

∣∣Φ+
L

〉
is �rst created using

the teleported CNOT gate. The control qubit (D1) is measured in either the logical ZL and XL

bases by a decoding sequence. Conditioned on this result (m = 0, 1), physical-qubit tomography
is performed on the target qubit (D2) by measuring its Wigner function. The control qubit is
measured in either the logical ẐL basis (top) and X̂L basis (bottom), and Wigner tomography
is performed on the the target qubit conditioned on the measurement result, m = 0 (left) and
m = 1 (right). Correlations between the measurement result and measured state signal the
generation of an entangled state between D1 and D2.
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transform ρ into the X-basis by rotating both qubits by π/2 around the y-axis.

ρ̃ =
(
Ŷπ/2 ⊗ Ŷπ/2

)
ρ
(
Ŷπ/2 ⊗ Ŷπ/2

)†
(6.15)

In this transformed frame, we �nd the following equality between ρ and ρ̃,

ρ̃00 + ρ̃33 − ρ̃11 − ρ̃22 = 2 (Re (ρ30) + Re (ρ21)) . (6.16)

The o�-diagonal elements is bounded by the diagonal components with the relation

|Re (ρ21) | ≤ √ρ11ρ22. (6.17)

Then the o�-diagonal element in Equation 6.14 is satis�ed with the inequality

2 Re (ρ30) ≥ ρ̃00 + ρ̃33 − ρ̃11 − ρ̃22 − 2
√
ρ11ρ22 (6.18)

Then in terms of quantities that we can extract from our correlation experiments, the �delity

has a strict lower-bound

FBell ≥
1

2
(ρ00 + ρ33 + ρ̃00 − 2

√
ρ11ρ22 + ρ̃33 − ρ̃11 − ρ̃22) (6.19)

We can translate this equation into quantities accessible from our experiment. We write

P1(i) to be the probability of measuring the control data qubit (D1) to be in state |i〉; P2(j|i1)

represents the conditional probability of �nding the target data qubit (D2) to be in state |j〉

given that the control qubit was found to be in state |i〉. Then, Equation 6.19 can be written in

terms of these quantities as

FBell ≥
1

2

(
P1(0)P2(0|0) + P1(1)P2(1|1)− 2

√
P1(1)P2(0|1)P1(0)P2(1|0)

+ P1(+)P2(+|+) + P1(−)P2(−|−)− P1(−)P2(+|−)− P1(+)P2(−|+))

(6.20)
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Figure 6.17 | State reconstruction for the logical Bell state. a Density matrix (real part)
for conditioned Wigner tomography. We reconstruct the density matrix associated with each
experimentally measured Wigner function in the Main Text, Figure 3b. Our experimental results
are similar to the ideal save for reduced contrast. The imaginary component of the density matrix
is ideally zero; our reconstructed state also has small imaginary components. b Photon number
populations. The diagonal components of the density matrix�corresponding to the populations
of each photon number state�are shown for each conditioned state. The ideal populations are
shown in green, and the experimental results are shown in orange.

We calculate the probabilities P1 (·) directly from the statistics of the logical measurement of the

control qubit. To determine the conditional probability, we reconstruct the cavity state following

the procedure described in section 5.5. We show the results of this reconstruction in Figure 6.17.

We then compute the conditional probability by computing the �delity of the reconstructed state

ρD2 to the target state |i〉: P2(i|j) = 〈i|ρD2|i〉. Based on these calculations, we calculate a lower

bound in the entangled state �delity to be FBell ≥ (55± 2) %, without correcting for preparation

or measurement errors. This lower bound is consistent with the state �delity extracted from

logical QST.

Logical quantum state tomography

In the second method, we analyzed the joint state within the logical subspace of the two data

qubits by performing quantum state tomography. Quantum state tomography is performed

using the same decoding technique as the logical qubit measurement discussed above. We
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Figure 6.18 | Quantum state tomography of logical Bell state. a, Bell state generation
and tomography circuit. The logical Bell state

∣∣Φ+
L

〉
is �rst created using the teleported CNOT

gate between D1 and D2. After generating
∣∣Φ+

L

〉
, we perform logical tomography on both data

qubits decoding the state onto the communication qubit. b, After generating
∣∣Φ+

L

〉
, logical

qubit tomography is performed on both the control and target qubit. The reconstructed state,
represented in the Pauli basis, con�rms the teleported CNOT has generated the target Bell state.
We show the reconstructed state in the Pauli basis: ρ =

∑
i piσ̂i where σ̂i are the generalized

Pauli operators.

reconstructed the two-qubit state in the Pauli basis (Figure 6.18), extracting a state �delity

FBell = (68± 1) % and concurrence C = (0.37± 0.01), exceeding the threshold for a classically

correlated state. These quantities include imperfections associated with logical state preparation

and decoding operations, which together contribute about 6% in�delity for each data qubit.

Importantly, using the teleported CNOT, we have generated a Bell state between logical qubits

encoded as multi-photon states that, from inspection of the reconstructed density operator,

has dominant two-qubit Pauli components (e.g. two-qubit parity, 〈ZZ〉 = 0.57) and near-zero

single-qubit Pauli components (e.g. single-qubit parities, 〈IZ〉 = 0.01 and 〈ZI〉 = 0.04).

6.8.4 Analyzing the role of feedforward

Our implementation of the teleported gate as a deterministic operation requires reliable classical

communication and feedforward operations. In this third analysis, we investigated the importance

of these elements by performing the previously-described data qubit entanglement sequence with-
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out applying the feedforward operations (Step 4 in Figure 6.2b). Instead, we recorded the mea-

surement outcomes and extracted four conditioned output states. Without these feedforward op-

erations, each measurement outcome {00, 01, 10, 11} ideally occurs with probability 1/4 and her-

alds one of four Bell states: {
∣∣Ψ+

L

〉
,
∣∣Ψ−L

〉
,
∣∣Φ+

L

〉
,
∣∣Φ−L

〉
}, where |Ψ±〉 = (|01〉 ± |10〉) /

√
2 and

|Φ±〉 = (|00〉 ± |11〉) /
√

2. Our results (Figure 6.19; top, �rst four panels) are consistent with the

ideal, save for reduced contrast, and we extracted conditioned �delities of {69%, 66%, 69%, 66%}

and outcome frequencies of {0.25, 0.26, 0.24, 0.25}. Crucially, the fact that we generated dif-

ferent Bell pairs indicates that each conditional operation is a CNOT gate up to single qubit

operations. Without real-time knowledge of these measurement outcomes, these states will all

add incoherently, resulting in a completely mixed state where all information has been lost, (Fig-

ure 6.19; top, All). If we instead postselected on the measurement outcomes, the operation

is left as a probabilistic two-qubit gate, achieving the target operation only 1/4 of the time

(Figure 6.19; top, measurement outcome 10). Therefore, it is only when we combine real-time

classical communication and feedforward that we can implement a deterministic teleported op-

eration that performs the correct process independent of measurement outcome (Figure 6.19,

bottom).

6.8.5 Quantum Process tomography

Finally, for the fourth analysis we fully characterized the logical process for the teleported CNOT

gate. We performed quantum process tomography on the two logical qubits and our recon-

structed process matrices show qualitative agreement with the expected process (Figure 6.20).

From the experimental reconstruction, we calculate a process �delity of Fpro = (68± 2) % with-

out accounting for logical encoding or decoding steps that subtract from the extracted gate

�delity. With these corrections included, we infer a process �delity of Fgate = (79± 2) % for

our teleported CNOT gate. To evaluate the experimental performance of the teleported gate, we

assembled an error budget that combines the in�delity of each element of the gate, accounting

for the known imperfections of our system. From this analysis (section 6.10), we expect a gate

�delity of Fthy ≈ (84± 3) %, which is consistent with experimental results. This indicates that
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Figure 6.19 | E�ect of feedforward operations. The teleported CNOT is applied to |ψin〉 =
(|0L〉+ |1L〉) |0L〉 /

√
2 and the �delity of the resulting state to each of the four Bell states is

extracted. Feedforward operations are not applied (top), and each measurement outcome {00,
01, 10, 11} results in a di�erent Bell state. If all measurement results are compiled together, the
resulting state is completely mixed (All). On the other hand, if the feedforward operations are
applied (bottom), then the correct state |Φ+〉 is found for every measurement outcome.

other nonidealities, such as residual interactions or imperfect system characterization, are smaller

e�ects in our system. Indeed, as logical qubit operations�such as our teleported gate�are typ-

ically constructed from several distinct elements, it is necessary to experimentally verify that the

compiled operation does not introduce unexpected errors. These considerations motivate e�orts

to construct and validate logical quantum systems both to reveal experimental nonidealities and

to advance computational capabilities.

6.9 Extended Teleported CNOT results

6.9.1 Teleported CNOT performance

Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22 show comprehensive process results for the teleported CNOT gate for

both binomial and Fock encodings, respectively. In additional to the compiled results, we also

provide the measurement outcome-conditioned processes to further highlight the role of classical

communication and feedforward for the teleported gate.
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Experiment Ideal

Figure 6.20 | Quantum process tomography of the teleported CNOT gate. We represent
the quantum process RCNOT in the Pauli transfer representation, in which the process map is
expressed in the Pauli basis: ~Pout = RCNOT ~Pin, given input and output state Pauli vectors
~Pin,out. Agreement between the experimentally reconstructed (left) and ideal (right) process
indicates the successful implementation of a deterministic teleported CNOT gate.

From these results, we quantify the performance of the teleported gate by calculating the

process �delity of the entire operation. We describe two quantities:

1. Fpro: The process �delity is extracted from the combined operation Eall = ÛdecÛCNOTÛenc,

and includes the e�ect of the encoding and decoding pulses in the �delity.

2. Fgate: The inferred gate �delity is calculated from Fpro relative to the �delity of only the

encode and decode pulses, FE+D. Explicitly, Fgate = Fpro + (1−FE+D).

Additional details on the tomography method is provided in section 5.5.

As described in subsection 6.6.2, the encoding and decoding processes are accomplished

through the use of optimal control pulses. The �delities of the encode and decode operations

are taken from Table 6.3,

Encode/decode (Binomial): 1−FE+D = (6.9 + 4.4)% = 11.3%

Encode/decode (Fock): 1−FE+D = (4.1 + 2.3)% = 6.4%
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Msmt outcome: 00 01 10 11 All

a

b

Msmt outcome: 00 01 10 11 All

Figure 6.21 | Extended Binomial QPT data. For each panel, we plot both the pro-
cess matrix in the Pauli transfer representation (below) as well as a reconstructed state rep-
resented in the Pauli basis (above). For the reconstructed state, we choose the input state
(|0〉+ |1〉) |0〉 /

√
2, which should result in the following Bell state when the CNOT is applied:

|Φ+〉 = (|00〉+ |11〉) /
√

2. The ideal process for each panel is represented by the dominant
components taken to ±1 and small components taken to 0. a Conditioned QPT results when
the feedforward operations are not applied. The �rst four panels (labeled: 00, 01, 10, 11) repre-
sent the process conditioned on measurement outcome. Each qualitatively has the same features
(e.g. the same non-zero elements of the process matrix); however, the di�ering signs between
the four outcome indicates that each process is modi�ed by single-qubit operations. When all
measurement results are combined (labeled: All), most of the features are washed away and
only certain Pauli operators are left invariant by the process: {II, IX,ZI, ZX}. Notably, these
operators are exactly the feedforward operations that would normally be applied. This behavior
can also be observed in the state tomography results (above), where each measurement outcome
heralds a di�erent Bell state ({|Ψ+〉 , |Ψ−〉 , |Φ+〉 , |Φ−〉}); when taken all together, the states
add incoherently, resulting in a completely mixed state. b Conditioned QPT results when the
feedforward operations are applied. Here, all measurement outcomes (00, 01, 10, 11) indicate
the same process, that of the CNOT process. Therefore, when the measurement outcomes are
all taken together (All), the compiled process is that of a CNOT gate. Each tomography setting
in this dataset consists of 2500 averages; we perform a total of six pre- and post- rotations for
QPT, leading to a total of 64 = 1296 experiments for QPT.
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Msmt outcome: 00 01 10 11 All

a

b

Msmt outcome: 00 01 10 11 All

Figure 6.22 | Extended Fock QPT data. Data is presented in the same format as in
Figure 6.21.
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Measurement outcome, Fpro (Fgate), (%)
Encoding Feedforward (FF) 00 01 10 11 All
Binomial w/ FF 68 (79) 67 (78) 70 (81) 68 (79) 68 (79)

no FF 71 (82) 68 (80) 70 (82) 68 (79) N/A
Fock w/ FF 82 (88) 79 (86) 81 (88) 79 (86) 80 (87)

no FF 83 (89) 80 (87) 80 (87) 78 (84) N/A

Table 6.4 | Experimental process �delities. The raw process �delity Fpro and process �delity
corrected for �nite tomography gate �delity Fgate are shown for each conditioned outcome (00
to 11) as well as the unconditioned results.

Here, we use the simulated process �delities to conservatively estimate the gate �delity; the

experimentally extracted �delities would result in a slightly high teleported CNOT gate �delity.

The compiled experimental results for the teleported CNOT are provided in Table 6.4.

6.10 Error budget

In this section we provide further details on the estimates of gate error as presented in the Main

Text. Our approach re�ects and expands upon an error model described in Ref. [55]: the total

gate error pCNOT is given as the additive error contribution from each element of the teleported

gate. For identical modules with the same error rates, we can write a simple expression for the

total error rate:

pCNOT = pBell + 2pLO + 2pMsmt + 2pFF, (6.21)

where pBell, pLO, pMsmt, pFF are the error probabilities for the entangled pair generation, the

local operations, the communication qubit measurements, and the feedforward operations, re-

spectively. We consider each element independently, estimating the total loss from a combination

of experimentally measured and simulated quantities. Therefore, our estimate of the gate �delity

accounts for all known non-idealities of the system, providing an upper bound in the actual ex-

perimental performance. This estimate provides a useful benchmark to assess the potential for

other unknown sources of loss. In the following subsections we will tabulate the combined errors

for each module for each step, and we will use the symbol p̃s to denote the error probability for

step s for both modules 1 and 2. In relation to above, p̃s ≈ 2ps. The error bars reported for
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each element are estimated from systematic run-to-run variation.

Communication qubit Bell pair

The communication qubit Bell pair is generated with the same pulse sequence independent of

data qubit encoding. Our characterization of the Bell pair in subsection 6.6.1 is performed when

both data qubits are not encoded and left in the vacuum state, and serves as an upper bound

to the Bell pair �delity when used in the teleported CNOT. We set the error probability of the

communication qubit Bell pair from this bare state �delity, pBell:

Comm. qubit Bell pair: pBell = 1−FBell = (3± 1) %

When the Bell state generation sequence is applied during the teleported gate, the encoded data

qubit state will induce a dispersion in the communication qubit frequency, potentially a�ecting

the quality of communication qubit pulses. To account for this, we use short pulses (σ = 6 ns)

which have a bandwidth approaching two orders of magnitude larger than this dispersion. In

principle, it is possible to characterize the communication qubit Bell pair when the data qubits

are initialized in an encoded state; in practice, the presence of data qubit photons makes it di�cult

to perform reliable state tomography. As such, we use the above quantity for the purpose of this

calculation.

Local operations

We perform a local operation within each module, which are implemented via optimal control

pulses. For the control module (module 1), we perform a local CNOT that is controlled by the data

qubit, targeting the communication qubit. This operation is a photon-number parity mapping

for the Fock encoding [158] and a �super-parity� (e.g. 0 mod 4 vs. 2 mod 4) mapping for the

Binomial encoding; as such, the operation time for the binomial encoding (500 ns) is about half

the length as compared to the Fock encoding (900 ns). The operation �delities for the binomial

and Fock encodings are 2% and 3%, respectively (Table 6.3). For the target module (module 2),

the CNOT is now controlled by the communication qubit, targeting the data qubit. This is a highly
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nontrivial operation: when the communication qubit is in |e〉, the operation �ips the logical basis

states, (|0〉 + |4〉)/
√

2 ↔ |2〉. As a result, in order to achieve a high �delity operation, we use

a 2000 ns optimal control pulse. The total local operation in�delity for the binomial and Fock

encodings are (5± 3) % and (3± 2), respectively (Table 6.3). The errors are estimated from the

range of measured coherence times.

In addition to the in�delity associated with each optimal control pulse, it is also important

to consider the timing of the two pulses (Figure 6.7). In our experiment, both pulses start at

the same time, but can have di�erent pulse lengths. This alignment results in a delay between

the local operation and the communication qubit measurement for module 1, during which the

communication qubit may su�er a T1 error. Importantly, T2 errors are projected out during the

subsequent Ẑ measurement and do not contribute to the in�delity of this component. This decay

will cause an error in the measurement outcome assignment in the subsequent measurement,

introducing additional in�delity to the 00 and 01 paths while reducing the probability of measuring

outcomes 10 and 11. For the binomial and Fock encodings, we estimate this additional in�delity

to be pT1 ≈ 0.025 and 0.002, respectively. Therefore, we can describe the path-dependent error

probabilities, pLO,i for i ∈ {00, 01, 10, 11}:

Local operations (Binomial): p̃LO,i = ({10, 10, 7, 7} ± 3) %

Local operations (Fock): p̃LO,i = ({6, 6, 6, 6} ± 2) %

Communication qubit measurements

Measurement of the communication qubits can su�er from two general types of errors: assign-

ment errors and measurement-decay errors. An assignment error is characterized by inferring

the incorrect communication qubit state (e.g. assigning the state |eg〉 as 00 instead of 10).

Measurement-decay errors represent the case when the communication qubit undergoes a relax-

ation event during the measurement process. In the latter case, the resulting qubit state as well

as the measurement outcome may not re�ect the state prior to measurement. For the teleported

CNOT, either error will lead to the application of incorrect communication qubit reset pulse as well

as the incorrect feedforward operation in the teleported CNOT. Furthermore, if the communication
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qubit is not properly reset to the ground state, then all subsequent optimal control pulses, includ-

ing feedfoward and decoding pulses, will fail. To holistically account for these errors, we use our

results from subsection 6.6.3, where we measurement the �delity of resetting the communication

qubits to the ground state. From this experiment we �nd the following measurement-outcome

dependent errors, pMsmt,i for i ∈ 00, 01, 10, 11:

Comm. qubit measurements: p̃Msmt,i = ({1, 4, 2, 6}) %

Feedforward operations

Depending on measurement outcome, the teleported CNOT requires single-qubit feedfoward op-

erations, a Ẑ and X̂ operation on module 1 and 2, respectively. We implement the logical Z

operation in software by updating the phase reference of the data qubit, which adds no time

and has unit �delity. Therefore, we only need to consider the in�delity when the X̂ feedforward

operation is applied to module 2. This operation has an in�delity of 3% and 2% for the binomial

and Fock encoding, respectively, and is applied only for outcomes 00 and 01. The additional

error probabilities, p̃FF,i associated with the feedfoward operations are given as:

Feedforward operations (Binomial): p̃FF,i = ({3, 3, 0, 0} ± 1) %

Feedforward operations (Fock): p̃FF,i = ({2, 2, 0, 0} ± 1) %

Total in�delity

From the previous sections, we extract the total gate error, pCNOT, as

pCNOT = pBell + p̃LO + p̃Msmt + p̃FF (6.22)

The results from this section are summarized in Table 6.5. We extract conditioned errors for the

teleported gate of pCNOT, i = ({16, 20, 13, 16} ± 3) % for the Binomial encoding and pCNOT, i =

({12, 15, 12, 15} ± 2) for the Fock encoding. From these conditioned results, we expect total gate

errors of pCNOT = (16± 3) % and pCNOT = (13± 2) % for the binomial and Fock encoding,
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Measurement outcomes
Encoding Gate component 00 01 10 11 All
Binomial Bell generation, pBell(%) 3 3 3 3 3

Local operations, pLO,i(%) 10 10 7 7 8
Communication qubit measurements, pMsmt,i(%) 1 4 2 6 3
Feedforward operations, pFF,i(%) 3 3 0.0 0.0 2

Total in�delity, pCNOT,i(%) 17 20 12 16 16

Fock Bell generation, pBell(%) 3 3 3 3 3
Local operations, pLO,i(%) 6 6 6 6 6
Communication qubit measurements, pMsmt,i(%) 1 4 2 6 3
Feedforward operations, pFF,i(%) 2 2 0 0 1

Total in�delity, pCNOT,i(%) 12 15 11 15 13

Table 6.5 | Error budget, theory.

respectively. From Table 6.4, our inferred gate in�delities are 1 − F inf
CNOT

= (21± 2) % and

(13± 2) %, both of which are consistent with our error model.

6.10.1 Contributions to in�delity

By using numerical simulations, we have estimated the relative contributions of loss that limit

the performance of the teleported CNOT. Finite T2 and T1 of the transmon qubits are the two

dominant sources of in�delity in our experiment, accounting for roughly 70% and 25% of the

total in�delity, respectively. In our implementation, the �nite cavity lifetime accounts for 4%

of the total in�delity, limiting the gate �delity at 98%. However, single photon errors are, in

principle, detectable through implementing a quantum error correction scheme, which has not

been done in this implementation. At the level of our measurement precision, we are not able to

observe signi�cant limitations due to unexpected interactions or control errors.

6.11 Discussion

Building on our results, there exist well-de�ned prescriptions to further improve each element of

the teleported gate. In the present implementation, the dominant source of in�delity is the �nite

coherence of both communication qubits (T2 ≈ 15 µs), which accounts for about 70% of the
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total gate error. Though increasing transmon coherence is a straightforward approach to improve

gate performance, a more robust solution may be to pursue alternate implementations of the

communication qubit itself. For example, replacing the transmon qubit with a high-Q cavity

will directly address this dominant source of in�delity in the present experiment. Furthermore,

recent work demonstrating local operations between two cavities [225] illustrates that a module

containing error-correctable data and communication qubits can be realized without sacri�cing

quantum control. In addition to local operations, the performance of the teleported gate also

depends on the quality of the shared entangled pair and communication qubit measurements.

Since the shared entangled pair can be prepared prior to the teleported operation, the gate is

agnostic to how the entanglement is generated. Therefore, the protocol can take advantage of a

variety of approaches, including deterministic [226] and probabilistic [227] schemes, and should

bene�t from entanglement puri�cation protocols [55, 228]. Measurements directly impact the

performance of teleportation-based protocols, and strategies that boost measurement �delity

such as robust, repeated measurements [55] may be readily integrated into the teleported CNOT

gate. Finally, since our implementation is compatible with various logical data qubit encodings,

it may be possible to tailor the encoding to account for the dominant error channels associated

with the gate (in the current implementation, codespace leakage errors), potentially addressing

issues of fault-tolerance. Importantly, these improvements to our implementation may be pursued

while preserving the framework of the teleported gate protocol.

This result is not only the �rst demonstration of a gate between logical qubits, but also the �rst

demonstration of a deterministic teleported two-qubit gate. A compelling advantage of our work

is that the teleported gate is itself modular and uses relatively modest elements, all of which are

part of the standard toolbox necessary for quantum computation in general. Therefore, ongoing

progress to improve any of the elements will directly increase gate performance. Furthermore, the

teleported CNOT protocol used in this work is but one example of an extensive family of two-qubit

operations that may be implemented using these same resources [44, 55, 210]. Such teleportation-

based gates are important primitives for the implementation of a modular architecture and may be

part of a broader approach to fault-tolerant quantum computation [44, 92, 229]. The next step
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will be to demonstrate nonlocal teleported gates between spatially separate modules, requiring

remote entanglement. Building on our results and recent demonstrations of remote entanglement

in cQED systems [201, 202], it should be possible to integrate these technologies in the future.



7
Conclusions and perspectives

Superconducting qubits have made steady and impressive progress in the past several years

towards advancing our understanding and our control of these increasingly complex systems. We

have reported our e�orts to capitalize on these achievements, which has lead to the demonstration

of a teleported gate. Moving forward, it will be increasingly important to consider how we

might build o� of our proof-of-principle demonstrations to achieve more lofty goals. These new

milestones will require the careful combination of physics and engineering as we increase both

system complexity as well as computational capabilities of our quantum systems. As the �eld of

quantum information processing moves from an �age of adolescence� into an �age of maturity�1,

our future goals will become qualitatively di�erent and ever more demanding. This development

indicates that there will be more exciting developments in the years to come. In the �nal sections

of this thesis, we will consider some extensions of the work described in this thesis, focusing on

the future directions toward the quantum modular architecture.

1. This assessment of the state of quantum information processing was heard �rst at the IBM ThinkQ 2015
conference during a presentation by Isaac Chuang.
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7.1 Future work toward the quantum modular architecture

7.1.1 Remote modules

As mentioned in chapter 6, perhaps one of the most important future directions for the teleported

gate will be to demonstrate the gate between two remote modules. This extension is crucial for

the development of a distributed quantum network of modules, and further, will completely

eliminate any residual interactions between modules. There will be additional challenges incurred

in connecting physically separate modules, particularly in the quality of the remote entangled

pair, which directly impacts the performance of any teleported operation. It is critical to generate

high-�delity entangled pairs for the quantum modular architecture. Current implementations for

remote entanglement, while promising demonstrations, generate entangled pairs with too low

�delity to be used for the teleported gate.

There have been several demonstrations of remote entanglement generation in cQED, broadly

separated into two categories: entanglement-by-measurement and direct state transfer. One

recent demonstration of the former [201] realized the heralded entanglement of two transmon

qubits using a concurrent protocol with �ying single-photon states and a novel microwave single-

photon detector. The detector acts as a which-path eraser by performing a joint measurement

of the two qubits. Such a scheme has the advantage that is it robust to photon loss, the loss of

a �ying photon results in a detectable failed attempt.

Another promising approach �rst proposed in [226] and experimentally demonstrated in cQED

in [142, 203, 230] generated entanglement between two remote qubits through direct state

transfer from a sender module to a receiver module. The state from the sender is partially

converted into a �ying state, traveling through a coaxial transmission line before being absorbed

by the receiver module. This method for remote entanglement is nominally a deterministic

process, but crucially relies on a low-loss communication channel. This loss can, in principle, be

tolerated by encoding the transmitted quantum information using error-correctable states [142].

E�cient error correction on the receiver can be used to restore the state if an error had occurred

during the transfer.
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As the teleported gate performance is directly impacted by the �delity of the entangled pair,

improvements to the quality of this entanglement may still be required. One approach to generate

these high-�delity entangled pairs is to utilize entanglement puri�cation (or distillation) [55, 228,

231]. An entanglement puri�cation protocol describes a process by which one can probabilistically

generate a higher �delity entangled state from a collection of low �delity entangled states. One

can also think of such a scheme as a quantum error detection. We leave the description of the

puri�cation protocol to be described elsewhere (e.g. in [55]), noting that these protocols use the

same elements as the teleported gate. Instead we will on some considerations for the design of

a puri�cation protocol within the modular architecture.

Implementing a puri�cation protocol will incur additional complexity for the communication

qubits within each module. Such a module will require, at minimum, two communication qubits

as the simplest puri�cation protocol requires two entangled pairs. We can envision two approaches

to generate multiple entangled pairs and to connect two such modules together. First, if we use

a single communication channel to connect the two modules, then we will have to generate the

two entangled pairs sequentially. This requires operations to swap the entangled state from one

communication qubit pair to the other. While the second entangled pair is generated, the �rst

pair will have to be stored in a memory mode. Second, each entangled pair could be generated

using a dedicated communication channel, thus enabling parallelism in the initial entanglement

generation. A sequential approach has the bene�t of fewer communication channels at the cost

of increasing the requirements for the design of the module. The parallel approach can have

bene�ts in terms of requiring fewer operations and speed at the cost of potentially introducing

additional error mechanisms.

Entanglement puri�cation protocols typically address bit-�ip (X̂) and/or phase-�ip (Ẑ) errors.

However, in a physical implementation the exact error model will depend crucially on the exact

implementation of the qubits used (e.g. transmon or cavity), the initial entanglement generation

protocol, and the local operations and measurements required for the puri�cation puri�cation.

Tailoring the puri�cation protocol to the actual errors in the entangled pairs will be necessary if

there is any expectation to improve the �delity of an entangled pair shared between two modules.
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There are likely specialized entanglement and puri�cation protocols that directly take advan-

tage of our speci�c cavity-based cQED hardware. In particular, the multi-level structure of the

cavity can encode multiple qubits of information; perhaps, this can allow for a hardware-e�cient

entanglement generation protocol where a single pair of cavities can be used to perform the

entanglement puri�cation protocol.

7.1.2 Towards error-correctable logical gates

So far, logical qubits have been used to demonstrate quantum error correction [21] and logical

operations [166, 185] in similar, yet separate, experimental systems. A necessary capability

moving forward is implementing a logical qubit that can perform quantum error correction and

perform single- and two-qubit logical gates. Such a goal is an important step toward fault-tolerant

quantum computation. Crucial to the success of developing and implementing error-correctable

logical gates is understanding what types of errors to correct. For example, the logical encoding

for the teleported gate is amenable to a QEC protocol that corrects against single photon loss, an

error mechanism that is dominant when the logical qubit is used as a quantum memory. On the

other hand, the dominant errors that the teleported gate induces are codespace leakage errors.

Addressing these errors will require sophisticated erasure-correction codes to detect (and perhaps

correct) when we su�er an error during the gate. Therefore, while it may su�ce (and indeed

be necessary) to protect these logical qubits from single photon loss when the logical qubit is

idling, such a QEC protocol may not be su�cient when performing computations on the logical

qubits. Therefore, an outstanding task toward is to develop logical gates and QEC protocols that

complement each other to address the actual errors that arise during a computation.

We can also point to several intermediate goals that will improve the performance of our log-

ical operations as we continue to develop techniques toward these error-correctable logical gates.

The transmon qubit functions as both the communication qubit and an ancilla for implementing

logical operations on the data qubits. As it is the system's least coherent element, we have found

that our teleported gate performance is ultimately limited by the transmon coherence. Improve-

ments in the transmon coherence will naturally leader to a higher-�delity teleported operation.
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An alternative direction for improving the teleported gate is to investigate whether it is possible

to implement optimal control pulses that are less sensitive to the coherence properties of the

transmon, perhaps by using higher levels of the transmon qubit or by using o�-resonant drives

that do not directly excite the transmon qubit.

Another possibility that warrants exploration is to implement the required local operations

through driving parametrically-activated multi-photon transitions (see related work in [137, 138,

142, 201, 203, 232]). Indeed, the proposal in [233] for universal quantum computation with

error-correctable Schrödinger cat states describes how to perform universal quantum computation

using a combination of engineered two-photon dissipative processes combined with displacements.

Here, the transmon is not directly excited and serves as an o�-resonant, nonlinear resource for

the cavity. Furthermore, ongoing work in realizing these multi-photon processes may even lead

to logical operations that are tolerant to transmon loss.

7.1.3 Building the quantum module

The requirements for implementing teleported operations between modules provides a simple,

yet comprehensive checklist for determining the functionality required for a module. A module

requires: (1) data qubit(s) for quantum information storage and processing; (2) communication

qubits for interfacing the data qubit with the outside world; (3) the ability to perform high-�delity

local operations between them; (4) high-�delity measurements of the communication qubits; and

(5) robust entanglement generation between the communication qubits. Our demonstrated gate

represents an existence proof that it is indeed possible to assemble such disparate components (3D

cavities and transmons) that perform distinct functions (long-lived quantum memory vs. short-

lived readout resonator) into modules. Furthermore, we showed that it is possible to assemble

several (separately implemented) computational capabilities together to perform a complex algo-

rithm in a way that performs as expected from the individual parts. This separation of functions

is one of the main motivations for pursing the quantum modular architecture. Given our discus-

sions form the previous sections, it is likely that each of these elements will undergo signi�cant

modi�cations from the current realization used for the teleported gate experiment. However
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the approach for building the modules will remain the same: designing, testing, and validating

building blocks individually, the combining them to explore the capabilities and shortcomings of

the integrated module.

As a few concrete steps moving forward, we can also consider hardware modi�cations to

the communication qubit. One possibility is to replace the transmon for a high-coherence 3D

cavity, which would increase the coherence time of the communication qubit by over an order

of magnitude and allow for more sophisticated communication qubit encodings. A cavity-based

communication qubit will also result in a module that is compatible with an error-correctable

remote entanglement scheme as described before [142]. This modi�cation introduces additional

complexities in the design and requirements for the module. First, we will have to build an ap-

propriate interface between the cavity-based communication qubit to the communication channel

in such a way that enables a remote entanglement protocol that does not adversely a�ect other

parts of the module. Second, to implement local operations, we will require local operations that

are now between two cavity modes. These local cavity operations require a mixing element (e.g.

transmon) to couple the two cavities together. Recent [225] and ongoing work (Gao et al. 2018

in prep) indicate that this is a capability that can be readily achieved.

Additionally, as many of these multi-cavity operations rely on the four-wave mixing property

of the Josephson junction, there has been recent work in realizing three-wave mixing elements

such as the superconducting non-linear asymmetric inductive (SNAIL) elements [234] that may be

used to enable the requisite interactions. Such a three-wave mixing interaction can have certain

advantages over the customary four-wave version, for example, eliminating undesired frequency

shifts that are present in a four-wave mixing element. Integration of such a new quantum circuit

will require addressing several new complications, most pressing of which is the to introduce

magnetic �ux to bias the SNAIL element without spoiling any high coherence elements within

the same package. Far from a impediment, the ability to construct and assemble novel quantum

circuits using Josephson junctions, inductors, and capacitors (and when necessary, resistors) is a

distinct and powerful trait of superconducting qubits.
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7.1.4 Connecting the modules

One of the least-developed components of the modular architecture is the way we will distribute

entanglement across throughout the network. There are signi�cant architectural questions that

need to be addressed, most important of which is determining the connectivity of the quantum

network. Whether the connections between modules are �xed or programmable will have dramatic

consequences on the design and implementation of quantum algorithms. It is currently an open

question regarding the required connectivity of such a router, though it is believed that a quantum

processor with higher-connectivity requires fewer gates (and presumably higher performance as a

result) to implement a given algorithm [219]. Therefore, de�ning the properties and constructing

such a quantum router is an important future step toward the development of the modular

architecture. There are other practical questions in building a quantum signal routing system

with low-enough dissipation, su�cient bandwidth and directionality will also in�uence the scheme

for implementing a particular scheme for remote entanglement as well as dictating the design of

the communication qubit-channel interface.

7.1.5 Tools to applications

Finally, moving another step beyond the practical and design aspects of building a modular quan-

tum computer, we must consider how we want to use it to eventually solve practical problems.

From choosing a computationally-interesting problem for a quantum computer to solve, we will

have to tailor the algorithm to the modular architecture in a way that takes advantage of the

connectivity and high-quality components that comprise the quantum network. Carefully de�ning

the short-term, mid-term, and long-term applications will play an important role in dictating the

implementation of the modular architecture.

7.2 Closing remarks

While there are many open questions that must addressed, the prospects for realizing a general-

purpose quantum computing are quite encouraging. One reason for this optimistic outlook stems
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from the rapid and remarkable progress that the �eld has achieved in terms understanding and

controlling these increasingly complex quantum devices. Indeed, at the beginning of this thesis

work, it would be di�cult to imagine the level of sophistication and the achievements that is

standard today. One can only imagine the discoveries and accomplishments in the years to come.

It is, therefore, exciting, and humbling, to have contributed a small part toward this endeavor. In

closing, we return to an early assessment for prospects of quantum information processing, and

we expect this statement to continue to hold true in the years to come:

�Now the case is considerably stronger that, in principle, there is no fundamental

obstacle to building a functioning quantum computer that is capable of performing

computationally interesting tasks.� - J. Preskill [8]
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